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RÉSUMÉ
Cette thèse doctorale porte sur l’organisation des rivières à lit dc graviers. La
formation du lit en séquences à grande échelle - les séquences seuil-mouille - est une
caractéristique de ces rivières qui contrôle la stabilité et la productivité écologique. Malgré
son importance, le mécanisme qui génère les seuil-mouilles reste obscur. Ce problème est
lié à trois facteurs: les données dc terrain qui existent ne sont pas suffisantes pour accepter
ou rejeter les hypothèses qui existent; la compLexité des interactions entre l’écoulement, le
transport des sédiments, et les formes dii lit; et le rôle de la turbulence qui n’est pas
considéré dc façon adéquate. L’approche de cette thèse est d’aborder ces facteurs
simultanément avec des méthodes innovatrices pour mesurer les paramètres importants sur
le terrain et de modéliser des processus non linéaires dans une rivière. Les objectifs sont:
ta) de développer un modèle qui est capable de simuler le transport des sédiments et les
interactions avec l’écoulement turbulent, (b) en utilisant le modèle, de montrer te rôle des
mécanismes de rétroaction dans le développement des formes du lit, (c) de tester les
vélocimètres clans des écoulements à fortes vitesses et fortes intensités turbulente, (d) de
mesurer et caractériser les dynamiques de l’écoulement dans un seuil-mouille forcé, (e) de
mesurer et caractériser les dynamiques de la sédirnentologie et la morphologie dans un
seuil-mouille forcé, et (f’) en utilisant le modèle et l’analyse des données de terrain,
d’identifier les mécanismes qui contribuent à la formation des seuils—mouilles.
En considérant une rivière comme un système complexe, nous avons créé un
modèle qui simule le transport des sédiments individuellement, c’est-à-dire un modèle
‘discret’. Les particules répondent aux paramètres locaux de l’écoulement et des boucles de
rétroaction sont possibles. Les processus physiques sont simplifiés afin de permettre la
considération des mécanismes qui génèrent les formes dii lit. Nous montrons que les
formes du lit à grande échelle émergent quand la turbulence varie en fonction de
l’accélération et de la décélération de l’écoulement.
Nous avons suivi les dynamiques d’un seuil—mouille forcé pendant I 8 mois. Cette
période était très active en terme de changements géomorphologiqies à cause d’une série de
crues de haut niveau. La plus grande était une crue d’une période de 15 ans. Nous avons
échantillonné des séries de vitesses instantanées à 90 - 270 positions au site pendant des
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crues de bas niveau jusqu’a plein bord. Les instruments ont été testés dans les
environnements comparables afin d’assurer leurs capacités de fonctionner comme prévu.
Les données hydrauliques nous ont montré quelques résultats importants. La décélération
et l’accélération définissent respectivement l’écoulement dans le début et la fin de la
mouille. Ceci a un effet important sur la forme des profils de vitesse moyenne, où des
vitesses relativement basses sont présentes proche du lit dans la zone dc décélération et des
vitesses relativement hautes sont présentes proche du lit dans la zone d’accélération. Cet
effet explique les observations d’un renversement de vitesses. Cependant, le renversement
de vitesses est présent seulement dans la zone vers la fin de la mouille où la pente du lit est
positive. Pour expliquer le transport des sédiments dans le début de ta mouille, un effet
secondaire est requis. Dans cet environnement, l’intensité de la turbulence est haute. Nous
avons observé la séparation intermittente de l’écoulement dans cette région de l’écoulement
et il apparaît que cette zone génère la turbulence observée.
Afin de suivre les mouvements des particules et de caractériser les patrons spatiaux
du transport des sédiments, nous avons utilisé une technique relativement nouvelle basé sur
les ‘Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags’. Nous avons marqué 300 roches de
différentes tailles. Nous avons aussi cartographié le lit de la rivière plusieurs fois pendant
cette même période afin de suivre tes changements morphologiques. Un événement majeur
s’est passé au début de la période d’étude. Cet événement a déplacé l’arbre qui détermine Le
lieu de la mouille, ce qui a provoqué une nouvelle période de développement
morphologique qtie nous avons caractérisée. En général, la morphologie et le transport de
sédiment reflètent la variabilité de l’écoulement. En aval de l’arbre, toutes les tailles de
particules marquées ont été enlevées de la mouille et l’érosion de la mouille à été
progressive. En contraste, en amont de l’arbre nous avons observé que le transport de
sédiment est très sensible aux tailles des particules et que deux cycles d’aggradation et de
dégradation se sont produits. Les particules plus larges que le D n’ont pas été déplacées
du début de la mouille pendant la période d’études, malgré au moins un événement avec
une fréquence de retour de 15 ans.
La conclusion centrale de la modélisation et de l’étude de terrain est que la
turbulence est nécessaire pour expliquer la formation des seuil-mouilles. Le modèle est très
important pour la généralisation des résultats parce qu’il démontre que des formes du tit
Vavec une taille, un triage de particule par taille, et une stabilité similaire à ce que nous
observons dans les seuil-mouilles naturels peuvent être générées sans qu’un élément comme
l’arbre soit présent pour le provoquer. Pour cela, il faut que le modèle inclue une règle qui
lie la turbulence à l’accélération, une autre règle qui imite l’effet de la séparation de
l’écoulement, et les sédiments de tailles hétérogènes. La convergence de ces facteurs avec
les observations de terrain encourage l’hypothèse que tous les seuil-mouilles sont générés
par un mécanisme similaire. Il apparaît que les éléments qui forcent les seuil-mouilles
fonctionnent comme des catalyseurs qui activent les processus associés à l’écoulement non
uniforme, mais que ces processus peuvent aussi émerger du système complexe qui
constitue une rivière à lit graveleux. Ces résultats sont uniques dans la littérature et portent
une nouvelle vision sur les dynamiques fluviales, la complexité, et l’organisation d’une
rivière.
Mot-clés: rivières à lit graveleux; seuil-mouille; turbulence; système complexe;
transport de sédiment; pistage de sédiment; formes du lit; cohérence; mesure de vitesse;
écoulement non uniforme; accélération; décélération; séparation intermittente; émergence;
auto-organisation.
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SuMMARY
This thesis is a study of organization in rivers. Riffic-pool sequences determine the
macro-scale structure in a broad range ofgravel-bed rivers. Thcy arc dcflncd by a scaling
relation with stream width, sorting of sediment by size, and the formation of lateral bars.
These features are of intercst because thcy excrt a significant control on stream stability and
ecology. In spite of considerable effort, there is no consensus on the rncchanism(s) by
which the forms develop and are maintaincd. This problem is retated to three factors: field
data that is inadequate to accept or reject proposed hypotheses, the complexity ofthe
possible interactions between the flow, sediment transport and bed form development, and
inadequate consideration ofthe cffects of turbulence. The approach of this thesis is to
address these factors simultaneously through new modetiing strategies and improved fictd
methods and measurements. The specific objectives are: (a) to develop a rnodcl to simulate
flow and sediment dynamics in order to examine the dynamics ofbcd form devclopment in
gravel-bed rivers and to demonstrate the role of feedback mechanisms in bcd form
development including the effect of turbulence; (b) to test available instrumentation for
measuring turbulent flow properties in gravcl-bed rivers during floods; (c) to measure and
characterize the mean and turbulent flow dynamics ofa forced rime-pool and the sediment
and morphologic dynarnics in a forccd riffic-pool; and (d) to use both the numerical
simulations and analysis ofthe ficld data, to idcntify the mechanisms that lead to the
formation and maintenance ofriffle-pools in gravcl-bcd rivers.
Based on the assumption that a gravel-bed river may be described as a complex
system, we developed a discrete particle mode! that simulates the transport ofindividual
particles based on local mies to determine particle entrainrnent and the fecdbacks between
flow and bed form development. Physical processes were simplified to allow us to
consider the mechanisms by which bed forms occur and are maintaincd. The model is
capable of generating a wide range ofbed forms at different scales. By varying turbulence
intensity in response to iow acceleration and deceleration, we demonstrated the emergence
ofmacro-scaie bed forms.
To measure and characterize the flow and sediment dynamics ofriffle-pools, we
monitored a forccd riffle-pool intensely for an 1 8 moith period. The site is located in
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Moras Creek, a 6 ni wide gravel bed stream near Victoriaville (Quebec). The location of
the riffle-pool is forced by a large tree with an intact root wad that sud in to the stream.
The study pcriod was geornorphica[Ïy active. At the beginning of the study period, a large
flood event rotateded the tree and reinitiated pool scour. A series of subsequent events, the
largest ofwhich had a return period of approximately 15 years, changed pool gcometry.
We sampled series of instantaneous velocity at up to 270 points through the study site
during floods as high as the bankfull level. To measure velocity, we used Electromagnetic
Current Meters (ECMs). These instruments were tested in comparable highly turbulent
environments to ensure accuracy. The hydraulic data from the forced riffie-pool yielded a
number of important and original results. Flow deceleration and acccteration were found to
dominate the pool-head and pool-tail, respectively. This has a strong effect on the shape of
mean velocity profiles, such that reiatively low velocities occur near the bed in deceterating
flows while retatively high velocities occur near the bed in acceicrating flows. This effect
explains the occurrence ofa near-bcd velocity reversai between the riffle and the pool-tau.
However, mean velocity is not adequate to explain sedirnent transport in the pool-hcad.
Instead, we observed high turbulence intensities, and it appears that intermittent flow
separation near the bed generates high amplitude and short duration turbulent fluctuations
that may be sufficient to initiate sedirnent transport.
To tag and track the movernents of sediment particles, we utilized a reiativety new
technique based on Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags. We followed morpÏiological
changes during the study period by repeatedly surveying the bcd topography. Morphology
and sediment transport rdflect the observed variability of flow hydraulics. Downstrearn of
the tree, ail sizes of taggcd particles were evacuated from the pool center and tau on at least
two occasions and progressive crosion takes place so that the pool increased in Iength
through the study period. In contrast, the region upstrearn of the trcc was characterizcd by
altemate cycles of scour and fill and highly size-seiective sediment entrainment. Tagged
particles larger than the D84 wcrc not transported out of the pool-head during the study
period in spite oC events as large as the 15 year flood.
The key conclusion from both the numerical modelling and the field study is that
turbulence is a critical factor in the formation ofriffle-pools. Sediment transport by high
turbulence in zones of low mean vclocity appears to initiate pool scour and selectively
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transport the finer sediments out of the pool-head. Thc numerical modet is criticat in the
generalization of resuits because it demonstrates that bed forrns with similar size, sorting,
and stability to riffle-pools can emerge in the absence of forcing elements if thrcc elcments
are included: 1) a rule that links acceleration to turbulence intensity, 2) flow separation
downstream ofstcep 1cc slopes, and 3) heerogeneous sediments. The convergence of
modeling resuits with ficld observations encourages the conclusion that acceteration and
dcccleration combincd with turbulence gcneration arc at the core ofa gencral modcl of
riffle-pool formation. Forcing elcmcnts appear to act as a catalyst to activatc processes
associated with nou-uniforrn flow that eau also emcrgc from the complex system ofa
gravel—bed river. These results arc unique in the literature and offer a new insight into thc
flow and sediment dynamics, complcxity, and organization ofa gravel-bcd river system.
key words: gravel-bcd river; riffle-pool; turbulence; complex systems; sediment
transport; bed forms; cohercncc; velocity measurement; scdiment tracking; non-unifom
flow; accclcration; deceleration; intermittent separation; cmcrgence; seif-organization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rivers are seif-organizing systems. Given sediment and water inputs and allowed to
develop over time, pattems will ernerge from the interactions amongst individual elements
or parts within the system. These pattems occur on a wide range ofscales from the
formation of ripples on a sand bed [Simons et aÏ., 1 965] to the organisation of river
networks atthe watershed scale [Horton, 1945; StrahÏer, 1952]. Undcrstanding how these
patterns develop and their effect on the properties and behaviour of the system is
fundamental to the field of fluvial geomorphology. It is also necessary to inform
discussions on biological activity within rivers and ofanthropogenic influence on the
landscapes. This thesis focuses on one patteru that plays an important rote in gravel-bed
river dynamics: the riffle-pool sequence. Riffle-pools define the macro-scale structure in a
broad range of gravel-bed rivers [Grant et al., 1990; Montgomeiy and BuffiI?gton, 1997;
Chartrandand Whiting, 2000]. This bed forn helps to stabilize the stream bed [Madef,
1999; Eaton andLapointe, 2001] and dissipate energy [Thompson, 2002; Walker et al.,
2004j. Stream ecology is adapted to the structure it provides, and many studies have
documented the use of riffle-pools by invertcbrates and fish [Stziart, 1953; Edo andSuzi,ki,
2003; Moir et aÏ., 2004]. Riffle-pools provide a range ofhydrautic habitats including
refugia during extreme low and high flows [Newbiny and Gabotiiy, 1993]. Thcsc
properties make it a frequent target for stream restoration projects [Harper et aI., 1998;
Emeiy et aÏ., 2003]. In spite ofthe intcrcst in this bed form, therc is stiil considerable
disagreement regarding the centrat mechanisms that leads to the formation and maintenance
ofriffle-pools in gravel-bed rivers [Milan et aÏ., 2001; Wilkinson et al., 2004].
Disagreement over formative mechanisms may be related to any number of factors,
but we have identified two major shortcomings in the existing literature. First, available
field data is insufficicnt to acccpt or rcject competing theories. Prcvious studies have not
anticipated the degree of spatial variability in flow properties [CÏi/jbrdanclRichards,
1992], have had difficulty measuring flow and sediment transport during fiood conditions
when sedirnent transport is active [Thompson et al., 1998; Carflng, 1 991], and have rarely
considcrcd the role of turbulence [Clifford, 1996]. Increased sampling dcnsity, intense
monitoring of temporal changes and innovative field techniques arc requircd (o address the
2data gap. The second major factor that may be preventing a convincing theory of pool
formation is more fundamental in nature. ‘Riffle-pool’ is the name given to a collective
forrn that develops through the movement of individual sedirnent partictes during many
cycles ofscour and fil in a complex hydraulic environment. Consensus of the most
rigorous fleld studies oniy extends to the fact that the key processes continue to resist our
atternpts to reduce dynarnics to a single variable {CtUjbrd and Richards, 1 992; Thompson et
al., 199$; Hassan and Woodsmith, 2004]. A new approach is needed that acknowledges
the inherent complexity ofthe forni.
This thesis explores the formation ofriffle-pools in gravei-bed rivers using the
complementary approaches of numericai modelling and field-based research. for the fietd
data component, the decision was made to focus on one example ofthe pattem, a single
forced riffle-pool in a small creek Iocated in Southem Quebec. We monitored the site from
May 2003 to November 2004 by continuousiy measuring ftow stage, air temperature, and
precipitation, periodicaiiy surveying topography and sediment tracers, and characterizing
flow dynamics over a range of flow discharges up to aiid including the bankfull discharge.
A series offloods and a period of active pool formation produced a wealth of information
that is unique in the literature. Resuits are significant because they ailow us to test theories
ofriffie-pool formation and suggest resolutions to apparent contradictions in previous
studies. Despite these advances, a single fleld site is not an adequate support for a general
theoiy of pool formation. It is necessary to demonstrate that the observed mechanics are
sufficient and necessary for the formation of pools and riffles. The second approach xvas to
develop a model of stream processes that allows the incorporation ofthe key variables such
as sediment rnobility, sediment size, flow velocity, and turbulence. Fully mechanistic
models are not suitable because of limitations in our ability to quantify the non-linear
relation between sediment transport and the surrounding flow fietd [McEwan et al., 2000;
Schmeeckle andNetson, 2003]. An alternative approach, borrowed from the cross
disciplinary field ofcomplex systems research, is hierarchical modelling [Wer,ier, 1999;
Mtnraï, 2003]. This approach is based on the abstraction of ‘fast’ processes such as
sediment transport in order to investigate ‘slow’ processes such as bed form development.
Resuits show that macro-scale patterns with properties similar to dunes and riffle-pools can
be generatcd by considering the effect of acceleration and deceleration on turbulence
generation aiid mean velocity profites. Implications of the model go beyond the formation
3ofa singtc pattern because, by varying parameter values in a set of simple rules, it shows
how very different patterns can be generated in a range of river systems.
The thesis is composed of eight chapters. The background to the problem is
developed in the second chapter. A titerature review vi1l help to refine the objectives of
the thesis and tojustify the methodology upon which this work is based. A briefoverview
ofgravel-bed river dynamics is presented to establish the context ofthe problem. The
morphology of the riffic-pool sequence is defined, the various mechanisms that have been
theorized to account for its formation are presented, supporting evidence is reviewed, and
the various models that discuss riffic-pools are summarized. From this discussion, a set of
rernaining rcsearch questions and the rnethodology to tacklc them emerges. The body of
results from this thesis is contained within five articles that have becn prcpared for
submission to international research journals (Chapters 3-7). There is necessarily sorne
repetition between chapters to allow each article to be submitted independently. The link
between each chaptcr is assured through a liason paragraph.
Chapter 3 presents the two-dimensional simulation model that we developed to
explore bed form dynamics. The model is placed before the ficld rcsults bccausc it was
conceived and dcvelopcd before the field campaign was undcrtaken. Preliminary resuits
detcmined the field methodology to sorne extent because it focused attention on the need
to clarify the role ofthe turbulent character ofthe flow. This article bas been accepted for
publication in the Journal ofGeophysical Research - Eartli Sur!xce. Chaptcr 4 describes a
test oftwo instruments that measure instantancous flow vetocity at frequencies sufficient
for our flcld expcriments. This test was necessary because their reliability in highly
turbulent flows is uncertain. We have submitted thc article to Earth Sur/tce Processes and
Landforms as a technical communication on measurement error and instrument selection.
The characterization ofthe ftow environment in a riffle-pool is presented in two articles
that will be submitted as companion papers to Water Resources Research (Chapters 5 and
6). These articles offer the most detailed hydraulic analysis ofa natural riffle-pool yet
available. Tirne-independent statistics ofmean velocity and turbulence intensity fora range
of discharges up to and including the bankfull dischargc arc prescntcd in the first ofthe
companion articles. The time-dependant structure and scale of coherent turbulent events
arc explored in the second paper. A conceptual model on the effect ofdecelcration and
4acceleration on flow properties in the pool is presentcd. In the final articte, sediment
transport data are presented along with dctailed morphological changes during the study
period (Chapter 7). Sediment transport was rncasured with the relatively new technique of
Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags. This technique provided information on the
spatial distribution of sediment entrainment in a riffle-pool. In addition, bccause ofthe
hydraulic information available, we were able to associate the spatial variability of
entrainment with the patterns of mean and fiuctuating shear stress values on the stream bed.
General conclusions and future directions are presented in Chapter 8. The main
contribution ofthc thesis is to provide new insight into the flow and sedirnent dynamics of
riffle-pools in gravel-bed rivers. We show that the formation ofriffle-pools can be
explained by considering the effects of acceleration on turbulence intensity and by
considering the effects of short duration turbulent fluctuations on the transport of
heterogencous sediments. This contribution resuits from the combination of intense
measurements ofthe active physical processes in a riffle-pool with a modelling approach
that demonstrates the effectivencss of the identified processes in the formation ofriffie
pools in gravel-bed rivers.
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2.1 Context: the gravel-bed river
The dynamics ofgravel-bed rivers are defincd by open channel flow over a mobile
boundary. This section introduces kcy concepts that describe this environment. The trinity
diagram proposed by Leeder [1983] prcsents a general model ofthe interactions bctween
the turbulent flow, sedirnent transport, and bed topography from which the bedfornis wc
observe emerge (Figure 2.1). Landmark studies from each ofthe three areas are briefly
reviewed to present a more general introduction to the formation ofriffle-pools.
2.1.1 Turbulent flou’ over u grave! bed
There are two main approaches for describing the flow field: time-indcpendent
statistics and tirne-dcpendent definitions ofcohercnt events. The following paragraphs
define and review standard distributions ofcommon turbulent flow statistics such as mean
velocity, shear stress, and turbulence intensity. For two-dirnensional flows, the streamwise
velocity profile is calccilatcd within the boundary layer using the law of the wall [Prandtt,
1925]:
11* K k.
Figure 2.1 - Conceptual model of interactions between llow, represented by a rneasured tirne serics
ofinstantaneous velocities; particle movcindnt, represented by individual particles, and
bed brin devcloprncnt, rcpresented by a rifile-pool unit (from Leeder, 1983).
(2.1)
6where U is the mean downstream velocity, zt is the shear vclocity, K is the Von-Karman
constant ( 0.40), y is the elevation above the bed, k is the roughness height, and C is a
constant. i! 15 calculated from the shear stress (r):
(2.2)
where p is the fluid dcnsity. The boundaiy layer is dcfined as the region close to a solid
surface wherein the surface exerts a drag force on the moving fluid [Henderson, 1966]. A
conceptual diagram of the boundary layer is showu in Figure 2.2. The boundary layer can
be divided into the iimer or wall region, and the intermediate and the near surface rcgions,
collectively referred to as the outer region. Equation 2.1 only applies in the wall region. In
the outer region, a wake dcfect parameter can be applicd [Cotes, 1 956] such that
U1U
—‘ln--+211-cos--) (2 3)
U K k. K 2k
where U,,,., is the maximum time-averagcd velocity in the water column and FI is Coles’
wake parameter.
A critical question for this study is the effect ofa non-uniforrn boundary on
turbulent flow properties. In a series offlume cxpcrimcnts to examine topographically
induced deceleration and acceleration over rough surfaces, Kimnoto anci Graf[1995] found
that FI varies as a function ofthe parameterfi, which reprcscnts the rate offlow
expansion/constriction:
flrr0o$fi forZ/Y2 (2.4a)
flzrO.0$,B+0.23 for Z/Y> 5 (2.4b)
fi = -1 in uniform flow, fi < -1 in accelerating flow and fi> -l in decclerating ftow. The
effect of/J on flow profiles is shown in Figure 2.3. The profile is ftiller in accelerating
fiows so that the highest velocity occurs doser to the bed, whereas decelerating flows are
charactcrized by a positive gradient between velocity and depth throughout the flow depth.
This change has implications for shcar stress and the generation of turbulence.
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Figure 2.3 -Velocity profiles for uniform and non-uniform llows IKironoto and Graf 1995]
Reynolds shear stresses represent the mornentum flux due to the exchange offluid
between layers of fiuid travelling at different velocities. In two-dirnensional uniform flows,
this stress eau be represented as
(2.5)
where u and y, are the instantaneous vclocity fluctuations about the mean and the overbar
indicates the mean over the length of the velocity series. The behaviour ofthe Reynolds
shear stress through the boundary in unifonii flow is sbown for srnooth and rough channet
boundaries in Figure 2.4. When normalized by the product of the streamwise and vertical
velocity standard deviations to obtain the correlation coefficient (r), the distribution is
independant of the properiies ofmean flow and ofroughness [Nezu ami Nakagawa, 1993].
The correlation coefficient reaches a maximum bctwcen 4 and 5 in the intermediate zone
and is nearly constant throughout this zone.
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Figure 2.2 - Conceptuat diagram ofregions in (lie flow field and coordinate system.
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Turbulence is generated as a resuit ofthe torque resultant from opposite shear
stresses applicd between layers of ftuid moving at different speeds. In uniforrn and 2D
flows the rate of turbulence generation (G) can be obtained from the velocity gradient
[Nc.zti aiidNakcigaii’a, 1993]:
G=_t(4L) (2.6)
Measured turbulence intensities are shown for srnooth and rough bcd channels in Figure
2.5. The relations are independent ofroughness except near to thc wall, wherc the
normalizcd turbulence intensity is targer over smooth boundaries. Peak turbulence
intensitics occur doser to the watt than maximum correlation values.
The results of Kironoto auJ Graf[1995] demonstrate the effects ofthe changes to
mean velocity profiles in non-unifonvi ftow on turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear
stress (figure 2.6). In decelerating flows, the velocity gradient is greater in the outer region
compared with uniforrn flows. This increases momentum exchange and turbulence
generation in the outer region, which translates into higher turbulence intensities. In
accclerating flows, velocity gradients are rnuch less in the outer layer, which reduces shear
stress and turbulence, espccially when compared to the tremendous shear stresses in the
muer layer, wherc a large velocity gradient cxists. These resutts have becn confirmed by
subsequcnt studies to clarify spccific aspects ofthe changes to the boundaty layer in non-
9unifonri flows, but this research area remains active [Song and Graf 1 994; Afzatimehr a17d
Anctil, 1999; Song ami CÏiiew, 20011.
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Although prelirninary observations of turbulent structure in rivers [Matthes, 1947]
and conceptual model ofwall turbulence [Theodosen, 1952] indicated otherwise, turbulence
was long thought to be a ftindamentally stochastic or time-independent phenomenon
[Heiideeson, 1966]. Ground-breaking work in the 1960s pcmianently changed this vicw.
KIIne et cii. [1 967] were the first to demonstrate the occurrence of cohcrent evcnts in the
form of streaks and intermittent bursts above a smooth boundary (figure 2.7). Corino anci
Broclkey [1969] subsequently identified a sweep-ejection sequence and conHmied that these
evcnts were responsible for the significant part of the momentum exchange betwecn the
inner and outer flow regions. Coherent structures are not rcstricted to srnooth wall
boundaries. Grass [1971] and Grass andMaiisotw-TeÏwani [1996] found that the sweep
ejcction model could be applied to flow over rough boundaries in spitc of the disruption to
the boundarv layer. Kfrkbride [1993] demonstrated that the cjections may derive from the
separation zones hehind sediment clasts in gravet bed. Coherent structures also occur in the
outer region. FaÏco [1977] used the controlled injection ofa fog ofoil droplets to identify
cohercnt structures occurring at two scales (Figtire 2.8) At low Reynolds numbers the
structure tvas dominated by three-dimensional vortices he called 1typical cddies’. As thc
u,/u* Vlu.
2 1 2
—u1v /u*2
Il
Reynotds number was increased, the typical eddies diminished in scale and began to ride on
large bulges in the boundaiy layer delineated by fog-free regions extending to the waIl he
called large scale motions. Kirkbrkfe and Ferguson [I 995] and Biiffin-Bélanger et aï.
[2000] have confirnied the presence of large-scale coherent structures in turbulent flows
over rough beds. These researchers used the terrn ‘flow wedge’ to define a structure that is
generally inclined downstream and occupies the full depth offlow. WelI developed high
speed wedges were associatcd with peaks in shear stress at the bed and arc thought to
control the bursting processes at the wall.
Figure 2.7 - Successive lavers ofthe flow near a ilat plate tKllne et aI., 19671
12
Non-uniforrn ftow strongly affects the development of coherent turbulent structure
as a resuit of flow separation. f igure 2.9 shows a model of flow scparation from Simpson
et aÏ. [1981]. Although this model represents separation over a flat surface such as an
airpiane wing, similar processes occur in arcas of flow expansion. Under this model,
turbulence in a zone of flow separation is controlÏed by the outer region. The backflow is
fed by large cddies that move towards the bed from the zone of interaction, represented by
a dashed une, between the separated zone and the outer region. Importantly for this thesis,
a condition of incipicnt detachinent is identifled wherein instantaneous rather than mean
ftow separation occurs. Azad [1996] observed this state in conical diffrisers at expansion
angle sufficiently mild to prevent full flow separation. This demonstrates that there is a
continuum bctween uniforrn flow and flow separation in terms ofthe changes to the
boundary layer. The peak in turbulence production sÏiifts from the inner to the outer flow
region {Shnpson et al., 1981] and thc relative strength of large eddies increases [Azada,?d
Kassab, 1989].
ID ITDD
Turbulent boundary byer Detached flow
Figure 2.9
- A tlow model in separating flows [Siinpson etal., 19811. ID denotes incipient
detachment, lTD denotes intermittent transitory detachment; and D denotes detachment.
Figure 2.$
- Turbulent boundary layer on a waII [Fako, 19771
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2.1.2 Sediment transport in gravel—bed rivers
Sediment transport in gravel-bed rivers is a notoriously difficuit problem
[Henderson, 1966]. Solid materiat can be transported by rolling or siiding on the bed, by
short hops called ‘saltations’, or by suspension in the flow [Bagnotd, 1966]. In natural
streams, bcd material is typically cornposcd ofa range of sizes and shapes, ail ofwhich are
entrained at different thresholds that are altered by the thresholds ofthe neighbouring
particles [Komar, 1996]. Experience bas fotind gravelly streams to armour their bed, i.e.
that the bed surface is typically coarser than the sub surface materiat, and to transport their
sediment in a size selective manner, i.e. large sizes are under-rcpresented in the bed load
whcn compared to their occurrence in the substrate [Andrews, 1994; Wilcock ana’ McArdeÏl,
1997; Church andHassan, 2002]. As discharge increases, the armour begins to break up
and larger size material is transported more frequently [ Wilcock ana’ McArdeÏl, 1993;
1997]. In the long term, the greater mobility ofthc smaller sediments is compensatcd by
their being hidden from the flow by the armour layer and the total scdirnent output has a
similar size distribution to the substrate - a condition defined as equal mobility [Parker et
al., 1982]. However, equai mobility may flot characterize the transport rcgime in ail cases.
LisÏe [1995] undertook a review ofavailable sedirnent transport data sets and identifled a
systematic deviation from equal rnobility associatcd with lower order streams whose
substrate consisted of a wide range of sizes. Decreasing bed material size in the direction
offlow, a condition referred to as downstream fining, has bccn found to occur in many of
these systems [Paola et at., 1992; [bey andFergzison, 1997; fergiison ana’ Wathen, 1998;
Rice and Church, 1 998; fergiison ana’ Hoey, 2002] (Figure 2. 10).
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Figure 2.10 - Downstream variation of the virtual veloeity for tagged sedirnexit by size class
IFerguson and Hoey, 20021
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There have becn many attempts to develop a predictive relation fbr gravel transport.
A review of entrainrnent criteria by liontgomeîy andBtffiuigton [1997] found a range of
values as a resuit ofheterogeneous sediments, particle shape, and the developrnent ofbed
forms in rivers. Bcyond the entrainment threshold, the relation between sedirnent transport
and flow is steep (Figure 2. 11). In a review of available relations, Gomez anci Church
[1989] found that alt formulae necded catibration for application to any given river. This
limitation was primarily related to their construction as one-dimensional equilibrium
forrnulae. River channels are heterogencous environments and the complexities ofthe
entrainment thresholds combined with the steep nature ofthe relation between sediment
transport and discharge means that spatial averaging produces large errors. Additionally,
the work of Nelson et al. [1995] and Sumer et al. [2003] bas highlighted the response of
sedirnent transport to turbulent fluctuations. In the light ofthe experiments of Kironoto and
Graf[1995] in non-uniform ftow, this indicates that any empirical relation between shear
stress and sedirnent transport based on experiments in ptane-bed channels cannot be apptied
where bed foruns are significant. An aLternate approach to cmpirical relations is to analyse
the forces that govem the entrainment and transport of individual grains [Laroniie and
Carson, 1976: Abbott andfrancis, 1977; Hassan andChurch. 1992; Sekine andKikkaira,
1992; .Habersack, 2001; Schmeeckle andNeÏson, 2003]. This research bas the advantage
ofworking on the process scale where local mcchanisrns such as the pocket geometiy,
hiding from fiow forces, and the influence of bed surface structure can be cxplicitly
modelled. The problem is exceedingly complex, however, and there is continued
uncertainty in the calculation of lift forces, the resolution of collisions between moving
grains, the feedback effects ofdeveloping bed forms, and a method with which to includc
turbulence [Mcfwaii et aÏ.. 2000]. The difficulty of accurately characterising sediment
transport remains a significant impediment to the study of bed form dcvelopment.
especially at channet forming discharges.
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2.1.3 Bedform development
The seminal studies of Matthes [1948] and Jackson [1976] observed the interaction
ofsediment transport, turbulent flow, and bed fonris and anticipated the interactive mode!
ofLeeder [1983] (Figure 2.1). Bed forms occur in nearly ail systems where sediment is in
motion (Figure 2.12). A range ofpatterns are commonÏy observed, the occurrence ofwhich
depends on the applied shear stress imparted from the flow and a representative grain
diameter. Significantly, rime-pools do not appear on the phase-space diagram, and their
relation to other bedforms is not clear. Turbulence is thought to play a central rote in the
mechanics ofbed form developrnent. In the absence ofbed forrns, Grass [1982] was the
16
first to convincingly demonstrate that turbulence could lead to their development by
inducing the development ofsand streaks on a glass plate. The swecp-transport mode! of
Drake et al. [19881 provided a second bed form initiation rnechanism, atid Best [1992]
demonstrated Iiow this mechanism could lcad to the formation ofbed forms on the scale of
ripples. These mechanisms, howcver, operate in the near-wall rcgion and cannot account
for larger structures such as dunes, pebble citisters, gravel sheets, and riffle-pools.
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Figure 2.12 - A unificd bed form phase diagram across a range otsand and gravel sizes tBest,
19961
The flo’ mechanics of sand dunes have been the subject ofdetailed analyses in the
laboratory and in natural rivers. Rcntdki-i’i [1963] calculated mean statistical properties over
a fixed ripple Uorm in a flume and noted systematic deviations ofmean velocity, turbulence
intensity and Rcynolds shear stress from the uniform boundaiy vaLues. This resuit has been
confirrned by Netson et aÏ. [1993] (Figure 2.13) and other dune studies [Kostaschukancl
Church, 1993; Bennett and Best, 1995; Venditti anclBennett, 2000]. It is also consistent
with controlled Iaboratory tests ofnon-uniforni iow [Kii-onoto andGra/ 1995; Sang and
Chiew, 2001]. Flow separation appears to drive the key mechanics ofthe form. A
schematic diagram from Best [2005] is shown in Figure 2.14. The shedding ofeddies from
the separation zone leads to large coherent llow structures that are transported away from
the bed where they appear as ‘bous’ at thc water surface. High shear stresses at the
reattachment point scour material that is transported up the stoss siope ofthe bed form in
the developing boundary layer and avalanches down the 1cc siope in the subsequent
separation arca. In manv ways, pebble elusters create a sirnilar flow environment to those
rio noveiriOnt
o.
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surrounding sharp-angled dunes. Bufiin-BéÏanger andRoy [1998] present a conceptual
mode! from detailed measurements around a natural cluster in a gravel-bed river (Figure
2.15). Their mode! shows the same zones offlow acceleration overthe crest, separation
downstream, a shear zone that produces shedding eddies that are transported towards the
surface, and a reattachment zone. These resuits have been confirmed by subsequent studies
[LawÏess andRobeil, 2001; Strom et aÏ., 2004]. A link between the flow rnechanics and
the occurrence ofpebble clusters has not been observed, although de Joug andErgenzinger
[1995] have hypothesized that this mechanism may Iead to a preferred cluster spacing. In
low-angled dunes, many studies have noted a Iack of flow separation in the 1cc ofthe dune
[Kostaschttk and ViÏÏard, 1996; Carling et al., 2000]. Best andKostaschuk [2002]
confirmed the occurrence ofa smatl zone of intermittent separation on the 1cc side ofthe
dunes (Figure 2.16). They noted a more intense mixing in this area, a characteristic that is
similar to what occurs downstream of asymmetrical dunes. They proposed the hypothesis
that this zone may produce macro-scale coherent structures. Sirnilar to pebble clusters, the
Iink between ftow rnechanics and bed form development is not yet cicar.
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figure 2.13 - Measured distributions of streamwise velocity, Reynolds shear stress, and normal
stress (u’2) over fixed dune forms INelson etul., 1993]
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2.2 Riffle-pool morphology
Riffle-pools are undulations ofthe river-bed expressed across the entire width ofthe
channel. At low flow, they produce the characteristic pattem of altemate areas of shallow
n,
4.110 ¼’
1: separation zone
5: maximum
velocity 4.
3: expanding
flow
.7
—--
Figure 2.15 - Flow regions associated with the presence ofa pebb]e cluster IBitffii-Bélanger and
Roy, 199$J
Figure 2.16—Visualization oftracers in Jower 1cc and trough oflow-angled dune showing
intermittent flow separation lBest and Kostaschuk, 2002J
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and fast flow - die difies - and deep and slow flow - the pools. Empidcal studies have
defined die necessary conditions for riffle-pool formation (Fable 2.1). Slope is the most
reliable predictor ofchannel morphology, with most riffle-pool reaches having overali
siopes less than 1.5% [Grant et aL, 1990; Montgomery andBuffington, 1997; Chartrand
and Whiting 2000]. Forcing elements appear to induce die formation ofpools in steeper
channels where plane-bcd morphology is more commonly obsewed [Montgomery et aL,
1995]. Other necessaiy conditions are related to die size and heterogeneity of the stream
bed sediments [Leopoldand Wolman, 1957; Bnzsh, 1961], but no absolute ranges have
been defined. Grant et aL [1990] and Montgomeiy and Bzffington [1997] use die relative
roughness as a criterion for riffle-pool formation. Although diffèrent definidons exist,
DwJYy 0.30 appears to define a usefiul critedon [Montgome,y andBuffington, 1997].
Widdi-to-depdi ratio is also a usefiil indicator ofmorphology, because wider channel tend
to braid [Leopoldand Wolman, 1957]. Although most studies in Table 2.1 do not Iist
bankfiull depths, a range ofZyflr= 5-20 was proposed by Leopold [1982] for riffle-pool
streams. This range fits widi Richards [1976] and Bufflngton et aL [2002], aldiough
relafively wider systems were considered in Madef [1999].
# rivetsSource Type D(mm) S® 44m) Yv(m)(naches)
0.0095 -Leopoldandwolman sflight, 37(51) 8-268 020-100 nIa[1957] meandering 3.6
Richards [1976] SfltRJit, 6(8) nia 0.13 - 0.56 7.2 - 82 0.81 - 0.95
meandering
Keller and Meihom free,bedrock 11 nia 0.10-0.89 3.7-29.3 nia[1978]
ftee,hced, 2 13-20 22-3.8 IL! n/aOrant et aL [1990]
stqs
Uskandlflbon[1992] free,fbrced 8 nia 13- 4.4 nia nia
Wohletat [1993] cascade,fite 3(5) 60-170 02-172 nia nia
Monigomay et ai. free,ffircecl nia nia 02- 8.5 2.7-38.1 nia[1995]
Montgome’and free,%rced 4 10 0.S-2J nia niaBuffingion [1997]
MyersandSuwzron fiee,tbrced 17(36) nia 0.3-19.3 1.1-6.8 nia[1997]
MadeJ[1999] free,fbrced 3(7) 15-60 0.15-1.66 12-110 1.0-22
Chartrandand Whiting
nia (25) nia 1.0 - li nia nia[2000]
7hompwnandlloffinan forced 27 20- 194 0.01 - 10 3.1 -38.6 nia[2001]
Buffinglon et ai [2002] krced 18(32) 16- 153 0.17-4.1 4.6-29.1 032- 1.59
Table 2.1 - Emplrical shidks al pool-rime morphology
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A typical reprcscntation ofa riffie-pool bed forrn from Church and Joncs [1982] is
shown in figure 2. 17. There are four clcmcnts to the definition: the topographical sequence
ofhighs aiid lows, the macro-scale ofthe form (wavelength ,. x Z), sorting of sediment by
size, and the formation of lateral bars. Topography yields the rnost objective methods of
identification. Richards [1976] defined rifftes as the positive residuals above the reach
averaged siope and the pools as the negative residuals. O’Neill andAbrahains [1984]
modified this definition by including a tolerance about the mean siope to elirninate the
definition ofriffles that correspond to small deviations. An alternate approach is to
consider the residual depths [Lisle, 1995; Madej, 1999]. Residual depth is defined as the
distance from the stream bed to the elevation ofa downstream control point and pools are
those areas with a negative residual depth. In a detailed sedimentological analysis, Sear
[1996] subdivided the pool as a function ofthe bed siope, with the pool-hcad, mid-pool and
the pool-tail defined as the areas ofncgative, flat, and positive siopes in the downstream
direction (figure 2. 18). These definitions are used in this study. Despite the need to
distinguish smaller scale roughness from riffie-pools, there is no standard for the minimum
size ofa riffle-pool [Bttffington et al., 2002]. Lisle and Hilton [1992] required thc residual
depth of the pool to be at least twicc the ftow depth at the riffic crest during low flow.
Montgomeiy et al. [1995] required pools to have residual depths at Ieast 25% ofthe
bankfull depth and allowcd multiple pools to be defined in a cross section. In contrast,
A/Iyers and Swanson [1997] rcquired pools to span the stream width. Thompson and
J-Ioffinan [2001] only ineasured pools with residual depths greater than 15 cm. finally,
Buffington et al. [2002] required that topographic depressions be wider than 1/10 and
deepcr than 1/20 ofthe active channel width. The variability of these definitions
contributes to the variability of riffic-pool wavelcngth statistics.
21
Figure 2.17 - Schematic diagram to define the rifile-pool sequence jChitrch cwd Joues, 19821
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Figure 2.18 - A descriptive modet of sediment transport processes in a rïffle-pool [Sear, 19961
Riffle-pools are commonly observed at a wavelength of 5-7 times the channel width
[LeopoÏd and Wohnan, 1957; Richards, 1976; Keller and Melhorn, 1978; Gregoiy et al.,
1994; Montgomei-’ et aI., 1995]. In their serninal work on river rnorphology, LeopoÏd and
Wohnan [1957] found ri file-pools in both straight and meandering systems and observed
that the wavelength is similar in both types of’systcms. KelÏer andMelhorn [1978]
supported the generality ofthis relation when thcy obscrvcd no significant difference
between the pools in alluvial and bedrock channels about a mean of 5.9 widths with
individual units ranging from 1.5 to 23.3 channel widths. Roy andAbrahams [1980]
- sottie
ri (fie pOol ottosnq
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disagreed with the lack ofa statistically significant difference but they did agree that mean
bed form spacing for both types ofchannels were between 5 and 7 widths. Pool spacing
was norrnally distributed. GregolT et aÏ. [1994] reviewed a number of studies and also
supported the robustness of this relation, although exceptions were noted associated with
anthropogenic channet modifications and large pieces ofwoody debris. Montgomeiy et al.
[1995] investigated this last effect in more detail and found that heavy loading ofwood
reduced the spacing between pools and increased the frequency of pools. This conclusion,
however, is somewhat dependant on their relaxed definition ofthe minimum pool size in a
riffle-pool system. Thompson [2001] dernonstrated that, assuming pools that span the
width of the creek and a minimum length between successive riffle-pool couplets,
randomly placed forcing elements lead to mean wavelength statistics that agree with
statistics in alluvial pool-riffle systems. This suggests that there is a common process
underlying the formation ofthe different types ofriffle-pool sequences. This process is
distinct from that of dunes, which scale with fiow depth [YaÏin a,?Uda Silva, 2001], and
step-pools, which are highly sensitive to particle size [Chartrandand Whiting, 2000;
Ziininerman and Church, 200 1].
Sediment sorting typically consists of larger particles on the riffle, especially on the
downstream ‘1cc’ face, and smaller particles in the pool [Keller, 1971; Chtirch, 1972; Hirsch
and Abrahams, 198 1; Sear, 1996]. 1 nconsistent patterns have sometirnes been reported due
to the inclusion of bar sediments with pools [Church and Joncs, 1982; Mime, 1982], large
material associated with glacial lags that remains in the pool [Richards, 1976; Heritage and
Milan, 2004], and temporal variability in the pool [LisÏe and Hilton, 1992; Madej, 2001].
In the absence of these complicating factors, the model of Sear [1996] represents the
typical sedimentology (f igure 2. 18) and confirms the schematic diagram of Church al7d
.Jones [1982]. Unlike dunes, which form in mixed and unimodal sediments, riffle-pools
appear to require heterogeneous sediment sizes. A large, relatively immobile fraction is
particularly important for straight systems [Leopold and Wohnan, 1957]. Flume tests in
heterogeneous sediments found a coarse bar head to develop that stabilizes the position of
the bar [Lisle et al., 1991; Pyrce andAshmore, 2005] (Figures 2.2 1-2.22). This coarse
material is in close proximity to the riffle and appears to be part of the same
sedimentological unit. Meandering is known to influence the degree of sediment sorting, as
tighter radius meanders have larger sediment size differences between the pools and the
23
bars [Mime, 1982]. Finally, it is worth noting that sediment sorting may occur by other
means than sirnpïy hy size. Hirsch ancï Abrahams [1981] fouiid that particle shapc may
also ptay a role. Although this factor could not be separated from the effcct ofsize, shape
differences do resuit in differences in tcrms ofparticle entrainmcnt [Carflng et aÏ., 1992].
Though they did not measure particle shape, Clifford [1993] and Sear [1996] both found
that sirnilarly sized particles tend to be more tightly held in riffle sections than in pools.
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Figure 2.20 - Schematic diagram of the channel morphology tPyrce andAshmorc, 20051
ChincÏi and Jones [19821 suggested that bars should be included with any definition
ofriffle-pools. Bars are typically alternate bars in straight systems and point bars in
meandering rivers. These forms have been associated with different stages ofplanform
developrnent (Figure 2.2 1) [KeIler, 1972]. Even studies in bedrock channels have
documented the development of point and alternate bars similar to what occurs in alluvial
channels [Keller and Methorn, 1978]. These bars resuit in asymmetric cross—sections in
pools [Leopo!d, 1982] and systematically wider riffles at low flow [Richards 1976], which
leads to complcx stage-dischargc relations [Carting, 1991]. These bars distinguish riffic
pools from stcp—pools, for which bar growth is not a requirernent [Ivfontgoineiy and
Buffington, 1997]. The growth of bars also seems to activate lateral directions of
movernent in gravel-bed rivers as transverse structures do not remain stable in riffle-pool
systems and diagonal forms are dominant [Church ai;d Joncs, 1982].
In summary, riffle-pool bed forrns are defincd by undulations of bed topography
that scale with channel width, pattcrns of scdiment sorting, and the development of bars.
The bed forms are sensitive to channel width, slope, sedirncnt size, sediment heterogeneity,
and the supply of forcing elements. They are distinct from dunes because ofthe
requirement for sediment heterogeneity and because they scale with width instead offtow
depth. They are distinct from step-pools because they scale with channel width and
because of their association with sediment bars. At least four types have been identifled
and include straight, meandering, bedrock, and forced riffle-pools. The similarity ofscalcs
in ah types ofriffle-pool systems suggests a common formative mechanism.
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Figure 2.21
- A l’ive-stage modet of development that shows a progression t’rom alternate bars to
meandering tKeller, 19721
2.3 Sediment transport in riffle-pools
Leopoïdet aï. [1964) were perhaps the first to observe that, unlike dunes and bars,
which are commonly observed to move downstream, riffic-pools tend to remain fixed in
place. Liste [1982] noted that the stability of rifftes vas related in part to the size of bars,
which adjust to floods more slowly than smatler forms like ripples and dunes. However,
Chtuch and Joncs [1982] identified a structural component to riffle-pool systems that
provides additional stability. They use the terrn ‘riffle’ to distinguish the relatively
immobile fraction on the lead edge ofa bar that arrests the movement of the bar. Brush
[196 1] also observed a population ofrelatively immobile particles in the riffle, and Lc’opold
anci Wohnan [1957] noted that this sediment fraction was particu[arty important in straight
riffie-pools. Riffle-pools subject to extretue fioods oflen show littic change in their
position [Liste, 1986; Eaton andLapointe, 2001]. Madej [1999] mcasured stream profiles
over 20 ycars and found riffle-pools to remain stable in extrerne events, although free riffie
pools did randomize to some extent during a 12-year retum period event. Liste [1982]
rcported sorne headward movernent ofriffic crests during flows below bankfull. These
adjustments wcrc associated with the reworking of sedirnents deposited at high fiow and do
not result in bed form translation. When disturbance does occur in riffle-pool systems,
sediment supply appears to play a dominant role. Large sedirnent influxes tend to
randornize bed topography by filling in the pools [Liste, 1982; Madej, 1999; Rathburn anci
îVoht, 2001]. Degrading heterogeneous beds are capable of altering roughness through
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sediment sorting and the developrnent ofhed forrns [Lisle et al., 1993; Hassan and Chtirch,
2000; Pender et al., 20011 and the systems become supply Iirnited [Bennett cind Bridge,
1995; Lisle ami Church, 2002].
A two phase morphological model has been proposcd for sedirnent transport where
rifftc-pools arc present Jackson andBeschta, 1982; Meade, 1985; SidÏe, 1988]. In phase I,
fine material is transported over a static bed [Liste anci Hilton, 1992]. Meade [1985] shows
that the riffle typically degrades in this phase due to the winnowing of fines, material that
subscquently deposits in the pooL. Coarse material making up thc armour layer ofthe bed
is transportcd in phase II [Jackson andBeschta, 1982; SidÏe, 1988] wtiich resuits in riffle
aggradation and pool scour (figure 2.22) [Meade, 1985]. f rom measurements in riffic and
stcp-pool systems, Ryan et al. [2002] identificd a threshold in the relation between
sedirnent transport that corresponds with the transport of larger ctast sizes and the onset of
phase II transport, as shown in figure 2.23a. This figure, however, may be misleading
because discharge and transport rate are more oftcn piotted in log-log space due to the non
tinear relation bctwcen them. This transformation removes the suitabiÏity of a two phase
transport model [Jackson andBeschta, 1982], as shown in Figure 2.23b. Hassan and
WoocLs’,nith [2004] noted a decrease in the slope exponent between the two variables
associated with a change in the relation hetwecn discharge and shear stress beyond the
bankfuli flow stage. follov.’ing Shieldç [1936], Hassaiî cind îioodv,nitÏ, [2004] chose to
model entrainment using shear stress (Figure 2.24). Similar to flume resuits [ Wilcock anti
MeA rdell, 1993] and in more uniform river environments [Church and Hassan, 2002],
there is a graduat incrcasc in the entrainment threshold with sediment size. Unlike the other
studies, however, there does appear to be a threshoid for full mobility. In thc pool-center,
for example, the three largest size fractions ail rcach full mobility at the sanie shear stress.
This behaviour could be explained by the sorting ofsediment into patches ofreiatively
homogencous sediment for which a clear threshold exists for local transport [Liste and
Hilton, 1992; Garcia et al., 1999].
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Figure 2.22
- Changes in storage of bed sediment in response to changes in water discharge on
thrce major rifiles (Icft) and three major storage arcas (right) in the East Fork River
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Figure 2.23
- Comparison ot discharge versus sediment transport relations from (a) i?ra,, et al.
120021 and (b) Jctekson aud Beschtci [19821.
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Figure 2.24 - Beil shear stress nceded (o initiate and to fully mohilize sediments in a pooi versus
grain size tffassft,z uiid Woodsmith, 2004J. Also shown are resuits from flume experiments
t JJ’ilcock and ]Iic4rdeII, 1993J, and Harris Creek I (7it,rcIi cind Ht,ssun, 2002].
2.4 ftow dynarnics of riffle-pools
Table 2.2 summarizes flcld-bascd studies in which thc hydraulic properties of pools
and riffles have bccn measured. With a few exceptions, the streams meet the
morphological criteria of Montgomen’ andBufi?ngton [19971 for pool-riffle systems, as
sediment is gravel sized, retative roughness is [ess than 0.3, and stopes gcncrally range
bctween 0.02 and 1.3 %. To examine the variability within this range, the measured
strcarns are plotted in terrns of their batikfutl widtb (Zi)/) and siope (S) in Figure 2.25. In
gcneral, the relation follows a negative trend. A fcw sites are wider and steeper than thc
most common systems and these sites correspond with reaches in which riffles wcre
artificially constructed. Within the negative trend, it appears that there is either a great deal
ofscatter around a single relation, or that there are different types of pool-riffle systems that
can be scparated using relations that follow a negative siope. Two relations following
SxZ -l are shown (relation a and b). 1f we assume that Zc’:Q°” {Ke/tetha/s and Church,
1989], the cxponcnt on these relations is roughly equivalcnt to the weIl-known relation
S’xQ1 used to separate meandering and braided systems [Leopo/cland Wohnan, 1957].
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Similar to this classic approach, channel planform appears to be playing a role in the scatter
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in Figure 2.25. Straight and forced systems generalÏy plotting close to relation a, whereas
pools in bends tending to plot close to relation b, although complete separation is not
achieved. Forced pools generally plot above une a, a trend which was conflrmed using the
data set of Biffington et al. [2002], though these systems were not plotted because their
hydraulics were flot studied in detail. Sediment size is also playing a role, with srnaller D50
values generally doser to relation b. Unfortunately, there is insufficient data to statistically
examine all ofthe various factors that could be involved. Instead, the comparison of
rnorphology is used here to contextualize the review ofthe various results. It is possibLe
that the character of flow dynamics in a riffle-pool is at least partially dependant on its
position within Figure 2.25, a factor that has not been considered in previous comparisons
ofhydraulic data in pools and rifftes. In this vein, it is useful to note the relative positions
ofkey studies. The streams studied by Keller [1971], CtffordandRichards [1992],
Thornpson et al. [1999], [Iassa,i aiid Woodsmith [2004] aIl plot close to line a, as does
Moras Creek, the stream examined in this study. In contrast, the streams sludied by Petit
[1987] and carling [19911 piot close to une b.
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Figure 2.25 - Width versus siope for hydraulic studies of ritule-pools as listed in Table 2.2. Particle
size (D0) and pooi type are shown for cadi site. Relations a and b following SxZ wcre
fit by cye to the data. Moras Creck, the study site in this thesis, is also shown.
Existing studies can also bc differentiatcd in terms ofthe sampling design, as
characterized by measured parameters, sampling locations, sampling density, and
maximum flow stage at which measurements were obtained. Measured variables have
included water depth (Y), mean velocities (U, V, and J’Y), and instantancous velocities (ii, V,
and ri’). This choice has inftuenced the maxinntm ftood level that could be sampled
Q,nu/Qt,r> 1 in 6 of 11 studies (55 %) that measured depth, 6 of 13 studies (46 ¾) that
measured mean veÏocity, and only 1 of 6 (17 %) studies that measured instantancous
velocities. The main issue is personal safety in acquiring the velocity data at high
discharge. Measurements can be made at bankfull fiows by wading in very small streams
[Petit, 1987], but altemate strategies are required in Iargcr rivers. Strategies have included
a fixed frame Iowcred to the stream bed [C1i/jiii-dandRicharci, 1992], boats [Bhomick and
Deinissie, 1982; C’arling, 1 991], and light bridges [Jackson and Beschta, 1982; WohÏ and
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Thompson, 2000; Hassan and Woodsmith, 2004]. Choices ofsarnpling locations and
density of measurement points vaiy widely hetwecn studies. y = 0.4Y is commonly used,
but this choice reflects an assumption that the mean velocity profile foltows a uniform flow
model. Measurements in flumes [Kironoto andGraf 1995] and dunes [Ratidkivi, 1963;
NeÏson et al., 1993] have shown that velocity profites deviate from those that are typical in
uniforrn flow. In riffle-pools, profiles measured by Bhomick andDemissie [1982] found
that the velocity is relatively high near the bed in their pool profile, cspecially at high flow
(Figure 2.26). Interestingly, according to Figure 2.3, the profile in the pooL is indicative of
accelerating fiow, but it is flot clear whethcr the measurernent was made in the pool-hcad or
the pool-tau. The spatially averaged profiles rneasured by Robert [[997] show a similar
variability between pools and riffles, with pool velocities lower than those in the ri file near
to the surface but approximately equal near to the bed (Figure 2.27). Single profiles also
suffer from questions ofrepresentativity. CliffordandRichards [1992] rneasured near-bed
velocities at four sections and noted changing flow patterns with stage (Figure 2.25). This
occurred despite the faci that the planform was straight, which makes it neccssary to sampic
velocity profiles across the width of the channet. In ail ofthe studies, the number of cross-
sections whcre measurements were takcn has varied from single cross-sections uscd to
calibrate computer modeling as in Wilkinson et al. [2004], to those of Ke/Ïer [1971]
CÏifford and Richards [1992], and Thonîpsou et al. [1999], who uscd four to five sections to
characterize a single riffle-pool unit. Bascd on the sedimentological model of Sear [1996],
wherein the pool is subdivided into threc regions, a minimum oC five sections is needed to
characterize the flow hydraulics ofa poot and its neighbouring riffles.
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Figure 2.28
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The work of Ne/son et al. [1995] and Stuner et aÏ. [2003] has demonstrated that
sediment transport is sensitive to turbulent fluctuations. Focusing on the Few studies that
have rneasured instantaneous velocities, instrument parameters such as sampling
&equencics and sampling volumes become Important fcatures to consider [Sotdsbt’, 1980].
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The most significant body of work used Coinbrook Electromagnetic Current Meters (ECM)
with a 5.5 cm diameter discoidal sensor head sampling at 20 Hz [Cflfiàrd, I 993b; Ctifford
andfrench, 1993; CÏifird, 1996]. figure 2.29 shows the kcy resuits 0f CÏifflwd [1996].
The RMS ofthe velocity is highest in the pooi sections at high flow. This occurs despite
the fact that mean velocities are often lower than those in the riffie, cspccially if pool
sections E and F are compared to riffle section D. IVohi and Thonipson [2000] were able to
measure velocity during ftoods in strcams with a slope greater than 2% using a one
dimensional Marsh-McBimey ECM n]odet 2000 recording at 0.5 Hz. Thcy docurnented
areas ofhigher and Iower ttrbulence associated with flow deceleration and acceleration,
respectively. It is atso useful to mention the study of Thompson [2004], who measured at
25 Hz using an ADV in a fixed pool built in a flume. I-le found high turbulent kinetic
energy along a shear layer between the main ‘core’ of flow and a recirculation zone. There
was a high correspondence of high turbulent energy with locations where the near bed
vetocity vas faster than that highcr up in the water column (Figure 2.30). Just recentty,
Thompson [2006] xvas abie to measure instantaneous vclocity signais up to the halfbankfull
discharge along the shear zone downstream ofthe constriction at the same site used in
Thompson et ai. [1999]. A principle conclusion from these experiments vas that strong
turbulent fluctuations in the pool appcar to be capable of entraining sediment at higher
fiows. These fluctuations have not been quantified at bankfctll discharges. Previous
attelnpts in poois and other highly turbulent environrnents, such as the surf zone in oceans,
have noted the negative influence of turbulence intcnsity on the quality of velocity
measurements [Thompson et ciL, 1999; Rodriguez e! aÏ., 1999; Wohi and Thompson, 2000;
Biyan et aÏ., 2003; Thompson, 2006]. Before turbulence measurernents in riffie-pools can
be reliably made at high flow, it will be critical to assess signal quality in these
environrnents.
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2.5 Formation of riffle-poots: theory and fleld evidence
The formation ofriffle-pools is a geornorphic puzzle that lias been the subject of
debate in the titerature for over 30 years. The major theories include kinematic wave
theory [Langbein andLeopotd, 1968], energy dissipation [Yang, 1971], the velocity
reversai [KclÏer, 1971], and coherent turbulence [Ya/in, 1971]. Langbein andLeopold
[196$] considered the development ofriffie-pools in rivets as a resutt of kinematic waves.
This type ofwave will occur when particles interact to decrease the effectiveness offluid
forces. A simple analogy is that of cars on a highway. They tend to concentrate into waves
as cars between die waves interact less with other cars and move faster than the waves
themsetves. Iii matiy river systems, riffle-pool positions are fixed. 1f thcse bed forms are
kinernatic waves, sediment transport should largely be controlled by their positions and
modes should show up in path length distributions that correspond with their dimensions.
Einstein [1937] used painted traeers to investigate sediment transport in a relatively deep
fume. Data from six ofsixty experirnents were plotted by Pvrce aiidAshinore [2003] and
are showti in Figure (2.31). The six plots correspond with iiicreased run time and
demonstrate an evolution from an exponential to a unimodal normal distribution, and an
increase of mean path length with time. However, Pi’ree andAshinore [20t)3] also noted
other simulations where flic fomiatioti of sand bars apparently exerted a coiitrolling
influence ou path tength, which would support die kinematic wave modet. The relation
between channel width and path length modes from collected data sets is shown in Figure
2.32. Multiple modes were present in a number of cases. While there are cases in which
the modal path length is consistent with rime-pool spacitig, there are also many cases
where it is not.
Yang [1971] proposed that ‘the formation of pools and riffles isa means of self
adjustment that mini mizes their tirne rate ofpotential energy expenditure per tinit mass of
water in accordance with flic law oC least time rate of energy expenditctre”. This theory vas
particularly concerned with aligning the occurrence of pool and riffles in accordance with
the general laws of theniiodynamies. The main weakness of this theory is that it difficutt to
test [CarÏing, 1991], as it is unctear how ‘self-adjustment’ translates into measurable scour
and deposition. Yang [1971] indicated that the water surface slope could typically be used
as n measure of the encrgy gradient, meaning that stope breaks shotild be present and
associated with the pools and riffles during formative discharges. Most stcidies coticerned
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with energy dissipation in pools and riffies have rneasured surface elevations [Richards,
1976; Milan et aL, 2001, WaÏker et cil., 20041. A resulting difficulty is the common
observation that the water surface siope tends to equalize over the entire reach at high flow
[Leopoldand WoÏman, 1957; Richards, 1976]. Yang [1971] assumed this to indicate that
riffles cease to exist, in a hydraulic sense, at high flows. The more recent study of WaÏker
et al. [2004] found breaks in stirfacc elevations over constructed rifftes for a fttll range of
flows. It is important to realize, however, that the use of surface elevation is a
simplification of stream energetics. While few results at high ftows are available, and no
definitive test oftbe energy dissipation hypothesis bas been completed, existing
measurernents in pools indicate that morphology also influences other energy components
such as the kinetic and turbulent kinetic energy [Cflfibrd, 1 993b; Cl/jàrd and french,
1993; CtUjàrd, 1996; Thompson et al., 1998; Wohl and Thompson, 20001.
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Unlike Yang’s concept of energy dissipation, the velocity reversai hypothesis is
amenabie to simple tests. As defined by Keiler [1 97 1], “with increasing discharge, the
bottom veiocity of the pool increases faster than that of adjacent riffles until at reiativeiy
high flow the bottom velocity ofthe pool exceeds that of the riffle.” Such a reversai wouid
explain how the pool, where deposition of fine sands is ofien observed at Iow and moderate
disciarges, maintains its depth during high discharges. Resuits of KelÏer [1971] did flot
demonstrate that a reversai occurred. Instead, the hypothesis was based on an extrapolation
from measured values during tow and moderate fiow rates (Figure 2.33). A number of
papers have critiqucd or modified the concept of velocity reversai without extensive
velocity measurements, relving instead on indirect arguments based on mean shear stress or
bulk flow velocity [Teleki, 1972; LisIe, 1979; Thompson et al., 1999; Milan et al., 2001;
Wilkinson et al., 2004]. Without dctaiied knowledge of the structure of the boundary iayer
in pools and riffles at high discharges, measurements ofmean properties cannot be used to
infer ncar-bcd conditions. Only six studies obtained measurements of U at bankfull flows.
0f these, two did not obtain velocity measurements near the bed during the event Jackon
andBeschta. 1982; (‘cirling, 1991], and one study measured only two velocity profiles
[Bhomick andDemissie, 1982], meaning that data from these studies is flot adequate to
acccpt or reject the hypothesis. 0f thc remaining threc cases, one site is a meandering
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system [Petit, 1987], one isa retativety straight pool [Cti!fordand Richards, 1992], and one
pool is forced [Hassan and WooaiiiitIi, 2004]. Clfford and Richards [1992] measured
near-bed velocity over a range offlows (Figure 2.34). Their results do not support the log
linear relations envisaged by KeÏÏer [1971] as the relation between velocity and discharge is
erratic near to the bed. It is only thc velocity in the pool-tau that aiways shows a positive
relation with discharge and some areas such as the riffle crest decrease during high
discharges. These resuits indicate that thc pool cannot be considered a homogeneous zone.
F low dynamics in the pool-beaU, where bed slope is negative, and those in the pool-tau,
where the bed siope is positive, must be considered separately. Hassan and Woodsmith
[2004] observed that sediment moves at lower shear stresses (calculated from near-bed
velocity profiles) in the pool than in other sections (Figure 2.24). They cite turbulent
vortices as a possible secondary mechanisrn. The key resuit from this review is that, in
spite ofa theory that is conceptually simple to test, there is no unequivocal field evidence to
support it. The pool bas been shown to be a heterogeneous environment and it is not clear
how near-bed velocities are distributcd or what factors are responsible for the vanability.
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Figure 2.33 - Veiocity reversai hypothesis for a riffle-pool in Dry Creek [KeIler, 19821. The data in
Keller 119711 do flot extend past the threshold point and the dashed unes have flot been
t’erified.
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Figure 2.34 - Near-bed velocity at channel ccnterline in River Quarme at RI’I - rïfflc midpoint, RC
- riffle crest, PT - pool-tau, and PM - pool midpoint fC!jffordandRkhards, 19921. Onty
the pool-tau aiways increases with discharge.
Yalin [1971] related riverbed forms and plan forrn development to periodic turbulent
oscillations witbin the flow: “sections separated from each other by the even multiples of
the distance rZ are correlated by a positive coefficient ofcorrelation.” The coherent
turbulent events requircd were proposed to develop from ratidom discontinuitics in the
channel. CÏifjbrd [1993a] perfo;-med the only known field test ofYalin’s theoty as applied
to pool-riffles, but results showed that dominant Iength ofcoherent structures scaled with
particle roughness. The author did note that some larger scale events occurred during
moderate discharges, but onÏy conditions up to the half-bankfttll event were measured in
this study, thus leaving results open for interpretation. Large-scale coherent structures in
the forrn of low and high-speed wedges are common in rivers [Bty’fin-Bélanger et al., 2000;
Rav et al., 2004], but these flow structures scale with flow depth and have flot been
correlated with macro-scale bed forms. Coherent events have been visually observed in the
shear zone formed downstream of obstructions [Buffington et aÏ., 2002; Thompson. 2004;
Hassan and J’Voodsmith, 2004]. The flume study of Thoinpson [2004] found that these
structures corresponded with zones ofhigh Ek, (figure 2.30) but the frcqucncy, strength,
and influence ofthese strucfttres on bed form scate bas not been estabtished in natural
rivers.
In conclusion, a rcvicw of available pooï formation theories shows that we do not
have the observations to properly test the theories, but neither does any theoiy scems to
explain ail the field observations. An additional element that has not been adequately
considered is turbulence. Nelson et aÏ. [1995] and Semer et aÏ. [2003] have found
turbulence intensity to bc important for sedimcnt transport. The work of Cli/ford [1 993a,
0 1 2 3 4
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1996] and Thonipson [2004, 2006] bas demonstrated the variability of turbulence in poot
environments. This variable needs to be considered if an adequate theoiy of pool formation
is to be deveioped.
2.6 Modelling
Modelting allows field resuîts ofotherwise f imited generality to be interpreted with
greater confidence [Richarciv, 19781. Modelling exercises relevant to the mechanics of
riffle-pools are listcd in Table 2.3. Wc list ail publishcd hydrauiic models ofpool-rifflcs, so
far as we are aware, and examples of alternative approaches such as regime, stability, and
discrctc particte models. A more exhaustive discussion ofdiscrcte models is contained in
Chapter 3. For each model wc list the number of dimensions, how flow hydrauiics and
sediment transport are represented, whether they consider dynamic modelling where the
bed form changes with time, and principle conclusions relatcd to pool-riffle formation.
There have been a number of models that atternpt to reproduce the kcy hydraulic processes
over riffle-pool sequences. Discussion in these models typicaiiy focuscs on the velocity
reversai hypothesis. They worked with sirnplified versions ofthe laws of continuity and
the conservation of energy in one dimension or a depth-averagcd plan view of the river.
The only work that found reversai to occur was that of Ketier andFlorshehn [1993]. The
subsequent efforts of carÏiiig ami Wood [1994] and Cao et aÏ. [2003] conctuded that a
positive resuit was dependant on assumptions regarding channel width, and roughness.
Assuming r = yRS1; where y is the specific gravity, R is the hydraulic radius, and Sf5 the
water surface siope, WiÏkinson et al. [2004] caiculatcd a mean shear stress reversai. In
general, the hydrauiic models suffer from the same [imitation as many ficid measurements.
By rnodeiiing only the mean velocity, they make unfounded assumptions about the
boundary layer in non-uniform flow that prevents them from being used with confidence.
Booker et al. (2001) applied a fully three-dimensional hydraulic model to a sequence of
pools and riffies. Calibrated resuits showed reasonable agreement with measured velocity
profiles through the center of the chaunci. The principal resuits are showu in Figure 2.35.
Once again, the resuits do not ciearly support a reversai hypothesis. Sediment routing away
from the deeper sections ofthe pool xvas proposed to account for pool maintenance, but
limited sediment transport and morphological data wcre presented.
Figure 2.35 - Modelled cross-sectional area, velocity, aeeragc near-bcd velocity, arid shear stress at
mid-rifllc (R) and mil-pool (P) cross-sections tBooker et al., 2001J
With one exception, the hydraulic models do not consider sedirnent transport or
morphological change. WiÏkinson et aÏ. [2004] used shear stress to calculate the sediment
balance from a single time step, but bed forrn evolution was not modelled. A successful
model of pool formation and maintenance must account for bed form dynamics. Sediment
transport modelling was undertaken by Rathburn and Woht [2001] to prcdict systcm
recovcry after a large sediment release from a reservoir. This allowcd them to predict scour
and f111 with sorne success, even if they applied a sedimcnt transport relation that was
developed for plane-bed, uniform flow conditions. As anticipated by Gomez and Chtirch
[19891, the authors could not recommend further application ofthe mode! without
extensive calibration. Another approach, ofwhich one example is included in Table 2.3, is
regirne modelling. Davies andSttther!and [1983] is the rnost relevant ofthe rcgime models
to the formation ofbed forms because it assumes a constant width and allows roughness to
adjust to its equilibrium solution. While this approach anticipates the formation ofbed
forms, the bed forms themselves are poorly described, and neither the sediment transport
nor the flow hydraulics equations adjust to the development ofbed forms. These
limitations also apply to the use of stability analyses. CoÏunibini et aÏ. [1987] present a
theoretical basis for alternate bars in narrow channels using a weakly non-linear set of
equations. Their results predict final bar dimensions that were corroborated with the data
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from a large number of flume studies, an example ofwhich is shown in Figure 2.36. A
significant limitation of these studies is that they are dependant on sedirnent transport
relations that werc dcvelopcd under controlled conditions where variability induced by bed
forms was spccifically avoided in order to irnprovc predictability. To then apply these
equations to the problem ofbed form development places a significant limitation on the
interpretability of the resuits. Sediment transport effectively blocks the dcvelopment of an
accurate model in the presence ofbed forms because the fcedback rnechanisms between the
bed morphology and flow on sediment rnobility are not taken into account. A second
limitation is the issue ofequilibrium. Regirne and stability models rernove the historical
dimension from the system. Lane and Richards [1997] have argued that non-linear
relations in system dynarnics imply sensitivity to initial conditions and to local scale
processes. Examined more closely, statistical equilibrium ofpatterns such as meanders and
braids can be seen to mask dynamic and non-equilibrium rnechanics [furbish, 1991;
Murray andPaoÏa, 1994]. Dynamic moUds are nceded to demonstrate the development of
bed forrns and other pattems in river systems.
Two moUds that are capable of modelling systcm dynamics are shown in Table 2.3.
These moUds work on the scale of individual discrete’ particles. Because spacc and time
are representcd explicitly, it is possible to consider the local variability of flow and
sediment dynarnics and the systems can change with time. As shown in Table 2.3, Naclen
[1987] and SchmeeckÏe andNelson [2003] both considered a force balance to catculatc
sediment entrainrnent, a method that accounts for thc pockct gcomctry of individual
particles and easily applied to mixed sedirnent sizes. Both models also adjust thc fluid
Figure 2.36 - A perpective view of bed topography of alternate bars predictcd b’ (lic stabilitv
model of Cohunbi,ti et aI. [1987]
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forces on a givcn particle bascd on the protalsion of the particle from the bed. Sirnulated
bed surfaces are shown in Figures 2.37 and 2.3 8. Both models are Iimited by the
complcxity of the problem, as discussed in section 2.1.2. There is continued uncertainty in
a number of areas and accounting for dynamic changes is extrerneÏy expensive in terms of
computing power, which has limited the extent and the duration ofthe studies, especially
the three dimensional mechanistic models such as that of SchmeeckÏe andNetson [2003].
Other similar models are listed in Table 3. 1.
Progress in the characterization of sedimentary bed forms has been made in a
variety of fields using discrete models by simplifying the representation of the processes
into what is called a hierarchical [Werner, 1999], or exploratory mode! [Murray, 2003].
The use of these models is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The key step is thc
abstraction of ‘fast’ scale processes such as sediment transport, which are difficuit to resolve
from first principles, in order to investigate slowT scale processes such as bed form
development. Notable among discrete models of sedimentaiy environments are those of
aeolian dunes [Anderson, 1990; Anderson andBunas, 1993; Werner, 1995; Nino et aï.,
2002; Baas, 2002]. An example fromAnderson andBunas [1993] is shown in Figure 2.39.
This type of model is not typically used to obtain quantitative predictions of such quantities
as sediment transport because of the necessary simplifications, but they are usefril because
thcy can qualitatively reproduce many bed form dynarnics. They are particularly useful for
testing hypotheses.
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Figure 2.37 - An example ofthe beil topographv generated by the discrete model ofNaden 119871.
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Figure 2.38 - Image of mixed sediment-size bed during modelled transport ISchineeck!e and
Nelson, 2003]
Figure 2.39 - Dune development in a dicrete particle model in which simple rules are used to
represent aeolian transport IAnderson and Banas, 1993]
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FIow Kydraulies Sediment Transport Riffle-poo I
Type Author roughness/ 9h mixed udim equattons A equations A omiatiofiturbulence sed.
Hydraulic Richards not no velocityI energy Mannines n, no n/a nIa[1978j modelled reversai
Keller talc1
. energy Manmngs n, not veiocity
F/otsÏienn 1 no nia n/a
1993 HEC-2 head ioss
modeIied reversai
Carting reversai
energy, Manmngs n, not
and Wood 1 no n/a n/a dependantHEC-2 head ioss modelled[1994] onZ,n
no
SSIIM systematicBooker et k, eddy not3 [Olsen no n/a nia reversai,
al. [200 li viscostty modelied1996] sediment
routing
.
reversai
Mannings n, not2 energy no n/a n/a dependant
eddy viscosity modefled
Cao et al.
reversai[2003] N4eyer
.
dependant
1 eneray Mannings n no Peter- no no -
- on DO andMuller Qs
îVilkinson
enery Mannings n, shear stress
et al. I , no Du Boys no timeHECRAS head ioss reversai[2004] step
energy Mannings n, 11 options flot
Raihhtirn HEC-6 head loss no i-IEC-6 no yes disctissed
0)10’ IJohi
enery, I O options not[_OOi] 2 GSTARS Mânnings n no GSTARS HO yes disccissed
Regime Dai’ies
. maximum
anci function ot1 steady friction factor no no no frictionSutherland shear stress
[1983] tactor
Stability Columbini roughness Meyer
steady harmonie
et al. 2 iength, eddy no Peter- no noperturbed analysis[1987] viscosity MuHer
Discrete bh:clen force
[1987] 2 log—iaw random no balance y’es yes
Scnieeckle
aiicl measured time force flot
i enerc’ ves yes ves -NeIvon senes balance discussed
t2003]
Note a — thm refers to the number of dimensions in the model
b
- A ? refers to the incicision of teedback effects
Table 2.3
- Niodelling studies relevant to riffle-pool mcchanics
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Ç 2.7 Problem Identification
The central problem to this thesis is the formation ofriffle-pools in a graveÏ-bed
river. Gravel-bed rivers are characterized by turbulent flow over a mobile bed. Riffle
pools are the characteristic forrn of a class of streams delineated by moderate siope (S < 1.5
¾) and relative roughness values (y/Y< 0.3). They are undulations ofthe bed that are
defined by the macro-scale of the form, sorting of sediment by size, and the formation of
lateral bars. The sirnilarity of scales across a range of systems suggests that there is a
common formative mechanisrn and that this mechanism is related to the flow. A number of
rnechanisrns have been suggested, but experimental resuits have been mixed. In general,
there is a lack of adequate field data to test the significance of the proposed mechanisms.
In addition, more recent research has highlighted the potentially important role of
turbulence in sedirnent transport. Critically, there is a near complete lack of turbulence
measurements in natural rivers at high discharge when sedirnent transport is active. Poor
quality has been noted in a number ofthe key attempts to obtain such data and it is not clear
that available instruments are capable of retuming reliable signals in the types of flow
environments that occur in riffle-pools during high flows. This thesis will test available
instruments, address the flow turbulence data gap, and test theories of pool maintenance
and formation at a field site.
Field data are limited in their generality due to local conditions and simultaneous
interactions between flow, sediment, and morphology that make it difficult to isolate the
key rnechanisms. Numerical models, while unable to capture local variability, are suitable
for testing hypotheses, an attribute that makes them complementary to field studies. It
would be useful to be able to model the interactions bet’ween turbulent flow, sedirnent
transport, and bed form development in order to test specific feedback mechanisms.
Modelling strategies that utilize spatially-averaged steady state solutions are limited in this
regard because they are flot able to simulate dynamic behaviour. An alternate approach
will be utilized in this thesis that models the movernent and entrainment conditions around
discrete particles. This approach has been utilized in other sedimentary environments may
be useful for the investigation of riffle-pool development.
2.8 Objectives
C. The objectives ofthis thesis are:
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1. b develop a discrete particle model to simulate the flow and sedirnent
dynamics in a gravel-bcd river in order to examine thc mechanisms that lead
to bed forrn devetoprnent, demonstrate how feedhack rnechanisms operating
on a local scale can lead to large scale features of the bed, and test the role
of turbulence in bed fonn development;
2. To assess the quality of velocity time series mcasurcd in highly turbulent
flotvs using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimetcr (ADV) and an
Etectromagnetic Current Meter (ECM);
3. To characterize the flow, sediment, and morphological dynamics in a forced
riffle-pool over a range of flow lcvels up to the bankfull stage. We measure
and describe mean velocity and turbulence intensity distributions, the size
and scale of coherent turbulent events, the intenclation between the scaling
ofcoherent turbulent cvcnts, bed morphology and discharge, mechanisms of
enhanced turbulence production, morphological adjustments in responsc to
floods, the relation between particle size and transport distance, and spatial
patterns ofsediment cntrainment and deposition in relation to the mean and
instantaneous shear stresses; and
4. In both the numerical simulations and analysis ofthc field data, to identify
the rnechanisms that lead to the formation ofriffles and pools in gravel-bed
rivers.
2.9 rvlethodology
The objectives were met in four major steps. In the first step we developed a
numerical model based on research contained in this background chapter on river and riffle
poot mechan les. The second step was to dcvclop and test the appropriatc fielU sampling to
ensure high quality data and allow us to measure during high ftows. The third step was to
collect and analyse the field data. Thc ficld data allowed some refinement ofspcciflc rules
in the numerical model and this information was incorporatcd back into the model in the
final step oC this thesis.
MoUd development was flic flrst major step. Criteria for the model emerged from
the literature rcview. In order to have the flcxibility to test different factors that may be
involved in pool-formation, we designcd the moUd to handlc hcterogeneous sediment, size
selcctive transport, local feedbacks between particles to emulate hiding and imbrication,
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flow separation, flow acceleration, and changes to turbulence intensity associated with flow
acceleration. These crïteria meant that ail modeling approaches using empirical relations
developed under conditions of spatially avcraged sediment transport were flot applicable.
A discrete particle model was necessary in order to reduce system dynamics to the process
scale. At the current tirne, the desired mode! is beyond the capabilities of a fully
parameterized physical model. The mode! was therefore constructed using simplified rules
to govern the interaction between the sediment and the flow. This approach borrowed from
the interdisciplinary field of complex systems, where local and non-linear effects have been
found to lead to the emergence of pattems on a global scale. The mode! and results are
presented in Chapter 3. Results highlight the potential importance of turbulence for the
formation of large-scale bed fonns. This meant that accurate measurements of
instantaneous velocity at a range of discharges in the field campaign were required. The
model also encouraged us to examine sedirnent transport from the perspective of spatially
distributed individual grains in order to establish the behavior of discrete sediment particles
ofvarious sizes in the study site.
The field carnpaign of this thesis was reliant on three rnethods: a safe manner in
which to measure turbulence in a riffle-pool during floods, velocity measurements in highly
turbulent flows, and a new technique to track sediments. Appropriate strategies and
techniques were completed in the second major step of this thesis. Many previous studies
in riffle-pools have been lirnited by practical difficulties during high flows. Working with
Echafauds Plus ®, a construction company specializing in scaffolding equipment, we were
able tu constmct a leveled grid of supports above the riffle and pool. This grid allowed us
to measure the flow at any point and at any flow level up to bankfull while providing a
local coordinate system to quicldy position the measurements during floods. The design is
detailed in Chapter 5. The characterization of flow hydraulics relies on accurate velocity
measurements. There have been few tests of available technologies in highly turbulent
flow environrnents [Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005]. Those that atternpted to measure in
locations such as the ocean surf zone have suffered due to the poor quality ofthe data
[Rodriguez et al., 1999; Biyan et aÏ., 2003]. It was therefore imperative to assess the
accuracy of flow measurernents. We undertook a comparative test of Electromagnetic
Current Meters (ECMs) and Acoustic Doppler Velocirneters (ADV) in a highly turbulent
environrnent. Full analysis and results are detailed in Chapter 4. Surprisingly, despite a
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slight reduction of spatial and temporal resolution, the older ECM technology was found to
be the most reliable in highiy turbulent environments and were used in the rest of our field
carnpaign. The third method was the developrnent ofa new sedirnent tracking technique.
We worked with other members of the Canada Research Chair in Fluvial Dynarnics at the
Université de Montréal to deveiop the use of Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags for
sedirnent transport research. The initial test ofthe method has been published [Lamarre et
al., 2005] and this article highlights many ofthe advantages that made it attractive for this
thesis. Most importantly, each PIT tag bas a unique code. This means that sediment
transport data eau be associated with details ofsize, shape, and initial location. Also, the
reading is taken remotely so that the bed is flot disturbed and sediment movement can be
followed over a number offloods. Finally, recovery rates are typically above 85% and
because the tags do not require a battery, long term study is possible.
The third major step was the collection of flow, sediment transport, and
morphological data atour field sites. We concentrated on a srnall number of field sites
becausc there is a need for spatially distributed process-scale data on flow turbulence and
sediment dynamics in riffle-pools. This data is difficuit to obtain and necessitates
significant investment of tirne and rnoney, which precluded a large number of sites. The
original design of the project was to compare a forced riffle-pool with a ‘free’ or autogenetic
riffle-pool. In the results presented in this thesis, only the forced pool was retained due to a
number ofadvantages at that site. First, the stream with the forced-pool is smalier, which
allowed us to construct a more stable set of platforrns from which to sample flow
conditions during floods. Second, a series of large ftoods occurrcd in tbe forced pool
during the study period. The first ofthese floods rotated a large tree that controls the
location of the pooi, an event that effectively reset pool geometly and initiated a period of
active pool formation. Field data was used to characterize ftow properties at seven
discharges including the bankfull discharge. During the bankfull event we were also
fortunate because continual ram during the day meant that the water level stayed high
throughout the measurement period. Full metbodology, analysis, and resuits of the
hydraulic component to the sftidy are detailed in Chapters 5 and 6.
We used two deployrnent strategies of tagged particles to sample sediment
transport. The flrst strategy was to obtain as rnuch spatial coverage as possible by placing
tagged particles of ail sizes in ail areas ofthe studied riffle and pool. A pressure transducer
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and a meteorological station were instatled to allow us to estimate flood levels, which were
compared with spatial patterns ofsediment entrainment and deposition. This allowed us to
characterize sediment dynamics in response to fioods ofvarious magnitudes. The second
deployment stfategy was to place a wide range ofparticle sizes upstream ofthe site so that
they would feed into the site as part ofthe sedirnent supply. from this we could examine
path length distributions ofparticle transport and discuss pattems ofdeposition in the riffle
pool. The morphology ofthe pool was surveyed using a total station at frequent intervals
through the study period. Erosion and deposition was calculated in order to characterize
the morphological response ofthc forced riffle-pool to floods ofvarious magnitudes.
Resuits on the morphology and sediment dynarnics of the site are presented and discussed
in Chapter 7.
The final step ofthis thesis was to use the field resuits to refine the numerical
model. This was an iterative process tha1\continued throughout the study as more field
data became available. The best example ofthis process was the developmcnt of the mle
for flow separation. Flow separation was flot originally included in the model because it is
not gcncrally observed in riffle-pools due to the relatively rnild lee side angle ofthe bed
form. Flow separation occurs over dunes where the lee side angle is> 100 [Best and
Kostaschuk, 2002] whereas the angle of the riffle in our study site is doser to 50• However,
during the analysis ofthe coherent turbulent structure ofthe flow in chapter 6, it became
apparent that intermittent ftow separation was playing an important role in turbulence
generation near the bed. We then developed a flow separation mIe for the model and this
appears to be a key mechanism for the stability of the riffle-pool bed form.
2.10 Thesis Statement
The formation of riffle-pools is a geornorphologic puzzle. The key elements ofthis
puzzle are the macro-scale ofthe bed form, the sorting of sediments by size, and the
stability ofthe form in extreme floods. The central hypothesis ofthis thesis is that
turbulence plays a key role in the formation ofriffie-pools. We argue that turbulence and
riffle-pools are linked by three key mechanisms. first, the shapc of mean velocity profiles
is modified by flow acceleration or deceleration. Near the bcd, low velocities occur in
decelerating ftow and fast velocities occur in accelerating flow. Second, intermittent flow
separation occurs near the bed in decelerating flow such that large turbulent fluctuations arc
generated. These fluctuations dominate the transfer of shear stress to thc bed in the pool-
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head. Third, the turbulent fluctuations appear to preferentially transport the smaller
particles. This mcans that large particles transported into the riffle and pool-head are
cffectively trapped in this area. We use these three rnechanisms to cxplain the initiation of
riffle-pools, their stability, and the requirernent of heterogeneous particte sizes.
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Liason Paragraph A
Field-based studies ofriffles and pools have identified a number of factors that play
a role in their formation. These factors operate at a range of spatial and temporal scales and
they include sediment size heterogeneity, selective sediment transport, flow turbulence, and
fiood stage variability. At present, there exists no moUd that eau be used to examine and
isolate the effects ofthese factors and allow for the devclopment a coherent view ofriffie
pool formation. Thc lack ofsuch a modet is the rcsult of our incomplete understanding of
central processes such as sediment transport and turbulence effects. In addition, modelling
approaches have concentrated on equilibrium solutions that do flot incorporate feedback
effects between particles, flow and bed morphology. In this chapter’ we present a flexible
model that considers a gravel-bed river as a complex system in which simplified local mIes
describe the scdiment and fiow dynarnics including turbulence. From these rules emerge
bed forrns ofvarious scales and dynamies. In the moUd, sediment clasts are represented as
discrete elements and space and time are representcd cxplicitly. Using a trimodal sediment
distribution, irregular forms that scale with particle diameter develop without explicit
feedback mechanisms due to the tendency of large particles to roil along the bed surface
and coltcct into chains. Feedback mechanisms such as imbrication incrcase the effective
entrainrnent threshold ofgrous of large particles and increase the stability ofthese
imbricate forms. A second type ofbed form is associated with saltating grains, and
emerges where particlcs are transported at a preferred distance. The development and
maintenance of larger scale bed forms require feedback between the bcd and flow
properties. By allowing mean velocity to adjust to bed morphology and considering the
effect of acceleration on turbulence generation and mean velocity profiles, we demonstrate
the ernergence of forms similar in morphology to gravel sheets, dunes, and riffle-pools. In
the context ofthis thesis, the model is used to complement field-based studies because of
its suitability for testing hypotheses of streambcd behavior. The nUes were also rclined
based on results from the field campaign that comprises the bulk ofthe thesis.
Mac Vicar, B. J., L. Parrott, A. G. Roy (2006) A 2-D discrete particle model ofgravel-bed river
systems, Journal of Geoph)’sical Resesarch, 111, F03009, dol: 10. 1 029/2005JF0003 16.
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3 A 2-D DISCRETE PARTICLE MODEL 0F GRAVEL-BED RIVER
SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
MaÏanson [1999] defines complex systems as those characterized by non-linear
behavior, with feedbacks that Iead to the emergence of global properties from interactions
between finer-scaled elements. Gravel-bed rivers fit this systcrn classification, as the
interaction between flow and transported sediment particles is characterized by a non-linear
relation [Gomez and Chiirch, 1989], and the developrnent of bed forms is a feedback
mechanism that alters the sedirnent transport regime [Laronne and Carson, 1976; Hassan
and Reid, 1990] and the surrounding turbulent environment [Cflflbrd, 1996; Btffin
Bélanger andRov, 1998]. Established techniques for modeling river morpbology include
regime [Yang, 1976; Chang, 1979] and stability analyses [SmitÏi, 1970; CoÏombini et al.,
1987; Seminara et al., 1996]. These approaches necessarily remove the spatial and
historical context of river behavior and are limited to the prediction of equilibrium and
statistically averaged states. As argued by Lane andRichards [1997], observed non-linear
behavior in river systems implies sensitivity to initial conditions and local-scale processes.
Examined closely, river systems are frequently unstable, with statistical equilibrium
masking the dynamic behavior [ftirbish, 1991; Murrav andfaola, 1994]. In this article we
present a new model for the analysis of ftow and sediment dynamics in a gravel-bed river
that treats the river as a complex system.
Comptex systems research is a rapidly developing cross-disciplinary field, within
which new approaches have been developed for the study of system behavior. One such
approach is the individual-based model [Jucivon, 1994], already applied successfully to
such varied problems as the study of social insects [Theraulaz et al., 2003], World Wide
Web access efficiency [Guha and Wang, 2002], ecosystem population dynamics [Parrott
andKok, 2001], and the workings ofthe brain [Soucek, 2001]. The common principles
behind the respective models are that the systems are represented by discrete elements, be
they insects, people, plants, or neciral agents etc., and that global bchavior is allowed to
emerge frorn local interactions ofthe discrete elements. Systems modeled with individual
based models have been shown to exhibit a richness of non-linear behaviors, including
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evolution and chaos [Wofram, 1984]. This capacity is possible because of the explicit
representation of space and time.
In fluvial geornorphology, a number ofresearchers have investigated the transport
ofindividual sedirnent grains, both in laboratory environments [Abbott andfrancis, 1977;
Sekine aJ?clKikkawa, 1992; Nino et aI., 1994], and in natural rivers [Lammie and C’arson,
1976; Hassan andChurch, 1992; Habersack 2001]. This research has allowed the
developrnent ofa number of discrete particle sediment transport models (Table 3.1). Two
approaches for the development of discrete particle models exist. Mechanistic models
apply rnathematically detailed physical descriptions ofsediment transport in two [Naden,
1987; Jiang andHaff 1993] and three dimensions [McEn’an et aI., 2000; Drake and
Catantoni, 2001; Sehmeeckle andNelson, 2003]. However, continued uncertainty in the
calculation of lift forces, the resolution of collisions between moving grains, the feedback
effects of developing bed forrns, and the inclusion of turbulence restrict these moUds from
being applied to investigate bed forrn development. MeEwan et aI. [2000] suggest that, for
the foreseeable friture at least, abstraction is necessary for the problem.
Matrix . Bed forms
Acithor Type Length Elow Entrainment
PartiCle Turbulence (length in
. Interactions(grains) grains)
Naden mechanistic 1000 normally flow drag friction not clusters[19x7] 2D (profile) distributed and lift angle considered (6-15)
Jiang mechanistic
.. eqtiations ot not
ana’ Jfa// 2D 100 slab model flow drag none
motion considered[1993] (profile)
Trihe ana’ hierarchical
neighbour not transverseChurch 2D 200 none monte carlo
rule considered (—30)[19991 (plan)
MeEwan mechanistic steady, equations of not
not given flow drag none
et aI. [2000] 3D uniform motion considered
Drake ana’
. mechanistic - equations of notCalantoin b slab moUd fiow drag none3D motion considered
?vfahnaeus hierarch ical transverse,
resistance not
ana’ 1-lassan ‘D 200 none monte carlo clcistersfields considered[2002] nlan (—30)
Sclinieeekle
mechanistic measured equations oC not
(117(1 Nelsoii 40 flow drag none
0O3 3D time series motion considered
Table 3.1 - Discrete particle modek in fluvial environments
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The use of abstraction requires the deduction ofa set of qualitative or serni
quantitative rules from observed system interactions, producing what are alternatively
calÏed “hierarchical’ [Wernei-, 1999], “exploratory” [Murmy, 2003], or “toy” models
{TufiÏtam, 1993]. This simplificd approach offers two main advantages. First, it is
possible to represent “fast-scale” processes such as sedirnent transport, whose precise
physical formulation remains elusive, in order to investigate “slow-scale” processes such as
bed form development [ Werner, 1999]. For example, the effect of imbrication on sediment
transport is relatively difflcult to parameterize in physical terms, yet a sirnplifled mle can
be readily developed based on visual observations and fleld-experirnents. The second
advantage is sirnplicity itsetf. Because extraneous dynamics are rninimized, hierarchical
models produce clear dernonstrations ofsystem behavior [Murray, 2003], which allows
hypotheses to be tested [ Werner, 1999].
Hierarchical models ofsedimentary environments have been applied to sirnulate the
development of stone ceils [Anhert, 1994]; squares, hexagons and other shapes in shake
table simulations [Shinbrot, 1997]; stone rings and stripes on frozen ground [Kessier and
Werner, 2003]; and eolian sand ripples and dunes [Anderson, 1990; Anderson andBiinas,
1993; Landn’ and Werner, 1994; Werner 1995; Moinji et al., 2000; Nino et al., 2002;
Baas, 2002]. In fluvial environments, two moUds have been used to sirnulate transverse
cobble ribs in rivers [Tribe and CÏmrch, 1999; !Vfalmaeats cmdHassan, 2002], details of
which are also included in Table 3.1. In spite of strong evidence of feedback between the
bed and hydraulic parameters such as ftow turbulence [Nelson et al., 1995; Biffin-Bélanger
andRoy, 199$; Thompson et al., 199$; Best, 2005], there is no model that considers these
effects. The objective ofthis article is to present a flexible moUd of river processes in
which a gravel-bed river is considered as a complex hierarchical system. We demonstrate
that simple mIes governing flow and sediment dynarnics can lead to the ernergence of
commonly observed bed form types.
3.2 Gravel bed forms
Gravel bed forms represent a considerable challenge for modeling. Many feedback
mechanisms are active between flow, sediment transport, and bed forms [Leeder, 1983],
such as imbrication [Hassan andReid, 1990; Sear, 1996], changes to mean velocity [Best,
2005; Kelter, 1971], and turbulence generation [Nelson et al., 1993; WohÏ and Thoinpson,
2000]. Sediment and flow dynarnics are sensitive to flow stage [Jaclcson andBeschta,
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1982; Warburton, 1992; Ryan et al., 2002], particle size distributions [ WiÏcock and
MeA rdeÏt, 1997; Lisle et al., 2000], and siope [WohÏ et aÏ., 1993, Montgomeiy and
Biffington, 1997; Thompson andHolihian, 2001]. Many different bed forms have been
identified in gravel-bed rivers including pcbble clusters, bed load sheets, dunes, bars, and
pool-riffie sequences (Table 3.2). In this study we consider the longitudinal profile ofa
river and will not discuss forrns such as transverse ribs, stone celis, and stone stripes, which
require explicit represcntation ofthe lateral dimension. Similarly, forms with forcing
mechanisms such as woody debris and bedrock controls, and bed forrns on steep siopes
with rapidly varying plunging ftow such as step-pools and cascades are beyond the scope of
this work. Simulation resuits wilI be compared to natural bed forms on the basis ofthree
characteristics: (i) the length scale that determines thc sizc and frequency of the form, be it
the sediment size (o’), flow depth (y), or channel width (Z); (ii) the dominant sedirnent
sorting pattern, predominantly identified by the bchavior ofthe largest sediment fraction;
and (iii) the nature of thc bulk movement oC the bed form.
Type Reference Scale Sorting OMovement
Pebble clusters ffassan ami Reid [19901 c d dominated by large by individual particles
Gravelsheets Whiting et al. [198$] X o’ large in front downstrearn
Dunes Dinehart [19921 t’ variable downstream
Bars Chureh and.Jones [1982] x Z variable dotvnstream
Riffle-pools Sear [1996] Z large on tee siope stable
Table 3.2 - Cravel bed forins
3.3 Model Description
3.3.1 Conceptual Approach
We devclopcd the model ROQ-B (les ROches Qui Bougent - translation: Rocks
That Move) using the software Matlab (©Mathworks Inc.). In tcrrns of existing models,
the approach is most similar to that ofNaden [1987], as a two-dimensional vertical matrix
oriented longitudinally along the centerline ofa channet represents the riverbed, and
sediment particles are represented as discrete clasts ofvarying sizc within the matrix. The
interaction of flow and sediment in Naden’s model, however, is controlled by a set of
cmpirical cquations that determine the calculation ofvelocity profiles, erosion thresholds,
particle trajectories, etc. Feedbacks are limited and bed forms develop only on srnall
scales. To allow its application to a wide range of stream types and flow conditions, wc
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designed ROQ-B as a hierarchical model, with sirnplified ailes for entrainment and
transport that increased its flexibility in heterogeneous environments.
A central algorithm determines the interaction between flow and sedirnent in the
model (figure 3.1). The entrainrnent ofa particle and its mode of transport at a given time
are determined by comparing a randomïy sampled value from the appropriate flow velocity
distribution to the entrainrncnt and movement mode thresholds. A grain will move when
this instantaneous velocity is greater than its entrainnient threshold, and the degree to which
the entrainment threshold is exceeded determines the type ofmovement. We used near-bed
velocity because it determnines the local shear stress { Wilcock, 1996] and drag forces on the
particle [SchmeeckÏe ai-id NeÏson, 2003]. Experirnental resuits in turbulent flows
demonstrated the importance of the instantaneous flow velocity on sediment transport
[Nelson et al., 1995; Stimer et al., 2003]. In uniform flow, instantaneous flow velocities
tend to follow a normal probability density ffinction [Naden, 1987]. Transport modes are
rolling (U) (equivalcnt to sliding in modeling terrns) and saltation (z). Transport mode
thresholds increase with particle size [Drake et al., 1988]. Unlike wbat is observed in
eotian transport, saltating grains do not dislodge bed grains upon collision [Nino et aï.,
1994]. Particles move individually in partial transport, which is considered to be the
dominant mode of transport in gravel-bed rivers [Andrews, 1 994; Church and Hassan,
2002].
feedback rules allow the relation between velocity and particle movement to vary in
time and space. Two types of feedback are possible: particic fcedback, which alters the
entrainment and transport mode thresholds by considering the effects ofhiding and
imbrication; and flow feedback, which alters the velocity distributions by considering the
effect of changes in mean velocity on turbulence gencration. figure 3.2 is a conceptual
diagram ofthe fecdback mechanisms simulated in this model. The computer code ofthe
model is available from the corresponding author on request. The following sections detail
model algorithms and operation.
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Deceleration Acceteration
Imbrication
Turbulence Turbutence
Velocity Index / Entrainment Threshold
2 3 4 5 6
Movement Mode — no movement Cj toIt 7P1saltate (pathn)
Figure 3.1 - Relation ofvelocity probability distributions to movement mode thrcsholds at ttiree
llow stages for tliree particle sizes. This Iïgure represents equations 3.1 and 3.2 when
fecdback rules are inactive. Saltation paths are shown in figure 3.5 Medium and large
particles have a ‘handie’ on the upper right corner, and this handie is darkened slightly to
aid the distinction of individual particles.
Hiding
Figure 3.2 - Schematic diagram of modeled flow and particle fecdback mechanisms.
3.3.2 Initial Conditio,’?s
3.3.2.1 Simulation Matrix
Three parameters are required to specify the initial bed: the bed siope, the size of
thc simulation matrix, and the particle size distribution. The initial bed surface varies by +
1 grid square around the specified siope for initial roughness. The bed is constructed by
fihling the matrix to the surface with randomly placed particles according to the size
distribution. In thc simulations presented here, initial parameters were specified to mimic
natural river systems in which lateral meandering is not dominant and macro-scaic features
such as pools, riffies and bars are commonly found. A bed siope of 1% was chosen
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because it is a common value for pool-riffic streams [Montgomeiy andBzyflngton, 1997].
A large sinmlation matrix of 10,000 by 250 grid squares was used to allow bed forms to
develop at a scale much greater than the size of individual particles. Three particle sizes
were used to represent hcterogeneous sedirnent. 5mai!, medium and large particies occupy
I (lx 1), 4 (2x2), and 9 (3x3) grid squares, respectively, at proportions of 20, 60, and 20%.
Initial parameters are summarized in Table 3.3 and the default matrix is shown in Figure
3.3. Initial parameter values were tested in sensitivity simulations.
Parameter Role Range Default values
Sensitivity
test values
sels overali size ofmatrix in grid 7 500,Matrix length > 100 10 000
sqtiares 12 500
. .
. 0.005
Bed siope (S) sets initial surface siope > 0 0.01 0 015
Particle size sets proportions ofeach particle t 100/0/0]
- F201607201 [10/60/30],
distribution size by % [small/mediunillarge] [0/0/100] L j [30/60/10]
controls duration of simulation 6 pyramids 6 falling’,Hydrograph any hydrograph .
and sequence of flood stages (Figure 3.4) 6 ‘nslng
a — Kydrographs are sawtooth patterns composed of tloods either rising or falling from stage 1 to 3 or
from 3 to 1 for each floods of 500 time intervals.
Table 3.3 - Initial Parameters
u,
cij
n
D
cr
u,
-o
on
>
250
Figure 3.3 - Initial simulation matrix showing default matrix dimensions, particle size distribution
(percentages of cadi size class indicatcd by J), and bed siope (S). Flow ïs from Ieft to right.
3.3.2.2 Flow Stage
Flow variables are calculated at each time interval from the flow stage (q). For case
ofcalculation, q is rcprescnted nurnericaily in the model but is conceptuaily similar mariner
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to the classification of hurricanes on an arbitrary scale because it does not rcprcsent a
measurable parameter. for these simulations, three flow stages wcrc used to allow gravel
transport in three phases [Jackson aiidBeschta, 1982; Wartittrton, 1992; Rvan et aÏ., 2002]
and the ffow hydrograph consisted ofa series of six ftoods with symmctrical rising and
falling Iimbs and had a total duration of 3000 tirne intervals (figure 3.4). Whcn feedback
rules were inactive, small particles had a 50% chance of moving at low flow, for the most
part by rolling, while large particles were unlikcly to move (f igure 3.1). Athigh flow,
small particles had a high probability of cntrainrnent and movcd by rolling and saltation,
while large partictes had a 50% probability of moving and moved atmost exclusively by
rolling. The effcct ofthe shape ofthe hydrograph was tested in scnsitivity simulations
(Table 3.3).
3.3.3 Mode! Algorithins
3.3.3.1 Particle Entrainment and Movernent
The entrainment threshold ofa particle (E) is calculated by adding the effects of
hiding (H) and imbrication (J) to that of particle size (ci):
E=d+H+I (3.1)
When particle feedback mIes are inactive (H=I=0), the threshold is a simple function ofd.
A given particle will be cntrained when the local instantaneous velocity (y) cxceeds the
entrainmcnt threshotd (y > E). Velocities and entrainnient thresholds are non
dirncnsionalized using the size of the grid so that v=1 is the velocity at which a particle that
is one grid ccli in diamctcr is entrained. The transport mode (A’!) is calculated as fotlows:
(3.2)
where M {<l, 1, 2, 3, 4... } = {no movcment,O, 1, , 71.•• }. This equation has thc
structure of an entrainment function, as the shear stress (here representcd by the excess
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
t (intervats)
Figure 3.4 - Default hvdrograph showing six pyramid-shape floods.
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velocity) is in the numerator and the particle diameter is in the denominator. The exponent
on the saltation icon refers to saïtation trajectories (figure 3.5). The trajectories rise at a
steep angle to the horizontal, and then fait at a gentler angle to mimic the motion of
saltating gravel sediment [Nino et aÏ., 1994]. Rolling particles translate horizontally within
the matrix until blocked by a downstream particle. When not supported from below, rolling
particles fali at an angle of 45° until making contact with the bed surface.
Three mies governing deposition are necessary to produce physically realistic bed
surfaces. first, saltating particles roli after rnaking contact with the bcd. This prevents the
devetoprnent ofunrealistic stacks ofsediment particles. Second, off-balance particles
topple into surface depressions. This ensures that large and medium sized particles are
supported by at least two occupied grid squares when they come to rest. Third, a particle
that cornes to rest at the edge ofa vertical drop greater than its diameter moves to the base
ofthe drop. This prevents the formation ofdepositional stopes at unrealistic angles of
repose but does flot affect steep siopes that form as a result of erosion.
Figure 3.5 Sattation paths for 711 - 71. The paths are those tollowed, from lcft to rigtit, by the
particle handlc (the upper right corner of medium and large particles). The occupation of
a grid square in the path of any part of tue particle vitl terminate saltation and induce
deposition.
3.3.3.2 Particle Hiding
Sediment particles partially or cornpletely buried within the bed are hidden from the
full forces ofthe tlow and held in place by increased friction angles according to their
pocket geornetries [Andrews, 1994]. Partictes at or below the local bed surface will
therefore be transported less easily than those exposed on a flat surface. This etiect is
rnodeled by increasing entrainment thresholds as a function of the burial depth (vt)):
0
>-
10 20
x (grid squares)
30
Hrrkn y (3.3)
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where k ïs the hiding mie control parameter with default and test values as tisted in Table
3.4. 1f the upstream burial depth is not equal to that downstrcarn, the minimum burial depth
is used. Examples dernonstrating hOwv/) is specified are shown in figure 3.6.
Parameter Role Range Default values Test values
k1 mean velocity > O I (2a) [1 0h , 2.01
k,, particle hiding mie >0 0 [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3•0b1
k, partic[e imbrication rule O - 1 0 [0.4, O.&, 0.8, 1.0]
kT flow turbulence mie O O (5C) [1, 2, 3h, 51
k4 flow acceleration aile O - 1 0 [0.000 1, O.0004”,O.OOl, 0.0 11
Note a value used to test hiding and imbrication mies
b values selected for variability, sensitivity simulations, roughness calculations, and pool
dimension versus time plots.
c value used to test acceleration mie
Table 3.4
- Control paramcters
yb=0 1 1 3 1
Figure 3.6 - Five examples, two for srnall particles (1x1) and three for large particles (3x3),
showing tue calculation of burial depth Oh) for determïnation of hiding factor. Particles
are shaded as for Figure 3.1.
3.3.3.3 Partie [e Imbrication
[n gravel-bed rivers, large particles have a structuring infictence on the bed.
Whether because they tend to be less spherical than srnall particles [Hirsch andAbrahams,
1981], or because they typ ical ly maintain contact with the bed during transport [Laronne
and Carson, 1976], large particles tend to form imbricate structures such as pebble clusters,
transverse ribs [de Jong ancÏErgenz/nger, 1995], and stone ceils [CÏnireh et al., 1998].
These structures impart stability to their members by increasing their effective weight
[Cli//rd anci Richards’, I 9921.
The cffect of imbrication was added to the model by increasing the entrainrncnt
thrcshold of large particles in contact witb other large particles. The imbrication factor is
calculated as a function of ail the members in an unbroken chain of large particles:
Jrrdk,M (3.4)
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where k, is the imbrication aile control parameter, in is the number of particles upstrearn in
the chain, and n is the number ofparticlcs downstrearn in thc chain. k, controls the
proportion ofa particles weight that is transrnitted to neighboring partictes. Figure 3.7
shows an exampte ofhow the imbrication aile is implemented.
Figure 3.7 - Calculation of imbrication. For particle indicated by , particles in chain upstream
(m) = 1 and partictes downstream in chain (n) = 3. Using Equation 3.4 and k, = 0.5: I =
3(0.5 + 0.5 + 0.52 + 0.5) = 4.125
3.3.3.4 Local Instantaneous Velocity
The local instantaneous velocity is determined by randomly sampling one value
from a normal probability distribution defined by the mean and standard deviation [V, u].
The mean velocity at any location is calculated as a ftmction ofthe velocity immediately
upstream (V,) and thc acceleration factor (A), where the initial vetocity at the upstream
end ofthe matrix (Va) isa function ofa control parameter (kv) and the flow stage (q):
V=V-i+A; where Ï’kv q (3.5)
The velocity standard deviation is a ftinction of Vand the turbulence factor (T):
(3.6)
When feedback ailes are inactive (A=T=0), Vand u are constant in space and time. As a
note, we also testcd the denominator of the standard deviation function as a control
parameter, but the simulations presented here use a constant value.
3.3.3.5 Turbulence
When considering the developmcnt of bed forais, Bagnold [1 980] reasoned that bed
inegularities produce flow turbutence at a local scale, which necessarily lcads to a release
ofkinetic energy in thc form ofexcess turbulence, inducing fttrthcr scour. Measurements
over bed forms have confirmed thc link between morphology and turbulence in pool-heads
[C!i/jbrd, 1996; IVohi and Thompson, 2000], in laboratory studies of pools [Thonipson et
cil., 1998; Thompsol7, 2004], and downstream of pcbble clusters and dunes [Nelson et aL,
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1993; Biiffin-Bélanger andRoy, 199$; Best, 2005]. We included this phenomenon via a
rule that increases turbulence when the local depth is greater than the normal depth. This
requires the estimation of flow variables that include local depth and backwater effects.
The normal depth cv,,) is calculated as a multiple of flow stage:
vu=lOq (3.7)
Control points are then identified as the topographical high points on the streambed (figure
3.$a). At low and medium discharges, water pools upstream of control points and the local
water surface is flat. At high flows we assumed that the water surface slope wilI tend to
equalize throughout the river [Richards, 1976], but that large bed forms wiIl continue to
ftinction as control points [ Walker et al., 2004], and the minimum water surface siope is
fixed at one halfthe initial bed slope. Based on continuity, the local depth averaged
velocity (VD..J) is calculated using a ratio between the normal and the local depth (yu):
V (3.8)
j
The turbulence factor is a function of the control parameter (kT and the difference between
the mean and the depth-avcraged velocity:
T=kr(V—VD.) (3.9)
figure 3.$b dernonstrates the effect of the turbulence mIe on flow pararneters and samples
from the local velocity distributions are shown in f igure 3.8d.
3.3.3.6 Flow Acceleration
Applied in isolation, the turbulence mle can produce physically unrealistic effects
when bed forms are large because the mean flow velocity remains constant. We developed
an acceicration rule to allow the mean velocity to increase or decrease as a function ofthe
diffcrencc between the depth-avcraged and upstream velocities. A parameter (k..1) controls
the rate at which the mean vetocity adjusts towards the depth-averaged vetocity:
(3.10)
Controlled flume studies [Kironoto and Graf 1995; Soiig and Chien’, 2001] have
demonstrated that the standard deviation ofihe strean’ise velocity component increases
during ftow deceleration but dccreases during acceleration. This effect is achieved by
activating the turbulence and acccleration fccdback ailes (Figure 3.8e-d).
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Figure 3.8 - Exampic to dernonstrate flow feedback rule calculations. (a) daslied hue - water
surface; sohid une - bed surface; (b) turbulence rule with control paranwter (k7) = 3.0
(black une - mean velocity 1’; w bite une - depth averaged velocity V1; grey bars -
standard deviation ); (c) acceleration rule with control parameter (k ) 0.003, and k1 =
3.0; and (d) instantaneous velocity samples; (+ turbutence rute; acceicration rule).
3.3.4 Summaiy of Mode! Execution
Model exccution is represented schematically in figure 3.9. Required inputs are the
initial bed parameters and a flow hydrograph (Table 3.3). Control parameters and their
roles as described in the previous sections are sumrnarized in Table 3.4. Without feedback
rules, entrainment thresholds arc a Function ofparticle size, and instantancous water
velocities are sampled from a probability density function, which is a function solcly of
flow stage. The activation ofcontrol parameters initiates fccdback mechanisms whereby
bed configuration is also considcred when entrainment thresholds and water velocities are
calculated. for cach particle where the local instantaneous velocity exceeds the
entrainrnent threshold, the type and distance oC niovement is calculated. Particles arc
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tioved and deposited, one at a time, starting from the downstream end oC the matrix.
Particles that movc out of the matrix are dropped randornly in a 50 grid square sediment
feed section at the upper end of the matrix in a manner similar to a flume with recirculating
sediment. Calculations are repeatcd for each time intcrval. Analysis is based on the section
from x = 1000-9000 grid squares to avoid edge effects.
Initial bed _—
e
Type h distance of movement
L f(entrainment threshotd, inst.vetocity,size)I
For each particle n Move particte n
startino from
downstream end n n 1
Deposit particle n
3.4 Model Simulations
L Recycte particles transported out of matrix to upstream end L
surfaceparticles dfloeistaeattim
Inactive Particle Active
[ Entrainment Entrainrnent
= f(size) j = f(size, neighbotirs)]
nact Active
__J_b
[fIowstag sv stag local bed1
Catculate
entrainment thresholds
j Sample PDFS(V.cy) to
rmedistantaneoousvejciU
Bed surface, sediment transport data
Figure 3.9 - FIow chart of modet execution.
We prescnt four sets oC simulations:
I. Basic moUd simulations - to ensure proper moUd fttnction and serve as a
control for simulations in which feedback rules were active. We varied the
mean velocity control parameter (kr values arc listed in Table 3.4), and set
ail other control parameters 10 0.
2. fecdback simulations — to test the cfïccts oC the hiding, imbrication,
turbulence, and acceleration mies. We varied the control parameters one at
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a time, with the exception ofthe acceleration rule, which requires thc
activation ofthc turbulence mie (values arc iisted in Table 3.4).
3. Variabiiity simulations - to estirnate the error associated with random
variabiiity in resuits. Six repetitions ofone simulation case from each from
the basic model and four feedback simulation series (selected cases are
givcn in Table 3.4).
4. Sensitivity simulations - to test the sensitivity of resuits to initiai pararneterS
ofbed slope, matrix length, particle size distribution and hydrograph shape.
Wc tcstcd each the sensitivity ofeach parameter (values are listed in Table
3.3) for each of thc cases for which variability was assesscd (selected cases
are given in Table 3.4).
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Space-Time Plots
Space-time plots are grayscale images that show the evolution of bcd surface
elevations during a simulation mn (Figure 3.10). for both cases ofthe basic model
simulations, bed forms are small with no dominant periodicity. In Figure 3. lOa, strong
vertical lines are notabLe, meaning that bed forms do not translate up or downstream, and
some forrns rernain through scvcral lloods (e.g. the accumulation indicated by a white
vertical une at x = 6000). Periods of high flows are clearly distinguished by changes in the
bed surface, whicb indicates that particles are frequently entrained. in the second case
(Figure 3.10b), the mean vclocity and standard deviation are doubied at ail fiood stages.
This change results in frequent entrainmcnt during high and moderate flows, but stili no
signiflcant bed forms dcvelop.
The hiding rtile simulations (Figure 3.11) use mean velocity controi pararneter k1 =
2. We present these simulations instead of those where kr = I becausc hiding reduces
entrainment frequency and resuits arc sensitive to thc rule when initiai transport rates are
high. As shown by comparing Figures 3.1 la-b with Figure 3. lOb, the hiding mie has littie
impact when kH 1 .0. When k11 2.0, however, occasional forms are present at low and
moderate flows, as sbown in Figures 3.10e-d. The forms do flot translate upstream or
downstream and are occasionaiiy stable through multiple floods, as shown by a dark
vertical une in Figure 3.1 le from t 1250 to 2750 atx = $000. Another bed form in Figure
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3.1 Id from x = 5000 to 6000 increases in magnitude through the iast three flood peaks (t =
1500 -3000).
Using a similar rationale to that for the hiding mie, we also set k[’ = 2 for the
imbrication rule simulations (Figure 3.12). No bed foniis are clearly distinguished in
figure 3.1 2a when thc control parameter k1 is small, and the space-time plot is sirnilar to the
basic model simulation shown in Figure 3.lOb. When k1 is increased, moderatety sized bcd
forms develop (Figure 3.12b). The forms do not translate upstream or downstream. They
appear and are washed ont during periods of high flows, although somc remain stable
through multiple floods (e.g. atx = 4600 from t = 1750 to 2750). Stable, rcgularly spaccd
structures appear for large values of k1, as shown in Figures 3.12c-d. These forms are often
discernable after die flrst high flows. The most prominent structures grow with time, as
shown by the dark area in Figure 3.12e at x = 6600 from t 750 to 3000.
We set k, = 1 for the turbulence rule simulations (Figure 3.13, compare with Figure
3. IOa). Contraty to the hiding and imbrication rules, the turbulence mie selectively
increases sediment transport, and simulations are more sensitive when initial transport rates
are low. Large bed forms develop when the rule is activated. Bed forms increase in
magnitude through the fiood sequence for ail simulations, as shown in Figure 3. 1 3a from t
= 1250 to 3000 at x = $000; and in Figure 3.13d from t = 250 to 3000 at x = 5500. Whcn
the control parameter JCT is large (Figures 3.13e-d), bed features develop into prominent
waves. The waves translate upstream, competing with each other such that large forms
inerease in magnitude at the expense of srnaller forms, incrcasing the overali wavelength.
An exampie ofthis type ofcompetition is shown in Figure 3.13d whcrc two small forms
between x = 5500 to 6500 at t = 1000 are washed out in favor oftwo large forms at x =
5000 and 7000 at t = 3000. Bed form spacing is not consistent. Figure 3.13e shows six
dominant forms at t = 3000 more or iess evenly spaeed over the length of thc matri,whi1c
Figure 3.13d shows only three dominant forms and ail three occur fromx = 4000 to 7000.
Following a similar rationale as that for the turbulence mie, we set k, = 1 for the
acceleration mule simulations (Figure 3.14). As the acceleration mule modifies the
turbulence aile, a value for k xvas also required. We set k = 5 becatise the acceleration
mie selectively reduces veloeity standard deviations and resuits are more sensitive when
initial transport rates are high. The acceleration mie produces forms that are similar to the
turbulence aile forms, execpt that the dominant wavelength appears to be more consistent.
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The wavelength decreases as k.1 is incrcased and the forms translatc upstrearn. New forms
sometimes ernerge after threc to four floods from initiatty inconspicuous surface deviations
(e.g. Figure 3.14c atx = 4000 from t = 1750 to 3000). In figure 3.14d, the mean velocity
closely follows the dcpth-averaged velocity and bed forms are srnatl, irregular, and
transient.
Figure 3.10 - Space-time plots of bcd surface elevations for basic inodel simulations. Bed surface
elevations have been normalized by removing the mean siope and dividing by the largesi
standard deviation of the tïnal bed surfaces in the series (y/ss.*). Accumulations of
particles above the meait slope appear whitc, it’hile pools are dark. Final surface profiles
are included for each simulation mn to aid interpretation ofthc grapliics. flo direction
is froin left to right.
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C 3.5.2 Profile plots
Profile plots zoom in on sidc vicws of simulation matrices at specific times in order
to highlight typical examples ofbed forms (figure 3.15). The matrix is plotted at a 1:1
scale and particles are colored by size. The plot from a basic model simulation confirms
the smali amplitude and irregularity oftypical bed forms (figure 3.15a). The most
prominent accumulation occurs at x = 500-550 on the profile plot scale and wc zoomed in
further on this section to show particle sorting. The form is cornposed ofsmall and
medium particles and supported at the downstream toc by a chain of four large particles.
Similar accumulations were noted in figure 3.15b, a section taken from ahiding mie
simulation. The surface stmctures are small and irregularly spaced, with the most
prominent accumulations at x = 430 and 620. The biow-up section confirms the occurrence
of large particie chains, but it is interesting to note the sorting of sizes, with large particle
beneath the srnaller sizes, which indicates that thc smaller particles deposited after the large
particles. Threc prominent forms with chains of large particles are noted in figure 3.15c, a
section taken from an imbrication mie simulation. The shape ofthe characteristic bed form
is asymmetric, with a long stoss slope and a short 1cc slope. Thc stoss siopes are dominated
by srnall and medium sized particies, while the 1cc slopes are comprised exclusively of
large particles.
Figure 3. 15d shows a typical stmcture from a turbulence simulation at low flow
whcn thc control parameter is large (k1= 3). The wavclength ofthis large bed form is
greater than the lirnits ofthe plot. The bed forrns have a long stoss slopc and a short 1cc
siope. Small particles concentrate at bed form crests at low flows (f igurc 3.15d) but this is
not evident at high fiows (figure 3.15e). A secondary bed form appears athigh flows, with
a typical example between x = 600-700. These symmetricat forms occur in the deepest
areas ofthc pool, where instantancous velocities can be very high and many particles
saltate at the maximum modeled distance of 60 grid squares - the approximate length ofthe
observed bed forms. Figure 3.1Sf shows a typical structure at low flow when the
acceleration rule is active. The shape ofthc form is asymmetric, with a very steep 1cc slope
and a long stoss siope. This shape is thc result ofsize selective transport during moderate
and low flows. Small particles conccntratejust upstrcam of bed form crests whilc large
particles remain and are exposed in the deepest sections ofthe pools.
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3.5.3 Roughness
Since particle sizc distributions are thc same, variations in roughness can be used to
compare the organization of the bed for various simulations. Overail bed roughness can be
quickly assessed using the standard deviation of surface elevations (o) as shown on the
space-time plots (figures 3.10-14). This measure is related to hydraulic roughness in flow
resistance equations [Smart et al., 2002]. Roughness increases with bed form development.
The hiding rule resuits in only marginal increases, but the imbrication mie increases u to
approxirnateiy three times the basic mode! value, and the turbulence and acceleration rules
produce changes in the order of magnitude.
We were aiso interested in the spatial distribution of this roughness to help
characterize the pattems observed in Figures 3.10-14. Spatially distributed bed roughness
(r) can be calculated using the equation:
r =1
—y-1 (3.11)
iO t’.2u..
wherey is the elevation of the bed surface with the overall siope removed, and w is a
window length over which r will be averaged. High frequency roughness - i.e. that occurs
within a window - resuits in a high r-value. Low frequency roughness - i.e. differences
between windows - will produce spatial variability in the r-value, which can be measured
with the skewness. Using a window size of 20 grid squares, spatially distributed roughness
was calculated for one simulation case from each series as indicated in Table 3.4 (figure
3. 16). The spatial quality of the measure allows us to confirm the regular size and
frequency ofbed forms for the acceleration mie simulation (figure 3.16e). Overall
statistics ofthe bed roughness parameter are shown by means of box plots in Figure 3.17.
Means and standard deviations ofroughness decreases when feedback rules are activated,
which means the high frequency rouglmess decreases. Skewness increases for the
imbrication, turbulence, and acceleration simulations, because larger and fewer bed forms
contain a greater proportion of the roughness.
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3.5.4 Pool dimensions
To further assess the organization of grave! bed profiles, we uscd pooi dimensions
calculated from residual depths, defined as the depth ofwater in a pool below the elevation
ofa downstream control point [Lisle, 1995; Madej, 1999]. We calculated residual depths
by subtracting the local bed surface from the highest downstream bcd surface clevation.
0.6 (e) kA = 0.0004
- .L.
t +
tt t
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Positive residual depths indicate a pool, and the pooi volume (assurning a unit width) is
calculated by summing residual depths defined by the samc control point. An average
depth (yp) is calculated by dividing the unit pool volume (y1,) by the lcngth (l,J. The
weighted mean pool dimensions (L1,’ and Y,,’) arc calculated for the final bed surface as
follows:
LT=Z’) (3.12)Z
(3.13)Z
Weighting the pools by their volume means that large poois have a greater influence on the
statistics than smaller pools.
The evolution of pool dimensions over time is shown in Figure 3. 18 for five
selected cases, one from each simulation scries (as indicated in Table 3.4). Thcsc rcsults
confïrm the trends observed in the space-time plots. Pool dimensions using the basic model
react to the onset ofhigh fiow during the first flood peak and then quickly stabilizc.
Subsequent high flows produce slight changes to the dimensions, but no long-term trend is
evident. Using the hiding mIe, the dimensions first increase during moderate flows. In
subsequent floods, pooi dimensions decrease during high flows and then rccovcr during the
moderate flows after the peak. Dimensions arc then stable until the next high flows. The
activation ofthe imbrication mIe increases the pool dimensions during both modcratc ftows
and the high ftows ofthe first event. During subsequent cvents, pool dimensions are
unpredictable, sornetimes increasing, sometimes decreasing with the passage of pcak flows,
but again do not show a Iong-terrn trend. Dimensions are stable during low flows. The
activation of the turbulence cule resuits in a steady increase in pool depth over the six
modeled flood events. Overlain on this trend is a within-flood cycle, with the maximum
depth occurring at flic end ofthe low flow period on the rising limb and the minimum at the
end ofhigh flows on the falling limb. Pool length increases irregularly, with floods 1, 3,
and 5 resulting in increases in pool length, and the other fioods resulting in minimal
change. The addition ofthe acceleration rule resuits in an asymptotic trend for both depth
and length, which corresponds with the visual observation of the fomiation of equilibrium
dimensions ofthe pools for these simulations. While the peak pool deptbs always occur on
G the rising limb, they occur at the end of the moderate flows in the first two boUs and at the
end ofthe low ftow stage in the later floods. Pool lengths show a similar shift in behavior
after the second flood, with the largest increases occurring on the rising Iimb in the final
three floods, whereas the increases mostly occurred on the falling lirnbs in the first two
floods.
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- Pool dimensions (Lp’ and Yp’) versus time for the tïve simulations as selected in Table
3.4.
final pool dimensions for ail simulations are shown in f igure 3.19. This figure
confirms the qualitative observations made from the space-tirnc and profile plots. The
randomly generated initiai bcd roughness rcsults in a weighted average pool length and
depth of 20 and 1.6 grid squares, respectiveiy. The basic model simulations produce longer
and deepcr pools that reach dimensions of 110 x 2.5 grid squares. Pool dimensions
decrcasc slightly when the mean veiocity control parameter is increased. Pool size
decreases again when the hiding control parameter is small, indicating the infilling of pools
with sediment, but increases as k1.1 is increased, although the maximum of 140 x 3.0 grid
squares remain close to basic moUd pool dimensions. Pool dimensions are larger when the
imbrication aile is active, reaching dimensions of 300 x 8.4 grid squares. Pool length is
rclativcly constant at larger values of the imbrication control parametcr, indicating a
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, maximum pooi length with particle feedback rules. Flow feedback rules increase pool
dimensions by an order of magnitude. Increasing the turbulence nue control parameter
steadily increases pool dimensions, reaching a maximum of 1500 x 33 grid squares. The
acceleration rule introduces a negative feedback on pooi dimensions, and the size of pools
steadily decrease as 4 is increased until poois are similar in length to those ofthe basic
model simulations, although they remain reiatively deep. As shown, error bars for ail the
selected cases are small relative to the differences in pool dimensions between the cases.
This allows clear interpretation ofresults, as simulations with specific control parameter
values occupy distinct regions within the pool dimensions plot.
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3.5.5 Sensitii’itv
As shown in Figure 3.20, all simulations are sensitive to the initial bed slope. A
gentler slope results in longer and deeper pools for the basic model, hiding rule, and
Q imbrication mie simulations; and shallower pools tbr the turbulence and acceleration rules.
Particle feedback simulations are sensitive to particle size, with a higher proportion of large
particles resulting in deeper and longer pools. Flow feedback simulations are sensitive to
the shape ofthe hydrograph, with the falling hydrograph resuiting in larger pools. The
length ofthe matrix was found to be significant for the imbrication mie and the acceleration
mie simulations, indicating edge effects ofthe matrix to be important in these cases.
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Figure 3.20
- Sensitivitv to initial parameters: (a) kr = 1, (b) k,1 = 3, (c) k, = 0.60, (d) kT = 3, and (e)
= 0.0004. Axes represent (lic difference behveen mean pool dimensions (Lp’ and Vp’)
calculated from the final beds ofthe sensitivity simulations and thc average dimensions
calculated from tue repcatability simulations. The differences are normalized b the
standard deviations of the dimensions as calculated Irom the repeatability simulations
(s,,,’). Simulations were considered sensitive to the indicated parameter whcre the
difference ivas greater than the error bars (i = 0.05). Initial parameter values used in
tiiese simulations are tisted in Table 3.4.
3.6 Emetgent Bed forms
Three types ofbed forms cmerge during ROQ-B model simulations. The first type
consists of an accumulation of medium and fine particles supported downstream by a chain
of large particles (figures 3. 1 5a, I 5e). We think this is the result of large particles that
move by rolling or smail hops. Figure 3.21 shows the effect ofthe imbrication mIe on the
occurrence oC high saltations of large particlcs. High saltations are defined as those greater
Q that the diameter ofthe particle. Simulations in which less high saltations occur show more
organization (Figure 3.12), have larger pooi dimensions (Figure 3.1 9), with wclI-developcd
examptes approximately 250 grid squares long (Figure 3.15c). These chains of large
particles do not move, as they are forrned and destroyed at a given location (figure 3.12b).
Pools of this nature are sensitive to the concentration of large particles and the overail siope
(Figure 3.20), both of which are geornetrical properties that alter the probability of large
particles forming chains and saltating over each other.
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Figure 3.21 - High saltation of large particles versus the imbrication rule control parameter (k,).
= 2 for ail simulations in this tigure. High saltations of large particles are defined as
those which are sufficient for a large particle to saltate over another large particle ( ).
The second type ofbed form is a wave-like structure that formed in deep pools at
high flows (figure 3.15e). This type ofwave occurred frequently during the modet
dcvclopment tests. They appeared relatively quickly, and at low flow, during tests with
very small standard deviations on the velocity distributions and only small particles in the
simulations. The use ofa range of transport distances largely elirninated their occurrence
(Figure 3.5). In this rnixcd sediment version of the model, the waves occur only at high
flows after large bed forms develop that signiflcantly modify the flow environment. Their
wavelength is approximately 60 grid squares, which is cqual to the maximum transport
distance used in the mode!. These structures translate quickly upstream as sediment is
preferentialty deposited on the stoss slopc and eroded from the 1cc slopc.
The third type ofbed form is dependent on feedback mechanisrns between the bed
and the flow field. These bed forms develop on scales much larger than both individual
grain sizes and transport distances (Figures 3.13 and 14), and the size ofthe forms is not
sensitive to particle size distributions (Figure 3.20d-e). Instead, the fonris are sensitive to
the shape of the flow hydrograph, and their dimensions are controlled by the relation
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between mean velocity and the generation of turbulence. At high fiows, the entrainrnent of
a particle dcpcnds on its position with respect to rnacro-bed forms and no sorting by size is
evident (Figure 3.15e). Sorting does occur during medium and low fiows, with fine
sediment deposited on bed form crcsts and large sediment exposed in the deep sections
(figure 3. 15f). Without the acceteration mie, instantaneous velocities in deep areas can be
very high, even at low flow, which erodes the bed, increases velocity values, and results in
large structures that grow indefinitely (Figure 3.18d). The flow acceleration mie aliows
high mean velocities to decay towards the depth-averaged flow velocity (Figure 3.8). This
results in deposition and the emergence of new structures at an equilibrium wavelength
(f igure 3.18e).
3.7 Discussion
The key result from this study is the emergence of bed forms in a model based on
Local interactions between discrete particles and with the flow environrnent inciuding
turbulence. Bed forrns have been simulated with other models, however. What is unique to
this study is the variety of forms that have been simulated, the control and fiexibility that
the centrai aigorithm permits, and the feedback between the morphology and flow
properties that leads to the emergence ofmeso- and macrobed forrns. In this discussion we
compare resuits with existing models, identify possible natural analogs, and present a test
ofthe cffect of ftow separation on bed form celerity. Wc also discuss limitations associated
with the pararneterization of simplified ruies and directions for new research.
According to Langbein andLeopoÏd [1968], kinernatic waves wiIl develop on a
river bcd when particles interact to reduce the effectivencss of fluid forces. This interaction
can occur in a number of ways, the simplest being the geometric effect of the bed on rolling
particles, as an irregular surface will induce deposition when particles are trapped in surface
depressions. Large partictes are particularly effective in generating this type ofwave
because they (a) provide a physicaiiy larger barrier to particles moving on or close to the
bed; (b) move less frequently; and (c) move siowIy and primarily by siiding, rolling, and
short hops that are not sufficient to pass other large particles. There is thus a tendency for
them to group into chains and form the bd for particle accumulations. In the ROQ-B
O model, particie feedback rules can further decrease the effectiveness of fiuid forces,
results in more numerous and longer chains. The typical form, on the order of 10 to 50 grid
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squares (Figure 3.15a), is sirnilar in scale to structures generated in the models of Tribe and
Church [1999] and MaÏmaeus andHassan [2002], for which bed form lengths of
approximately 30 grain diameters were estimated from simulation results. The model of
Naden [1987] also gencrated forms on this order of magnitude, with typical lengths of 6-15
grain diameters. Naden andBradshaw [1987] showed this scale to be close to lengths of
pebble clusters measured in a natural river. The importance of large clasts, the simitarity of
length scales, and the tack of bed form translation support the conclusions that a) the
models operate on similar principles; and b) that the forrns are analogous to natural pebblc
clusters.
Longer forms were developed in the simulations here using the imbrication
feedback aile. A possible natural analog is bed load sheets [ Whiting et aÏ., 1988; Dietrich
et al., 1989]. These forrns are distinguished from clustcrs by their larger scale, on the order
of 100-600 grains, and by their rnobility, as they have been found to translate downstream.
Large particles are typically found on the front ofthese forms. The forms in the
simulations presented here are approximately 250 grains in length, which is within the
range ofbed load sheets, and large particles are invariably seen on the front ofthese forrns
(Figure 3.15c). Critically, however, the modeled forms are imbricate forms that are fixed in
a given location. This contrasts with observations that shows gravel sheets to translate
downstream. There is clearly something missing from our model, as will bc discussed later
in this discussion.
The appearance ofwavc-like gravel bed forms in deep pools at high ftows is related
to particle saltation. Accumulations form a physical barrier to the saltating particles,
decreasing saltation distances and controlling deposition. The resulting forms are
symmetrical in shape, which is similar to results from the simpler eolian models [Anderson,
1990; Landiy and Werner, 1994; Nino et al., 2002]. In these models, the initial bed forms
that appeared were found to be related to the splash length or creeping distance. This is
similar to what occurs in the ROQB model, because the length of the symmetrical wave
forms is a function ofthe maximum saltation distance assumed in the model. A possible
natural analog is gravel dunes [Dinehart, 1992; carting, 1999], although some key
differences exist. Gravel dunes have been measured at 200 to 500 grain diameters in length
[Dinehart, 1992], which is larger than those modeled here. Individual saltation distances
on these scales have flot been observed in laboratoiy [Abbott andfrancis, 1977; Sekine and
C Kikkawa, 1992] or field studies Habeiack [2001], which suggests thatthc simulated forns
are a transient feature ofbed form initiation that may be an artefact ofmodel assumptions.
The other feature that does not foltow with accepted dune morphology is the fact that the
forms again translate upstream.
The introduction of flow propcrties is similar to the use ofwind speedup [Anderson
andBitnas, 1993; Momlii et al., 2000], and vegetation growth on dunes [Baas, 2002] in
aeolian models. These models were able to simulate larger scale aeolian forrns by
considcring feedback mechanisms other than particle interactions. These resuits are
rnirrored in this study, as flow feedback mechanisms lcd to the development ofmacro-scale
forms on the scale of pools, riffles, and bars. In contrast to activating particle feedback
rules, which produces shallower pools at steeper slopes, ftow feedback leads to deeper
pools at steeper slopes (f igure 3.20), which is in agreement with empirical studies [Wohl et
al., 1993]. These key results suggest that the relation between turbulence generation and
changes to mean velocity is central to the generation ofmacro-scale forrns in gravel-bed
rivers such as bars, pools, and riffles. Before rneaningful conclusions can be drawn,
however, it is necessary to consider bed form celerity.
The formation of ripples and dunes that translate downstream is a common feature
ofaeolian environments, and many models have succcssfully simulated this behavior [e.g.
Anderson, 1990; Landiy and Werner, 1994]. To do so they implemented the concept ofa
shadow zone downstream ofdeveloping bcd forms. These shadow zones are the geometric
result of transport bcing initiated by the impact of saltating particles arriving at low angles
to the horizontal. In rivers, transport is more comrnonly initiated as a result offluid shcar.
We developed a hiding rule to atternpt to model the reduction of fluid forces on particles at
or beneath the bed surface, but the rule only accounts for immediate neighbors, and the
effect of the rule is weak. it does not account for the alteration ofmean vclocity profiles in
response to acceleration [Kfronoto and Graf 1995] or flow separation near sudden
increases in depth such as in the 1cc of dunes [Nelson et al., 1993]. In the current moUd,
flow properties are represented in one dimension. It is clear that a more sophisticated
treatment of the flow cnvironrnent is necessary.
As a preliminary attempt we introduced a profile factor to model increascd mean
C velocity near the bed in accelerating flow and decreased velocity in deceterating flow,
flow separation occurring where the expansion of the bed was greater than 100 [Best,
C 2005]. Two simulations from this test arc shown in figure 3.22. In both examples, bed
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forms translate downstream. The first example shows resuits from the trimodal scdiment
used in the other simulations and the large materiai is shown to coilect in thc 1cc ofbed
forms. Smaller bed forms translate downstream during moderate and high flows, but the
positions ofthc dominant bed forms rcmain fixed through the series offloods. Particle
sorting and the stability of the modeled bed forms is very similar to pool-riffle sequences
[Sear, 1996j. Imbrication is not necessary to produce these forms, which means that the
greater degree of imbrication observed in riffles by [Ct/ford, 1993b] and [Sear, 1996] may
be a consequence ofthc flow environrnent rather than a formative mechanism of pools and
riffles. The second example dernonstrates the effect ofreplacing the large sediment
fi-action with the smallest size ofsediment. The bimodal forms translate in a downstream
direction in a similar manner to gravel sheets, bars, and dunes.
Sirnplified mies have been used to represent physical processes in the ROQ-B
modcl. This modcting choicc creates uncertainties in model pararncterization. This
problem is not critical when niles are tested onc at a time. Nino et aÏ. [2002] notcd that
similar resuits could be obtained using diffcrcnt rules, provided that thc fundamental aspect
ofthe physical process is represented. I-Iowevcr, mature bed forms such as dunes, gravel
shccts, and pool-riffic scqucnccs rcquirc the simultaneous activation ofrules to control
turbulence generation, changes to mean vclocity, and changes to the velocity profile. Two
approaches ai-e possible to deal with this issue. The first approach, already illustrated in
Figure 3.22, involvcs extensive simulations with which any number of system types can be
gencrated. This approach ncgatcs thc advantage of transparency, as multiple control
parameters need to be activated, and is made more difficult due to the immense quantity of
resuits that are generated. The second, more sclcctivc approach would use experimental
work to idcntify pararneter ranges for particular systcrn types. In this spirit, fleld rescarch
is pianned in a pool-riffic unit to improve the charactcrization of flow hydraulics and
sedirnent transport in order to test and rcflne the model for this application.
o
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figure 3.22 - Space-time and profile plots of two simulations to demonstrate the velocity
profile/llow separation rule. The trimodat sediment is that used in the other simulations.
The bimodal sediment consists of 40% smatl and 60% medium sized particles. AIl otiier
paraineters are hcld constant in the hvo simulations. Particles are colored by size on the
profile plots (small - light gray; medium - dark gray; and large - black).
Other improvernents are possible. It is not clear how the control parameters used in
this study witl relate to the tirniting scales in river channels offlow depth and width. For
instance, the length of dune and riffle-like forms is controlled by the rate at which mean
velocity adjusts to the depth-averaged velocity. Based on considerations ofmomentum, it
is Iikely that a relation exists between the control parameter and channel width, but future
research should test this link. It may ultimately be possible to replace the control
parameters with measurable morphological parameters. Another unresolved issue is the
importance ofcoherence in turbulent flow. Large-scale forms were found to devclop in thc
absence of coherence - i.e. turbulence was uncorrelated in tirne - which runs counter to
50111C bypotheses of macro-form development {Yatin, 1971], and measured coherent
structures over dunes [Kostaschuk and Church, 1993]. Model tests could be developed to
test the role of flow coherence on bed form development. The sensitivity to initial
parameters also necds further investigation. Simulations dominated by particle feedback
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C mies were found to be sensitive to the effects ofslope and paiicle size. This resuit matches
the conclusions of Wohl et al. [1993], who found these two parametefs to control pool
dimensions in steep rivers. The two parameters are typically correlated, however, with
large particles occurring in systems with high slopes. The ROQ-B model can bc used as a
tool to assist research in gravel-bed rivers on such problems.
3.8 Conclusions
We have presented and tested a hierarchical model of a gravei-bed river system in
which simple mies govern flow and sediment dynarnics. This model ciearly dernonstrates
the emergence of commonly observed bed form types in response to feedback mechanisrns.
Srnall-scale imbricate forms such as pebbie-clusters were simulated by considering
feedbacks between the bed and transported particles. Flow field heterogeneity is required
to generate larger scale forms. This heterogeneity appears to be controlled by mean
velocity acceleration and deceleration. In the model, non-uniform flow alters both the
amplitude of turbulent fluctuations and the near-bed velocity such that powerful feedback
mechanisms are generated and bed forrns with similar scale, sorting, and celerity to gravel
shects, dunes, and riffle-pools emerge. Further research to establish the relation between
modeled control mechanisrns and morphological parameters of channel width, depth and
sediment size would be useful. Nevertheless, this simple model reproduces much of the
complexity observed in gravel-bed river system dynamics and offers a new and useful
approach to resolving gcomorphologic problems.
Q Liason Paragraph B
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The previous chapter presents the model that we used to simulate flow and sediment
dynamics in riffle-pools. Based on a number of flume studies that found turbulence
intensity to increase in zones of flow deceleration and a few field studies that found
increased turbulence intensity in pool-heads, wc tested the effect of linking turbulence
intensity to mean flow acceleration. We found that the activation of this mechanisrn
resulted in the formation of large scale bed forms. More fietd data are needed to determinc
if this accurately represents what occurs in riffle-pools. This chapter2 is the first of four
resulting from a field campaign to study flow and sediment dynamics ofa forced riffle
pool. It represents a critical step in this thesis because ofthe need to test the reliability of
measurements of instantaneous velocity in highly turbulent flow cnvironments such as
riffle-pools in flood. Wc compared the performance of an Electromagnetic Current Meter
(ECM) with that of an Acoustic Doppler Velocirneter (ADV). Mcasurements were made at
two field sites, one at moderate flow velocities (up to 0.70 mIs) and moderate turbulence
intensities (10-20% ofmean flow), and the other in an arca of non-unifomi flow that
included locations with fast mean velocities (up to 1.75 mis) and high turbulent intensities
(up to 50% ofmean flow). Comparisons of common statistics confirm the general
agreement between the ECMs and ADVs. This agreement is subject to limitations
associated with the sample volume and frequency response of the instruments, and only
applies within restricted velocity (up to 1.25 mis) and velocity ms ranges (up to 0.125
mis). Outside ofthese ranges, spectral analysis, error estimates, and a quadrant analysis
showed anomalous behavior of the ADV signal, especially in the vertical velocity
component in the very fast and turbulent flows. for this thesis, thc key conclusion is that
thc older ECM technology provides the more reliable estimates of flow parameters in high
turbulence. We used ECMs to characterize the Ilow hydrautics ofa riffie-pool in the
subsequent chapters.
2 Mac Vicar, B. J., E. Beaulien, V. Champagne, and A. G. Roy (acceptediu/v 2006), Measuring
water ve1oci in highly Wrbulent flows: Field tests of an Electromagnetic Current Meter (ECM) and an
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), Earth Sur/ice Processes und Lund/orms.
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4 MEA5u1UNG WATER VELOCITY IN UIGULY TURBULENT
FLOWS: FwLD TESTS 0F AN ELECTROMAGNETIC CuRRENT
METER (ECM) AND AN AcouSTic DoPPLER VEL0cIMETER
(ADV)
4.1 Introduction
The measurernent of flow veiocity and turbulence is critical for understanding the
dynamics of rivers. In shaitow river flows, two types of instruments - Electrornagnetic
Current Meters (ECMs) and Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs) - have been
predominantiy used over the past decade [Biffin-BéÏaiiger ami Roy, 2005]. These
instruments are cornmercialiy availabie, physicatiy robust, and capable ofsampling at rates
up to 20 and 25 Hz, respectively. The two types of instruments operate on different
principies. An ECM uses the Faraday principle ofclcctromagnetic induction, which states
that the water moving in a magnetic field witl produce a voltage that is proportionai to the
veiocity of the water. It is intrusive, in that it samples the velocity of water surrounding the
probe, and has a sampiing volume with a diameter that is typicalty 2 to 3 times the diameter
ofthe probe [Marsh-McBfrney, 1994]. lnstantaneous measurements ofthe voltage
difference between two electrodes are taken once every cycle of an AC eicctromagnct that
generates the magnetic fieid. Voltage measuremcnts need to be calibrated to water velocity,
are sometimes prone to zero-drift, and are sensitive to electronic interference and improper
grounding. ADVs operate on the principie of Doppler shift. Two pulses of sound are
transmitted, separated by a time interval, and the acoustic energy reflected off particulate
matter in a sampling volume at a short distance from the probe tip is recorded. The veiocity
is then calculated as a function of the phase lag bctwecn thc rctum signais [Sontek/YSI,
2001]. ADVs are scen as an improvement for both iab and fleld investigations because
they measure three-dimensionai vciocity components, arc non-intrusive, and calibration is
invariant. ECMs are stili in use, however, and ncariy ail of die progrcss in the study of
turbulence in natural rivcrs up until 1998 relied on their deployment [Buffin-Bélanger and
Roi;, 2005]. It is necessary to establish whether the libraty of data within the existing
O hteraturc can be directiy compared Irrespective of instrument choice and if conclusions
obtained using ECMs stili hold. It bas aiso been observed that tow quality ADV signais
O sometirnes occur, a problem that forces data to bc discarded and bas harnpered studies in
high turbulent arcas such as surf zones [Rodriguez et aï., 1999; Bii’an et aï., 2003]. It is
possible that the ECM may stiil give superior performance in some sampling situations.
Ibis study was particularty motivated by thc need to assess the rcliability ofavailable
instruments for the characterization of high veloc ity, h ighly turbulent, and non-uniforrn
flow cnvironrnents such as rough step-pools, cascade rivers, and gravel-bed rivets in flood.
The performance of ECMs has been previously tested in the laboratory [Aubrey and
Trowbridge, 1985; Lane et aI., 1993], and in coastal [Soulsbv, 1980; Gt,za et al., 1988] and
riverine environrncnts [Lane et al., 199$; Roj’ et cil., 1996a1. Similarly, ADVs have been
tested in the lab [Roclrigttez et aI., 1999; Votilgaris and Trowbridge, 199$; Finelli et al.,
1999], in the ocean [Elgar et aI., 2001; Smvth and Hai, 2003; Elgac et cil., 2005], and in
rivers [Laite et al., 1998]. Only two oftbese tests, Atibrey and Trowbridge [1985] and
Voulgaris and Troii’bi-idge [1998], werc able to control their ftow environment such that
the performance ofthe instrument could be assessed against known values. These
laboratory experiments, however, were typically conducted in stili water tanks or smooth
walled ifumes and cannot be dircctly apptied to quantify sensor accuracy in fietd
deployrnents due to thc significant effects of turbulence scales and intensity [Gaza et aï.,
1988]. Garda et al. [2005] used simulated flow series to dcvelop performance curves for
the ADV under various flow conditions. Although the performance curves arc based on
mean vclocity and dcpth, the study also looked at turbulence. They found that thc ADV
will overestirnate signal variance when turbulence is low duc to the presence of noise, but
will underestimate signal variance when turbulence is high due to the sampling protocol.
The more common approach has been to compare the performance of two or more
instruments in a particutar flow environment in order b identify discrepancies. Few direct
comparisons between ADVs and ECMs have been reported, and the range ofrncan
velocities and turbulent intcnsities over which they have bccn tcsted is usually small (Table
4. 1). LaI?e et aï. [1998] found mean vctocity values to bc highty correlated, although some
offset crrors up to 10 cm/s were notcd. In a set of flumc cxperiments by Rodriguez et cil.
[1999] the ECM consistcntly reported highcr mean velocitics, lower standard dcviations,
and lower intcgral timc scales than the ADV. Elgar et aI. [2001] simultaneously deployed
O ADVs and ECMs sampting al lowcr frequencies and found the signaIs to be highlycorrelatcd at velocitics up to + 300cm/s, conflrming thc ability ofboth instruments b
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characterize Iow frequency turbulence. Buffin-Bélanger and Roy [2005] were not able to
compare measurements from the same location, and while they did compare some general
turbulent characteristics and found reasonable agreement, thcy highlighted the need for a
more detailed investigation in rivers. The objective of the work presented here is to
compare and test the quality of velocity time series simultaneously sarnpied with an ADV
and an ECM in a riverine environment characterizcd by a wide range of mean velocity and
turbulence intcnsitics.
Experimental Design ECM ADV KSource ey
Environment (I) Strategy Type Diam.r Hz Type Hz Observations
Lane et al. River/Flume O-70 replacement MM 0.0 13 20 Sontek 25 10 cm/s U offset
Rodriquez et al. Ocean/Flume 30-80 simultaneous Delft p-s 0.03$ 25 Sontek 25 poor agreement(1999) in U, u
Elgar et al. . Iow frequencySurf zone ±300 simtiltaneous MM 0.04 1.5 Sontek 16(2001) agreement
. . good agreement
Rivers 2-50 statistical MM 0.0 13 20 Sontek 25 in turbulence
comparison intensity
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 FieÏd Site and Experimental Design
The instruments were tested in the Eaton-Nord and the Nicolet Rivcrs, both of
which are Iocated in southeastern Quebec, Canada. The Eaton-Nord River has an average
width of 17 m and a median bed particle size (D50) = 40 mm. At the time of sampling, flow
depths (Y) varied from 40-70 cm and mean velocities (U) varicd from 3 0-60 cmls. We also
sampled in a slack water zone behind a boulder where U O cm/s. The section samplcd is
characterized by relatively uniform flow (Figure 4.1). The Nicolet River is 30 m wide with
D50 = 40 mm, Y= 40-120 cm, and U= 50-175 cm/s at the time ofsampling. To restore
fish habitat, large boulders have bcen placed across the full width of the channel to form a
rock wcir. The sampling section is characterized by rapidly varying flow that accelerates
between two large boulders, passes through a hydraulic jump induced by a submerged
boulder, and then decelerates in a scour pool downstream (Figure 4.2). The water level was
at Iow stage during both fietd tests.
Thc instruments compared were a Marsh-McBirney ECM Modet 523 [Marsh
McBirney, 1994] with a spherical head diameter of0.013 m, and a Sontek ADV
Biifiun-Bélanger
andRoi (2005)
Table 4.1 - Past studies comparing the performance ofADVs and ECMs.
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[Sontek/YSI, 2001] with a cylindrical measurernent volume of 6 x 9 mm Iocated 10 cm
below the probe tip. Streamwise (it) and vertical (y) velocities wcre measured at a sampling
frequencyjÇ. = 20 Hz with the ECM, while the ADV measured threc-dimensionat velocity
components atf = 25 Hz. ADV parameters can be varied to encompass different velocity
ranges. In the fieId tests described here, the user-set vetocity range = + 100 cnils was
used as the standard range. This range was incrcascd to + 250 cm/s in fast and
turbulent arcas ofthc Nicolet River. ECMs are designcd to have a range of± 300 cmls.
Three ECMs and one ADV were mounted on a single wading rod as shown in Figure 4.3.
Due to the intrusive nature of ECMs, it is flot possible to simultaneously sample the sarne
fluid volume with the two instruments. It is thus necessary to strike a compromise in the
experirnental design, either by measuring the flow at sanie location at different times or at
different locations simultaneously. In this study, the latter approach was chosen because it
removes differences that can arise due to longer frequency pulsations ofthe ffow. The
ADV was positioned to measure a volume 25 cm upstream of the ECM. Both sampling
volumes were centered at an elevation of 25 cm above the bcd to ensure that fric probe tip
ofthe ADV was below the water surface at alt locations and that interference with the bed
was minimized. The data set consists of 120 s tirne series collected at 16 and 12 locations
in the Eaton-Nord and Nicolet Rivers, respectively.
o
Figure 4.1 - Eaton-Nord River field site looking upstrearn.
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Figure 4.2 - Nicolet River tkld site looldng downstream and sampling section bath rnetr. Note
jet of watcr as a result of constriction of flow between two ‘arge boulders. Sampling
locations are shown.
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Figure 4.3 - Wading rod with ADV and three ECMs. Only the top ECM (at 25 cm) vas used for
this study.
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4.2.2 Signal Processing
Raw ADV signais are ofien contaminated by electronic errors, Doppler noise, and
errors due to velocity shear [ Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998], and may contain spikes due
to air bubbies traveling within the fluid [Rodriguez et aÏ., 1999], aliasing of the retum
signal above the Nyquist frequency (fN f/2) [Goring andNikora, 2002], or other signal
interference. ECM signals also suffer from errors due to electronic noise at high
frequencies, aithough this error is mostly removed by an internaI low-pass fiiter [Roy et aï.,
1997], velocity shear within the sample volume, wake generation [Aubrey and Trowbridge,
1985], and spikes due to debris or other signal interference. Extensive use in the field has
not found zero-drift to be a problem with the ECM probes utilized, and this was confirmed
with zero tests before and after sampling. We processed the data series to minimize the
effects of these sources of noise. Processing can also introduce bias into statistics, whether
through filtering [Roy et al., 1997], or spike removal [Lane et aÏ., 1998], making it
necessary to process the data prior to analysis in a consistent manner. As a note, the
convention used in this article is the definition ofx, y, and z as the streamwise, vertical, and
laterai dimensions, respectively, with conesponding velocity components defined as u, y,
and w. U, V, and Wrepresent mean velocities, while u1, v and w1 represent the detrended
fluctuations about the mean.
Data series were processed in three steps. An example of data processing showing
the velocity signais and spectral plots from each is presented in figure 4.4. To compare
agreement in the inertial subrange with the Kolmogorov -5/3 law KoÏmogorov, 1941],
lines at a -5/3 siope are included on the spectral plots. A line Iabeledf, is also shown. The
sampling volume ofthe utilized ECM is 70-140 times that of the ADV, andf, indicates the
frequency at which this larger volume is expected to result in a 10% decrease in spectral
energy measured by the ECM as compared to the true spectral energy [SouÏsby, 1980]
f (4.1)
where a, is the dimension of the sampling volume in the direction of the flow. This line
corresponds with a break in the spectral slope ofthe ECM (figure 4.4a).
following the recommendations of Roy et aï. [1997], the first step of data
processing was to remove the effect ofthe intemal filter from the ECM velocity series. The
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internai filter is an analog resistor/capacitancc design that acts to dampcn velocity
fluctuations by applying a series ofexponential weights to the measured data. This can be
removed using dcconvolution algorithms in such programs as Matiab in order to obtain the
‘real’ raw signal. This procedure slightly flattens the spectral siope in the inertial subrange,
which tends to improve agreement with the Kolmogorov -5/3 law at frequencies up tof
(Figure 4.4 a-b). in the second step, we rcrnoved spikes from both the ADV and ECM
signais using the phase-spacc thrcsholding rnethod dcvelopcd by Goring aiid Nikora
[2002]. Whiie developed for spikes caused by aliasing ofthc Doppler signal, this rncthod is
bascd on turbulent flow properties rather than on specific ADV characteristics and was
found to reliably remove spikes from ECM signais. in the third step of data processing wc
rcmoved ail high-frequency variance using a low-pass third order Butterworth filter with
haif-power frequencies calcuiated as a function ofthe sampling frequency (Jo =J/2.93), as
recommended by Roy et al. [1997]. The effect on the ECM signal ofthis final step is
negtigible. The effect on the ADV signal is to effectivciy eut off the signal at the frequency
where thc spectral slope begins to deviate strongly from Kolmogorov’s -5/3 iaw. Signais
were not rotated to remove mean vertical components, because streamlincs were not aiways
parallel to the stream bed [Rov et at., 1996b].
4.2.3 Data Qucility AnaÏysis
In order to examine the quality of the data obtained with the two instruments, we
cornpared spectral plots ofthe velocity-timc series, inspectcd internai ADV paramcters, and
calculated error estimates for the ADV using the methods proposed by Votilgaris and
Trowbridge [1998], McLellandandNicholas [2000], and Smyth andHay [2003]. Spectral
analysis is a powerful tool for asscssing signal quality. Foliowing the recommendations of
Lapointe et al. [1996], electronic interference in thc signais was identified by the presence
ofspikcs in the power spcctra. Therc is also an extensive literature on the typical forrn of
spectral plots in turbulent flows (cor e.g. Kolmogorov [1941]; frisch [1995]; Nikora and
Goring [1998]). In particular, the -5/3 first postulatcd by Kolmogorov and supportcd by
numerous studies in a variety of turbulent flows is useftil to identify deviations from
expectcd rcsults in the inertial subrange. The power spcctra of the streamwise vclocity
component (S,) have been noted to systernatically deviate from the -5/3 slope as a result of
O a noise floor [Nikora and Goring, 1998; Voulgaris and Trowbric/ge, 1998; Kini et aï.,
2000]. Wc uscd this characteristic to estimate additional variance due to noise (o,2) in a
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- Effect of qualltv assurance procedure on typical signai. Dashed limes facilitate
comparison with Koimorgorov’s -5/3 iaw andf, tue frequcncy at which the larger
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ADV signai; (c) ECNI and ADV signais after de-spiking procedure; (d) ECM and ADV
signais aCter liitering tvitii (hird order Butterworth tflter.
Internai ADV data quality parameters include the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the
correlation coefficient (R2), a measure of the correlation bctwecn acoustic return signais.
When measuring at 25 1-Iz, it is recommcndcd by the manufacturer that SNR 15 dB and R2
> 70, aithough it may not be possible to achicve these leveis in a highiy turbulent flow
o manner sirnilar to that utilized by Votilgaris c7llcI Tmwbridge [199$]. The method can bc
understood with reference to Figtire 4.5. The noise terni (SN) is equai to the differcncc
between S1;, and the -5/3 iaw extended from the frequency range over which the
Koirnogorov -5/3 taw is applicable (J,). u12 xvas then obtained by intcgrating Sv over the
frequency range. This rnethod, referrcd to as flic noise floor technique, is relatively easy to
apply when7 is large and S’ is iow, but is more subjective when! is smail and Sp’ is large.
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[Sontek/YSI, 2001]. These threshold values have largely been adopted as criteria to filter or
discard data series [Lane et aï., 199$; Elgar et al., 2001; Biyan et aÏ., 2003; Schindter and
Robent, 2005], although other studies have used thresholds of R2 60 [McLeÏtand and
Nichotas, 2000] and R2 50 [Nicholas, 2001]. Lane et aï. [199$] found a bias of the mean
statistics ofthe velocity time series to occur whcn R2 85. Srnyth andHay [2003] usedR2
to obtain a direct measurernent of the variance due to noise (Ut2)
u2—liR2 (4.2)
where c is the speed of sound, ta is the pulse duration, andJa1 is the operating frequency of
the ADV (10 MHz). We will refer to this method as the correlation technique.
While a number ofauthors have atternpted to quantify the sub-factors ofthe noise
terrns [Cabrera et aï., 1987; Le,nmin andLherrnitte, 1994; Zedeï et aÏ., 1996], the mcthods
proposed by Votilgaris and Trowbridge [199$] and McLelïand and Nicholas [2000],
henceforth referred to as the VT98 and MNOO rnethods, were utilized in this study. These
methods estirnate the total variance due to noise (u12) as a function of phase shifi (o2),
Doppler noise (u!), and velocity shear (u112):
o rro (4.3)
Phase shift is the sampling error due to the inability ofthe system to resolve the phase shift
ofthc return pulse [Zedel et al., 1996]:
e2 K2u2
tvT98
16 2f2 t,(f’ —t0)
°
e2 K22
l62!,MQ_t oo]
where K is a constant, u, is the phase uncertainty,j is the sampling frcquency, to is the
overhead tirne used by the sensor (0.002 s), Mis the number of pulse pairs measured during
the sampte period, and tb and t are the durations ofthe first and second pulses in a dual
pulse probe. Both VT98 and MNOO estimated K2u12 empirically from stili water tests
(Table 4.2). MNOO selected the points with SNR> 15 and R2> 99 to estimate K2 u992 and it is
for this reason that the MNOO estimatcs are much Iess than those ofVT98. instrument
pararneters M, 11, ti,, and t are also listed in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.5 - Estimation of total variance due to noise (.,2) using the noise floor technique. J is the
frequency range over whïch the Kolmogorov -5/3 scaling law is applicable and S,\ is the
spectral noise calculated from the difference betwcen the actual spectral density and the
projected value. o2 is calculated by integrating SA over the total frequency range.
Beam VelocityParameter Method
± 100 cm/s ± 250 cm/s
, VT98 11.6 7.4
I- u:‘ MNOO 0.0057 0.0057
M
VT98 9 9
MNOO 9 10
t,,, (ms) MNOO 3.89 3.79
t,, (ms) VT98 4.00 3.85
t,, (rns) MNOO 0.4$ 0.4
t (rns) MNOO 0.1 2$ 0.104
Table 4.2 - Parameters for estimation of ADV measurement errors. Values reported are from
Vorilgaris and Trowbridge [19981 (VT98) and McLellaud and Nicholas 120001 (MNOO).
Doppler noise (o/) is relatcd to three factors: the residence tirne (B,), turbulence
decorrelation (B,), and beam divergence (Bd). VT9$ calculated the Doppler noise sub
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Br=0•2 (4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
whcre r is thc turbulence dissipation rate, 8 is the bistatic angle (30°), and Ui is the mean
cross beam velocity. from McLelÏand and NichoÏas [2000]:
UhIU2+W2 cos--—Vsin- (4.8)
The coefficients in Equations 4.5-4.7 are based on the geomctry ofthe sensing
volume [ Voulgai-is and Trowbridge, 1998]. These equations were derived in an
unpublished manuscript [BrurnÏey et al., 1987, cited by Cabrera et aÏ., 1987] and their
applicability to field situations has not been dernonstrated. MNOO elirninated thc need for
coefficients in Equations 4.5-4.7 by assuming a uniform cylindrical sampling volume, and
removed the assumptions about boundary layer structure implicit in the calculation oCr by
relating B, to the standard deviation of the radial vclocity (ci1.,.) such that:
B /U224 (4.9)
v r
(4.10)
C
Basin9h (4.11)
where d is the sample volume height. o.,. is rclated to R2 as:
lr I e2 2 2 (4.12)L1 tth +t +tD)
where tD is the dwell time that scparates the pulses (tu = 560x1 OE6 s). The total Doppter
noise is calculated as:
C2 n
D [VT9816 Mt(, (4. 14)
162L, A
R2 [oo]
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O where B is the foot mean squared ofthe total Doppler bandwidth broadening
and t,,, is the velocity rneasurementtime (Table 4.2).
Velocity shear is related to the variation of velocity across the dimensions ofthe
sampling volume. This terrn requires a number ofassumptions about the form ofthe
boundaiy layer that lirnit its application to uniform flows. Assuming linear variation of U
over the height of the volume and no lateral or strearnwise gradients, u,,2 is given by:
(4.15)
where AUcanbe estirnated fromthe law of the wall:
* ( uAUz=—h 1+_L (4.16)
K y)
where u* is the shear velocity (estimated using u*=.j0.2Ek , where Ek is the turbulent
kinetic energy), ic is the Von-Kaman constant (K 0.4), andy is the distance ofthe
measurement volume above the bed.
4.2.4 Comparison of Turbulence Statistics
Common turbulent flow properties and quadrant analyses of the Reynolds shear
stress as determined using both instruments were directly compared. Compared statistics
included mean velocities of strearnwise and vertical velocity components (U, 1/), the
respective standard deviations (ti’, y), turbulent kinetic energy in two dimensions
tEk=0.5ptu7+v7), where p = 1000 kg/m3, and the Reynolds shear stress (r,. = _pu1v1).
Quadrant analysis is usefiil for assessing the contribution ofdiUferent types of turbulent
events to the overali shear stress [Lu anci Wilhnarth, 1973]. Quadrants (q) are defined as:
1 if i,>0 & v1>0
2 if 11<0 & v.>0
I (4.17)
3 if u<0 & v<0
4 if u>0 & v1<0
The contribution of each quadrant to the total Reynolds sIear stress is calculated
C as:
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PiqPf u1v1(t) 17(t,Ff)dt (4.18)
where H is the hole size, t is the tirne interval, T is the total nurnber of time intervals, and:
= fi if u1v1 (t) Hit V (4. 19)
L0 othenvise
Summary diagrams are typically prescntcd in tcrms ofthe contribution ofthe various
quadrants to the total shear stress (r). This was slightly modified in this study as a resutt of
near zero or negative total shear stresses in sorne locations, and we normalizcd
_Pt’jVjq by
the total shear stress from the positive quadrants q2 and q4 _puv124).
4.3 Resutts
4.3.1 Internai A D V Parameters
Mean SNR values ranged from 23 to 31 dB in the Eaton Nord with SNR standard
deviations between 2.5 and 5.5 dB. Mean SNR values in the Nicolet River ranged from 37
to 48 dB with SNR standard deviations between 2.4 and 4.2 dB. Based on these values and
the manufacturer’s recommendation that SNR [5 dB, signal strcngth was not considered
to be an important factor in these tests, especially considering the strong signaIs obtained at
Nicolct River, where mean velocities and turbulence intensities were higher. R2 values
were aiways greater than 90 in thc Eaton-Nord River, indicating the measurements to bc of
excellent quality. R2 values for the Nicolet River data were more variable, with values as
low as 50 in fast and turbulent fiows. To investigate the spatial variability, wc plottcd R2
against a profile ofwater and bed surface elevations (Figure 4.6). Common statistics from
ADV and ECM measurernents are also included. To facilitate the presentation of resuits,
the sarnpled river profile is separated into four distinct regions based on the character ofthe
flow. In the upstream region, from 0-6 m, fiow is moderately fast but relatively uniform,
and 70 R2 85. Thcre is good agreement betwccn the statistics derived from both
instruments, atthough we note a difference between zt’(adv) and u’(ccm). In the lateral
constriction, R2 decreases as the standard deviations and average flow velocity increase,
and the differences betwecn the cstimates of thc mcans, standard deviations, and Ek
O increase. This divergence continues in the lateral expansion section, wherc large
differences are especially noted in y’ and r. In the dccper downstream section, from 13-20
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m, R2 value are larger than 90, and the agreement between ail parameters is good, although
agaili with a slight offset in u’, with the ADV values being larger than those ofthe ECM.
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Figure 4.6 - Spatial plot of representative statistics in the Nicolet River. The sampled transect has
been has been separated into four sections based on obscrved morphological control on
llow dynamics.
4.3.2 Spectral Analysis
Spikes in the power spectra of ECM data, indicative of some electronic
contamination ofthe signal, occur in 4 of 16 data series from the Eaton-Nord River,
examptes ofwhich are shown in Figure 4.7. The source of the contamination is not known,
although errors can occur due to low batteries, nearby electronic devices or power sources,
and poor grounding [Giiza et al., 198$; Lapointe et al., 1996]. Etectronic contamination is
not observed in the ECM data coltccted in the Nicolet River (Figure 4.8). At both the
upstream and downstream limits of thc test section in the Nicolet River, spectral slopes are
in agreement with previous observations reported for gravel-bcd rivcrs, as S, Sj. within
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
x(m)
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the inertial subrange ofS1., the low-frequency boundary of the inertial region occurs at a
Iower frequency for Sj. than for Sfi,, and the Kolmogorov -5/3 law is applicable to the
inertial region offiow [Stikhodotov andRhoads, 2001; Nikora, 2005]. Differences between
the two instruments are largely restricted to the high frequency range atf> 4 Hz, whcre
spectral densities are affected by the difference in sampling volumes. There is a tendency
for Sj,(adv) to flatten out in the higher frequencies, a phenomenon that is the resuit of
Doppler noise levels that are greater than signal variance close to the Nyquist frequency
[Lherinitte and Lemmin, 1994; Nikora and Goring, 1998]. These errors are typically
negligible in the vertical spectra as a resuit of probe configuration [Leminin andLhermitte,
1999].
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Figure 4.7 - Selected spectral plots of signais from the Eaton-Nord River. Spectra have been
smoothed using the Welch technique to facilitate comparison bctween the signais IWelch,
1967J. Signal (a) and (b) are representative of twelve of the sixteen measured time series.
Contamination is evident in (c) and (d). This occurred at four locations. Lowcr spectral
cnergy is noted in plot (d), wtiich was measured in a slack water area in the river.
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FIgure 4.8 - Spectral plots of signais (rom die Nicolet River. Spectra bave been avenged by
subdMdlng die lime saies using die Welch technique tu fadilate compafison between die
signa
Within flic high velocity and high turbulence section ofthe flow constriction and
expansion (x = 5.7-11.9 m), a number ofobscwations are flot in agreement with typical
resuits from gravcl-bcd dvcrs. For flic ECMs wc note that Sfi.> Sfr at die mcasurcmcnt
locations x = 5.7-6.6 m bctwcen flic frcqucnciesf= 0.1-1 Hz, and die presence ofa broad
pcak in Sfr and S, betwcen x = 5.7-8 m that rcduccs flic ronge ovcr which flic slopc ofthc
O spccfra follow die -5/3 law. Bmad peab can form as a resuit of shcdding cddies [VendiltiandBennett, 2000], which may originate in flic scparation zone in die 1cc of die ECM probe
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G [Aubrev and Trowbridge, 1985]. We used the Strouhal number (N) to estirnate the
frequency of vortex shedding (/) from the probe head:
(4.20)
where Ns is the Strouhal numbcr (from Achenbach [1974], N 0.2 for Re > 2x105), and d
is a lcngth scale (in this case d = 0.0 13 rn - the probe diameter). Based on this calculation,
= 15 and 23 Hz for average velocities of 1.0 and 1.5 mIs, respectively, which is higher
than the Nyquist frequency of 10 Hz. An alternate explanation is therefore required to
exptain the occurrence ofbroad peaks in the energy spectra. The derivation ofthe
Kolmogorov -5/3 iaw assurned no energy production or dissipation [friscli, 1995]. Close
to the source of turbulence generation such as jets, wakes, and very close to the wall, these
assumptions break down [Yahkot, 1998] and spectral peaks can occur [Grillstein and
Devore, 1996] as is observed over dunes [ Venditti and Bennett, 2000]. In laboratory tests
on acceicrating fluids, Kironoto andGraf[1995] observed broad peaks in spectral energy at
frequencies close tof= 1 Hz, especially in the vertical component. H thus appears that flow
non-uniformity is the likely source ofthe spectral anomalies idcntified in flic ECM signaL.
for the ADVs we note that: spectral slopes are flatter than -5/3 over ail frequencies
from x = 5.7-6.6 rn; S,,.> S, in the measurernent locations x = 5.7-6.6 ni between the
frequenciesf= 0.1-1 Hz; and Si,, > Sj. over ail frequencies in the measurement locations x =
8-9.7 ni. Flat spectral siopes at high frequcncics occctr as a result of Doppler noise. In this
case, howcver, is flat at low frequencies and 5/1 is also relativcly flat. One possible
explanation is that flatter slopes arc relatcd to the suppression ofturbuience in the iower
frcqucncies as a resuit ofacceleration. It is interesting to note how S,, in particuiar, is
reduced right at the maximum constriction (x = 6.6 m) in the iow frequencies while higher
frequencies increase. This expianation is flot supported, however, by limited observations
in accelerating flows. Kironoto and Graf[1995] found a -5/3 slope to be applicable to the
inertiai subrangc in both decelerating and accelerating fiows. Aiso problematic is the
second observation, the separation between Sj and Si;, within the inertial subrange. Within
this range, turbulent structures are typicaliy three—dimensional, which means that Sj. should
be greater than [Monin anti Yagiom, 1981], aithough in natural rivers, it is more
() frcqucntiy observed that S, [Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001; Nikora, 2005]. S11(adv) is
ciearly an outher in this area, consistentiy below S,1,(adv), S11,(ecm), and S/1(ccrn), which
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C suggests that there is a failure in the measurernent of y with the ADV when turbulence is
h 1gb.
4.3.3 Erme Anak’sis
The enor terms rcsponsibie for noise in the ADV signais werc estirnated using both
the VT9$ and the MNOO methods (Figure 4.9). We present both the sub factors that
contribute to Doppler noise (turbulence, residence tirne and beam divergence) and the
errors that contribute to total noise (phase uncertainty, Doppler noise, and velocity shear).
In the Eaton-Nord River, -/ = 0.1-0.2 cm2/s2, which is in agreement with Voulgaris and
Trowbridge [1998] and McLetÏand and Nichotas [2000]. In the Nicolet River, absolute
errors increase as velocity and turbulence increase and the maximum error ofu2 0.9
crn2/s2 occurs in the expansion zone. Beam divergence and velocity shear are the most
significant contributors to overail noise. These factors are related to the mean ftow
velocity, and overail error estimates at high velocity wilI be similar, regardless ofthe level
of turbulence. There is a lack ofresponse in the turbulence error (a,2) to increasing
turbulence. oj is a function ofshear velocity using the VT98 method, but contributions are
neyer more than a few percent of the overail noise. MNOO attempted to reduce the retiance
on calibrated constants and prior knowledge ofthe structure of the boundaiy layer by
incorporating R2, but these changes rcduce u! to negligible levels in our teld tests. In
addition, as is rnost evident in the dilierence in a between the two methods, the effect of
the introduction of R2 to Equations 4.3 and 4.14 is to reduce these sources oferror when R2
is low, a direction of change that is counter intuitive.
A comparison ofthe four mcthods used to estimate the total signal variance due to
noise (ui2) is shown in Figure 4.10. u,2 is normatized by the total variance (u’2 and plotted
versus U(adv) for both the Eaton Nord and Nicolet Rivers. A single point with negative
velocities and for tvhicb the relative error was high was flot plotted. The main observation
is that overali noise as estimated with the VT98 and MNOO has a neutral or slightly
negative relation with U. This is contrary to the positive relation between noise and U that
is expectcd based on theoretical grounds [Lemmin andLhermitte, 1999] and the estimates
of total error from the noise floor and the correlation techniques. This resuit is in
agreement with Gc,rcia et aI. [2005], who argued that the VT98 and MNOO techniques wiil
provide a lower bound ofthc instrument noise level. They do not account for uncoutrolled
variables in the fleld such as tevels of seeding and the presence on bubbles in the water due
110Q to the entrainment of air within thc ffow, and cannot predict a reduction in signal variance
as a resctlt ofthe ADV sampling protocol.
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Figure 4.9 - Variance in the ADV signal due to noise as estimated using the Voidgaris ctnd
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Figure 4.10 - Variance due to noise in the streamwise normal shear stress (,2) normalized by the
total variance in streamwise normal shear stress (u7) and plotted against mean
downstream velocity. Error estimates using the VT98, MNOO, the noise floor, and (lie
correlation methods are shown.
4.4 Comparison of Turbulent Flow Parameters and Discussion
Figure 4.11 shows the comparisons ofrneans, standard deviations, Ek, and r,. as
obtained from each instrument in both rivers. Data points of potentially poor quality due to
contamination and low correlation (R2 70) are highlighted. Lines of perfect agreement
are shown and the variance explained by these unes (p2) for alt data and with poor quality
data points rernoved, is listed in Table 4.3. Overall, the most important result from Figure
4. 11 and Table 4.3 is the strong agreement shown by the two instruments. Means of
velocity components are in agreement near to the origin, although offset differences on the
order of 2-3 cmls are visible. Relative to the ADV, the ECM recorded higher U and lower
V. These offset enors are less than the 10 cmls reported by Lane et aI., [1998], and much
better than the discrepancies found by [Rodi-igiiez et aI., 1999]. The targer differences
found by Rodriguez et aÏ. [1999] could be at least partially explained by the larger (0.03 8
m) diameter ECM probe used in their study. Sources oferror that lead to an offset include
differences in instrument alignmcnt and/or poor calibration ofthe ECM [Lane et aÏ., 1998].
Voltage differences captured by the ECM probes are relatively weak, and these voltages are
amplified prior to data storage. Amplification can be adjusted during calibration, but
differences between sites mean that small offset errors are difficult to elirninate [Aubrey
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O ami Trowbridge, 1985], especially for measurements in naturai rivers [Gaza et al., 1988].
At higher values of U, thc ECM recorded higher values than the ADV, although only one
point has an error larger than 10%. ECMs have been shown to have good low-frequency
response up to 300 cmls [Elgar et aÏ., 2001]. Aubrey and Trowbridge [1985] tested for the
occurrence of flow separation around the spherical head and found a non-lincar behavior in
the streamwise component ofthe flow, with a point of inflection close to U 0.80 mIs.
However, this error was only 1.2% at U = 2.0 mIs and the probes used in that study werc
three to seven tirnes larger than those utilized for thcse field tests. For V, the relation is
inconsistent, as the ECM recorded both higher and lower values away from the origin. 0f
ail the parameters investigated, Vis the rnost likely to be strongly affected by the spatial
error inherent in the distance between the sampling volumes. These points in the extreme
ranges of the plots are from the Nicolet River, and they typically correspond with low
internai correlation coefficients (R2 70). The values of p2 increase for ail pararneters
when these points are removed from the analysis (Table 4.3). ECM signais affected by
electronic noise plot close to the unes of agreement andp2 decreases when these values
were removed, indicating that this probiem did not bias the mean velocities in this test.
The agreement between the values obtained from the two instruments for u’ is
similar to what has been observed for U with only one or two points that show significant
discrepancies. These points occur when u’ is large and R2 is low. There is an offset error
noted for the full range of values, with the ECM recording systematicaliy iower values than
the ADV. This offset error is no more than 3 cmls and can be explained by the ability of
the ADV to capture a larger proportion ofthe actual variance by resolving more ofthe
inertial subrange, and by the Doppler noise in the ADV measurements that produces the
noise floor. p2 increases when points with iow R2 values are removed from the analysis.
The rernoval ofpoints with evident contamination has the inverse effect, indicating that this
source of noise does flot bias estirnates of standard deviation in this test. It wouid be usefut
to know if there is a relation between Uand the error in u’(ecm) or v’(ccrn), but these values
wcrc not reported in laboratoiy studies published in the literature. Guzc, et al. [1988] did
look at u’ and y’ in an oscillating flow environrnent and found that a spherical and an open
frame ECM were within a range of+ 5%, indicating that thc intrusive nature of the head
only has a minor effect on flow dynamics in the vicinity of the probe.
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Figure 4.11 - Comparison of mean velocities (U, V), standard deviations (u’, r’), turbulent kinetic
energy (Ek), and ReynoIds shear stress (Tr) of velocity time signais measured using an ADV
and an ECN’l.
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Parameter . p
ail data without • without u
U 0.979 0.949 0.992
V 0.874 0.841 0.933
u’ 0.969 0.946 0.97
i’ 0.808 0.693 0.923
Ek 0.93$ 0.931 0.949
r,. 0.7$ 0.764 0.914
Table 4.3 - Variance explained by tue une of agreement (p2) for ail data, without points wherc
ECM series werc contaminated with ciectronic noise (.), and without points where Iow I?2
values (u) were recorded by thc ADV.
No systematic offset between the two instruments is visible for y’. This is the resuit
ofless Doppler noise in the vertical vetocity component {Lemmin andLhermitte, 1999]. At
high y’ values there is a trend of increasing discrepancy between the estimates of y’ from thc
two instruments, with a point of inflexion around 15 crn/s. v’(adv) is about 10 cmls less
than v’(ecm) when v’(ecrn) 35 cnils. One possible exp lanation is the more lirnited
sampling range in y inherent in ADV probe design, which for beam velocity = ± 250
cm/s is y = + 90 cmls. Atiasing vi11 occur sooner in the vertical component and, because V
typically fluctuates around zcro, incorrect data points are not likely to appcar in a distinct
range, as often occurs for U. This diminishes the efficiency ofthe spike detection and
removal schemes. As a test, we rcplaced aIl values in the ECM signais where Iv > 90 crn/s
with y = 0. This replacement rcduced the peak y’ from 33.9 to 31.2 cm/s and had no effcct
for y’ 23 cm!s, whicb means that this explanation is not sufficient to account for the
observed difference between instruments. Sontek/YSI [2001] recommends that turbulence
shoutd flot exceed 5% ofthe veiocity range, which corresponds with v’= 12.5 crn/s for u,,
= + 250 cm/s. This value agrees with the observed point of infiection of y’ (Figure 4.11).
No discussion ofthis 5% limit was found in other studics. Additionatly, contrary to
expectations from the error analysis techniques, this error appears to affect y more than u.
The observed error is flot the resuit of an additive crror, or noise. lnstead, the sensitivity of
y compared to u and the reduction of spectral density indicate suggest a subtractive error.
This is thought to be related to the inability ofthe ADV to measure ail of the truc variance
in high turbulence due to the filtering effects ofthe ADV sampling rnethodology as
Q identified by Garda et aÏ. [2005].
o
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O The Ek estimates from the two instruments seem to agrec over the range of values
obtained in this test (Figure 4.11). The log scale, however, appears to hide the tendency of
the ECM to overestimate Ek relative to the ADV where Ek is high. Also, an offset
difference is present in the midrange of the plot, with the ECM tending to underestimate Ek
relative to the ADV. p2 increases slightly when signais with Iow R1 values are flot
considered. The removal of points with electronic contamination does flot improve the
agreement in Ek. r estirnates are more variable. Very large errors are associated with two
points for which R2 is low, and p2 increases markedly when these points are removed
(Table 4.3). Similar to Ek, the removal of points with electronic contamination does not
improve the agreement in r.
Average contributions ofthe various quadrants to the shear stress (uj.q/ti,,4) are
shown for both the ECM and the ADV in Table 4.4. Event structure agrees well with other
studies, as quadrants 2 and 4 contribute more to r than the other two quadrants, which
results in a net positive shear stress, and uv17>l1,v14 [Lu ami WiÏl,narth, 1973; Luchiek ancï
Tiederinan, 1987; Roy et al., 1996a]. Quadrant 1 contributes a larger percentage when
measured with the ECM, and while contributions from quadrants 2 and 4 arc slightly
reduced in comparison with the ADV, these differences are minor. In addition to the mean
statistics, the mean and standard deviation ofthe difference (A) between ECM and ADV
measurements are shown for both the Eaton-Nord and the Nicolet Rivers. In comparing the
two rivers, the most striking observation is the large standard deviations of the quadrants 1
and 3 in the Nicolet compared to the Eaton-Nord River. The standard deviation of
also increases by 50% for quadrants 2 and 4 in the Nicolet River, but this
difference is srnall compared to the order of magnitude change observed for quadrants 1
and 3.
To examine the differences in the structure ofthe Reynolds shear stress in more
detail, we have plotted the quadrant contributions at various hole sizes for ail measurement
positions in the Nicolet River (Figure 4. 12). A broad agreement exists in terrns of the
contributions of positive and negative events between the two instruments. Contributions
from quadrants 1 and 3 increase from x = 1 .4 m toward the flow constriction at x = 6.6 m,
but this result is consistent with observed shifts in the Reynolds shear stress as Reynolds
number increases [Lti and Willmarth, 1973; Priyardarshana and Ktewicki, 2004]. From x
116Q = 8 to 9.7 m, a strong disagrecmcnt exists in the total Reynolds shear stress. Very srnall
contributions from quadrants I and 3 resuit in a large ADV estimate of t. at x = 8 m and
vice-versa at x = 9.7 m. In contrast, ECM estirnates are similar to the values upstream and
downstream of this expansion zone. These observations indicate that disagreement
between the two instruments is targely restricted to the quadrants 1 and 3 in the highly
turbulent zone and that the performance ofthe ADV is erratic in this case.
2
3
4
Quadrant Eaton - Nord Nicotet
ECM ADV A A____
-0.18 -0.14 0.03% 0.0017
(0.064) (0.037) (0.042) (0.21)
0.51 -0.53 0.013 0.012
(0.045) (0.042) (0.033) (0.053)
-0.16 -0.15 0.013 -0.027
(0.054) (0.045) (0.038) (0.44)
0.49 0.47 -0.013 -0.012
(0.045) (0.042) (0.033) (0.053)
Table 4.4 - Summary of contributions by quadrant to the overail Reynolds shear stress. Results
for the Eaton-Nord River are averaged to give mean values for the ECM and ADV
measurements. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. Also stiown is A - the
mean and standard deviations of the difference bctwcen ECM and ADV measurernents.
Only A is shown for the Nicolet River as the non-uniform llow environment did flot allow
for spatial averaging.
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Figure 4.12 - Hole size analysis of Reynolds shear stress contributions by quadrant for measured
tirne series in the Nicolet River for both the ADV and the ECM measurements. The
Reynolds shear stress of each quadrant bas been normalized by the total Reynolds shear
stress in quadrants 2 and 4 tlç’,(iu,,4)
4.5 Conclusion
ECMs and ADVs are designed to measure the same phenornenon, narnely the
velocity of water at high frequencies in more (han one dimension. Under most conditions
and subject to certain limitations, the instruments perform generally as expected. For the
common turbutent statistics measurcd here, the agreement between the ECM and the ADV
is > 90% if points with R 70 are not considered, an important resutt given that previous
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comparative tests have not been conclusive. This allows resuits from ECM and ADV
measurements to be discussed interchangeably in most cases. A more difficuit situation
arises when the measurements are carried out in highly turbulent ftows. ECMs capture iess
of the inertial subrange than ADVs. This limitation is related to well-known differences in
internai filtering, sampling frequency and sampling volume. ECMs have the significant
advantage, however, that measurernents are taken at a time instant rather than over a time
interval. We have found no evidence of instrument failure as velocities and turbulence
levels increase and they are thus suitable for characterizing turbulent river environments
such as step-pool systems and rivers in flood. ADVs are non-intrusive, do flot require
calibration, and measure at higher frequencies, in three-dimensions, and with a srnaller
sampling volume than the ECM. These features have lcd to the rapid acceptance and
utilization of the ADV in a wide range ofenvironments. Nevertheless, spectral anomalies,
measured increases in noise from the power spectra, and decreasing correlations indicate
that ADV crror increases as a resuit of turbulence, particularly in the vertical component.
This problem manifests itself as a decrease in signal variance and appears to be related to
the sampling protocol in that single recordings require correlated measurements over a time
interval. High turbulence decorrelates measuremcnts over the time interval and prevents
accurate measurement. More testing of the subcornponents of Doppler noise, particularly
turbulence, is needed before available crror estimation techniques can be applied with
confidence.
o
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Linking Paragraph C
Thc modeling exercisc in Chapter 3 demonstrated that a link between flow
acceleration aiid turbulence intensity could lead to the development of large-scale bed
forms. This link vas hypothesized from flume studies, observations over dunes, and a few
exptoratoiy investigations of turbulence in pools. Spatially intensive field data from a
riffle-pool that measures flow properties at a range ofdischarges is needed. This article3
presents the flrst resuits from the main fleld site. The objectives ofthis article are to
characterize the tnean velocity and turbulence intensity during ftoods up to and including
bankfult discharge and, from this, to refine existing conceptual modets of ftow hydraulics
in a pool. The dataset we gathered is unique in terms of instrumentation, sampling density,
and the measured range ofdischarges. f low hydraulics in the forced pool are shown to be
dominated by deccleration and acceleration in the pool-head and pool-tau, respectively.
While this fact is evident from a simple consideration of flow continuity, the implications
ofnon-uniform flow on the distribution ofmean velocity and turbulence intensity have not
been considered in explanations ofriffle-pool fonriation. flic mcasurements presentcd here
support the velocity reversal mechanism, which is often invoked as an explanation for the
formation and maintenance ofriffle-pools, but oniy in the poot-tait, wbere topographically
induced acceleration and high velocities near the bed occur. In the pool-head, deceleration
means that high llow velocities are concentrated near the center of the channel close to the
water surface. Mean velocities near the bed are close to zero and cannot account for
sediment transport and pool maintenance in this area. A secondary mcchanism is
neccssary. It was found that large differences in mean velocity create steep velocity
gradients in the outer flow region. This appears to generate large amounts of turbulence in
the pool-head and strong turbulent intensities occur near to the bed. It suggests that
turbulence may account for sediment transport and scour in the pool-head. The agreement
with modeling resuits in Chapter 3 suggcsts that, although non-uniform flow and turbulence
generation may be induced by a forcing clement, the general moUd may also apply to
autogenetic bed forms.
Mac Vicar, B. J., and A. G. Roy, (suhniinecl). FIow dvnamics ofa forced pooi in a gravel-bed river
Part A: Mean velocity and turbulence intensity, JVaic’r Rcsoiirces Reseurcli.
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5 FLow DYNAMICS 0f A FORCED POOL IN A GRAVEL-BED
RIVER PART A: MEAN VELOCITYAND TURBULENCE
INTENSITY
5.1 Introduction
Pools occur in a wide variety of riverine environrnents, ranging from gentty stoped
meandering systems in which pools tend to form in the bends, to steep step and cascade
systems in which pools form in zones ofplunging flow. Pool-riffle systems occupy a
middle ground, occurring at siopes ofless than 1.5 %, relative roughness values (D90/Y) of
less than 0.3 at bankfull stage [Montgomeiy andBzJjington, 19971, and heterogeneous
gravel-bed sediments [Lisle and Hilton, 1999; Thornpson andHojfinan, 2001]. The forms
are known to be stable through a range of flow stages [Church andJoiies, 1982; Eaton and
Lapointe, 2001], a property that is important for fish habitat [moue andNtinokawa, 2002;
Edo and Suzuki, 2003]. An understanding of how these forms dcvelop and are maintained
is necessary for stream restoration and management [Newbauy and Gabomy, 1993;
Bzffington et al., 2002].
In spite of a number of studies, there is a lack of consensus on the mechanism that is
responsibie for the formation and maintenance of pools and riffies [ClfforcÏ and Richardç,
1992; Milan et aÏ., 2001; Wilkinson et al., 2004]. Proposed mcchanisrns can be separated
into two groups, the first consisting ofrncchanisms arising from particle interactions, and
the second being related to the flow. Particle interactions are related to thc kinematic wave
theory [Langbein andLeopoÏd, 1968], which states that sediment waves form when
particles interact to reduce the effectiveness of fluid forces. Cliffied [1993a] and Sear
[1996] confined that this process occurs in riffles. 1-Iowever, unlike step-pools, which
scale with particle sizes [Chartrandand Whiting, 2000], pools and riffles generally scale
with channel width [Leopoldand Wohnan, 1957; Richards, 1976; Madej, 1999], a
parameter that is strongly related to the discharge [KelÏerhals and C’hi,rch, 1989]. In
addition, recent modeling resuits suggest that, in order to account for bed corrns at the scaic
of pools and rifftes, the effects ofa non-uniform bed on turbulence generation must be
considered (sec €hapter 3). f Iow mechanisms that have bcen proposed include cnergy
dissipation [Yang, 1971; Walker et al., 2004], velocity reversai [KeÏler, 1971; Lisle, 1979;
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WiÏkinson et aÏ., 2004], and turbulent vortices [Yalin, 1971; Clifford, 1993a; Sear, 1996;
Hassan and Woodsrnith, 2004; Thompson, 2004]. Interestingly, the thrce types of fiow
mechanisrns were originally proposed in the sanie year and, in spite ofa number of
mutations ofthe original theories, ail three are stili invoked to this day.
While a number of studies have bcen undertaken, the review work of Cljffiird al7d
french [1992] demonstrated that many studies suffer from inadequate field data to
convincingly dernonstrate or reject any ofthe competing theories. Common limitations are
the assumption of a logarithmic shape for the velocity profile in non-uniform fiows [Teteki,
1971; Lisle, 1979, Petit, 1987; Milan et aÏ., 2001; WaÏker et al., 2004], inadequate spatial
coverage [Keller, 1971; BhomickandDernissie, 1982; Robert, 1997], and instrument failure
or an inability to measure critical points during flood conditions [Carting, 1991; Whiting
andDietrich, 1991; Sear, 1996; Thompson et al., 1998]. In addition, only a few studies
have considered the role of turbulence [C1fford, 1993a; Clifford, 1996; Thompson, 2004;
Thompson, 2006]. The resuit ofthese problems is that contradictoiy resuits are common
[Clifford and french, 1992]. More field research is needed that meets minimum standards
of spatial density, characterizes high flood stages, and measures turbulent flow pararneters.
We undertook an intensive field-based study ofthe ftow hydraulics in a single riffle
pool unit. The pool location is ‘forced’, as it is associated with a large tree with its root wad
intact that has sud into the channel as a resuit ofa bank failure. This limits the applicability
ofthe results in ‘free’ pools. f low dynamics are resolved to a finer scale than what bas been
possible in other studies, however, and we hope to generalize the resuits by considering the
physics ofriffle-pools with and without forcing elements. The objectives are to (a)
characterize the mean veiocity and turbulence intensity in a forced-pool over a range of
flood levels up to and including bankfitll flow, and (b) assess the relative merits ofexisting
conceptual models offlow hydraulics in riffle-pools. in this article we revisit and refine the
velocity-reversal hypothesis by reconciling apparentty contradictoiy evidence,
incorporating the variable of turbulence intensity, and supporting oum field data with results
from iaboratory studies ofnon-uniform flows. In a companion article we analyze the
structure of turbulent events and discuss the role ofcoherent vortices in pool formation and
possible sources ofpool-riffle scaling.
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5.2.1 field Site
Moras Creek is a gravel-bed river located in eastern Quebec, Canada. A Trimble
5700 GPS system with a vertical and horizontal accuracy of 5 mm was used to survey the
topography ofthe channel and floodplain ofthe surrounding area (Figure 5.1). The channel
is slightly sinuous but does not exhibit a regular meandering pattent Impingement on the
valley wall is common and a heterogeneous glacial tiil contributes a wide range ofparticle
sizes to the creek. Land cover in the watershed is forcst with limited open fields and
pasture. Anecdotal references indicate the channel was straightened in the early part of the
20th century to transport eut logs. The riparian area at the site is forested.
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Figure 5.1 - Topography of area surrounding Nioras Creek field site.
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A longitudinal profite of the channel thalweg is plotted in Figure 5.2. The bed is
composed of long runs with occasional steps and typically shallow pools. Dccper pools
also occur and arc invariably associated with forcing mechanisms such as boulders, sharp
bends, or wood debris. Bankftttt channel width, depth and stope are Zbf= 6 m, Ybf= 0.7 m,
and S =1.2%, respectively. Based on a Wolman pebble count (n 800) the rcpresentativc
particle sizes are D16 = 18 mm, D = 60 mm, and D84 = 190 mm. Large boulders are
present in both the riffles and the pools. Sear [1996] showed that pools can be dividcd into
sub-units where thc bed slope of thc pool-head is negative in the downstrcarn direction, flat
in the mid-pool, and positive in the pool-tail. Large particles tend to be irnbricated in the
riffle and pool-head and isolated in the mid-pool and poot-tait. Loose sand frequentty
deposits in the pool. The field site was selected because it fits within the classification of
Montgomeiy and Bu/jngton [1987], is straight enough that meander processes are not
dominant, and is narrow enough that the scaffold platforms described below could span the
width of the river and allow flow mcasurements during bankfull flows. We chose a forced
pool because they are deeper in thc systems that we surveyed, and deeper pools were
cxpected to resuit in stronger diffcrcntiation of flow hydraulics between zones of
acceleration and deceleration.
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Figure 5.2 - Moras Creek thalweg profile and rcsidual pools.
The study site is at the downstrearn end ofa relatively long straight reach (Figure
5.1). As a note, the convention used in this article is the dcfinition ofx, y, and z as thc
streamwise, vertical, and laterai dimensions, respectively. Thc pool spans thc width ofthe
study site
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channel, is 10 rn long, and has a residual depth of 0.8 m (figure 5.3). The location ofthc
pool is controlled by a 60 cm diameter tree with an intact foot wad approximateiy 200 cm
in diarneter that sud into the river. The root bole rests on the channel bed. Flow passes
under the tree and around the root bole during normal flows and over the trunk of the tree at
floods near the bankfuli level. The roots at the top of the bole remained exposed during ail
the floods measured in this study. The tree moved irnrnediatcly prior to the period ofstudy
when an above-bank level ftood forced it to rotate from a position in which the foot bole
was upstream ofthe trunk, to one in which the foots were downstream of the trunk. This
movernent, coupled with a series ofhigh flow events through 2003-04, induced changes in
pool morphology that allowed us to study a period of active pool formation. Bed
topography was repeatedly surveyed using a Trimble 5600 Total Station. Sediment
transport data were also collected and these results wilt be presented in future work. The
thalweg flows to the loft side of the channel upstream of the tree and to the right side
downstream of the tree. Lateral bars occur on the right side ofthe channel upstream ofthe
tree and to the ieft side downstream. Isolatcd boulders and pebble clusters are visible as
lighter circles on the topographical rnap. The rnost prominent cluster occurs on the loft side
ofthe channel on the upstrearn riffle atx = 2 ni. Boulders are also visible to the loft side in
the pool-head between x = 8-12 m and in the pool-tau from x = 16-20 iii on the sides and
top ofthe downstream laterat bar. Underlying tiil has becn exposed during pool scour and
a resistant outcrop is visible to the right side ofthe channel atx = 18 m.
5.2.2 ftow Measureinents
Velocity time signais were sampled using Marsh-McBimey 523 Electrornagnetic
Current Meters (ECMs). The reliability ofthis instmrnent in fast and turbulent flows bas
been assessed by comparing signaIs obtained simultaneously with an ECM and an Acoustic
Doppler Veiocirneter (ADV) in a range of flow environments (sec Chapter 4). Results
showed that, although the ECM does not capture alI of the variance because ofsampling
volume and sampling frequency limitations, it does yield more rcliablc measurcments than
the ADV in highly turbulent flows. The ECMs are atso suitabie for simultaneous
measurement of an array of point values, which allowed a high sampling density. For this
article, instantaneous velocity components are defined in the strearnwise and vertical
dimensions as it, and y, Uand Vrepresent mean velocities, tt’and v’are the standard
deviations; and tt1 and y1 rcpresent thc detrcndcd instantaneous fluctuations about the mean.
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Figure 5.3 -Bed topography of study site on August 6, 2004 and photo from spring of 2004 during
low flow. Measurement locations are black circles, and yellow circles distinguish the
thalweg. Cross-section numbers (XS) are also shown for reference, the blue stars indicate
the location of the tree, and light ellipses have been overlain to indicate morphological
su bu n its.
five bridges consisting four $5m Echafauds Plus® aluminum 1-beams and one 10
m Wemer Task-Master® alurninum scaffold plank were installed on leveled bases above
the bankfull flow level. Bases were constructed from standard scaffolding parts. During
storm events, two movable 5 m alurninum scaffold planks were placed on the beams.
Using this system, flow measurements could be made from above the water surface at any
position within a 20 m section ofthe river. Eight cross-sections were estabiished and
Each point measctrernent consisted ofa 120 s time series of u and y sampled at 20 Hz. Data
were Iogged to a CR5000 Campbell Scientific micrologger. As recomrnended in Roï et al.
[1996b], the signais were flot rotated due to expected variability of i7associated with non
uniform flow and topographical forcing.
z (m)
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vertical profiles werc mcasured with a lateral spacing of I rn (Figure 5.4). Some sampling
locations appear outside thc topographie map due to the difficulty of topographie survcying
close to forested banks. Sampling was donc using a vertical array of four ECMs with the
probes fixed at vertical intervals of 10 cm starting at 5 cm from the streambed. A two-piece
wading rod was utilized that allowed the ECM array to be slid vertically in order to
measure higher in the water colunw whiÏe the base ofthe rod rernaincd in contact with the
stream bed. This design, combined with a wading-rod support attached to the bridges,
ensured proper probe orientation and stability during high flood events. Figure 5.4 shows
the system of bridges, a typical bridge base, the ECM array and wading rod, and sampling
conditions during a flood.
A total of seven sets of water velocity measurernents were made at different fiood
levets. Discharge was estirnated at each cross-section and compared to flood stage data
obtained from a pressure transducer. Relevant details of the measured floods are listed in
Table 5.1. As shown, earlier ftoods were measurcd in less detail. Longer daylighthours
and irnproved technique allowed more measurements to be made in later floods. Section 1
could flot be measured during the largest event due to the faiture of the bridge at this
location during an earlier above-bankfult event. Minor flooding in overbank areas occurrcd
during flow measurements on August 12, 2004, which means that the flow conditions
during this event represent bankfull conditions in the channel. Intermittent ram occurred
throughout the sampling day and the water tevel at the end ofthe sampling period was only
a few centimeters below that at the beginning ofthe sampling period. The fluctuations that
occurred do prevent calcutation ofconvective acceleration/deceleration and the analysis of
water surface etevations. For reference, profile statistics for the bankftill event are shown
in Table 5.2. The maximum Froude number (fr) of0.71 occurs over the bar in section 2,
which confirrns subcritical flow throughout the pool, and Fr decreases in the deeper section
ofthe pool. In contrast, the Reynolds number (Re) reaches a maximum in the deepest part
ofthe pool. In the thalweg, it is usefril to note that depth-integrated velocities (U) remain
relativety constant through sections 3 to 6 in spite of the changes to depth. This is
accomplished through the concentration of flow in the thalweg as the pool deepens, evident
from a comparison ofvelocities and depths across each cross-section, as U values for
profiles adjacent to the thalweg are shown to decrease from sections 3 to 6.
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Date Q (rn3/s) Sections Points AY (rn)
28-Nov-03 2.73 12,4,5,6 119 n/a
12-Apr-04 3.55 1-6 119 n/a
27-Apr-04 0.84 1-8 136 n/a
02-]un-04 1.64 1-8 180 -0.095
09-Jun-04 0.10 1-8 88 0
23-JuI-04 0.36 1-8 155 0
01-Aug-04 0.90 1-8 155 -0.02
12-Aug-04 5.10 2-8 270 -0.09
Table 5.1 - Summary ofFlow Sampling Dates. AYrefers to the changes in water level during the
sampling period.
Figure 5.4 - Setup photos showing (a) the system of bridges as installed looking upstream (the tree
is on the near bank, (b) a Iypical bridge base installed on the floodplain, (c) the wading
rod with a 20 cm spiit and the array of four ECMs, (d) sampling conditions at XS 2 and z
= 3 m during the bankfull flood.
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2 1 0.2 2
2 0.83 7
3 0.81 6
4 0.7 6
5 0.51 4
6 0.46 4
3 2 0.87 8
3 0.92 $
4 0.78 7
5 0.58 4
6 0.49 4
4 2 0.72 7
3 0.9 8
4 1.18 11
5 0.89 8
6 0.73 7
5 3 1.12 11
4 1.34 12
5 1.12 11
6 0.86 8
7 0.64 6
6 3 0.71 7
4 1.02 8
5 1.25 12
6 1.34 12
7 0.94 6
7 2 0.66 6
3 0.46 4
4 0.9 8
5 1.3 11
6 1.15 11
7 0.71 6
8 2 0.55 4
3 0.58 4
4 0.51 4
5 0.79 7
6 0.62 6
7 0.35 3
-0.08 0.05
1.04 0.37
1.5 0.53
1.59 0.61
1.59 0.71
1.45 0.68
0.56 0.19
1.13 0.3$
1.17 0.42
1.15 0.48
0.05 0.02
0.37 0.14
1.05 0.35
1.22 0.36
1.2 0.41
-0.03 0.01
0.51 0.15
1.05 0.29
0.99 0.3
0.38 0.13
-0.3 0.12
0.42 0.16
0.13 0.04
0.64 0.18
1.13 0.31
0.53 0.17
0.5 t).19
0.34 0.16
0.36 0.12
1.11 0.31
1 .46 0.43
1.01 0.38
0.89 0.38
1.09 0.46
1.5 0.67
1.83 0.66
1.55 0.63
0.9 0.49
15.2
866
1210
1120
$12
666
489
1040
912
664
22.3
268
945
1440
1070
25.5
571
1410
1100
327
191
29$
131
801
1520
499
327
15$
325
1440
1670
716
490
631
765
1440
956
315
o XS z (m) Y (m) Points U (mis) fr Re (x I 0)
Table 5.2 - Parameters offlow profites measurcd during (lie bankfull llood. Bold values indicatc
the position of the thalweg as de(ermined froin tue dcptli and inean velocity.
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5.2.3 Data Quatity and Post-Processing
To ensure the quality of the measured vetocity signais, a four-step quality assurance
procedure was followed:
1. The signal was visualiy inspected to idcntify discontinuities or irregular data
(Figure 5.5a). Discontinuities were rnost oftcn associated with leaves or
floating debris on the probes. Where discontinuities occurred, sections of
the data were eliminated unless at ieast one minute ofgood data was not
available, in which case the data set was eliminated from further analysis.
Electronic intcrfercncc was the occasionai resuit fi-om low battery power
and interference from connected power sources. Electronic noises are
typically identifiable on power spectra plots [Lapointe et aÏ., 1996]. SignaIs
where this was observcd wcre eÏiminated from further analysis.
2. The raw signais were de-fi ltered to rcmove the analog fitter in ECM
measurements according to recommendations in Roy et aÏ. [1997]. The
effect ofthis step is most clearly observed in the spectral dcnsity plot
(f igure 5.5b) where a slight increase in spectral density is evident for
frequencies abovc 3 Hz. The de-filtered signais follow the Ko,noÏgorov
[1941] -5/3 scaling law up to the vertical une labeledf. This is thc
frcquency at which the sampling volume is expected to reduce measurcd
spectral density (Si) by 10% [Sotilsbv, 1980]. This frcquency was calculated
as f U/7d, whcre d is the tength of the sampling volume (—S 2.5 cm for
the ECM used in this study).f. corresponds with a point of infiection in the
spectral density curve, abovc which spectral densities drop off more steeply
than would be expected from the -5/3 scaling law.
3. A spike removal program was developed from thc Goring-Nikora criteria
for ADV data [Goring and Nikora, 2002]. Under normal conditions, this
program successfully rcmovcd signal outliers and replaced them with an
interpolated value between successive points in the time series. This is
demonstrated by the removal ofa prominent spike iii the data at s (Figure
5.5e).
4. High frequency electronic noise above the Nyquist frequency was filtered
using a third order Buttcrworth filter according to rccommcndations in Roy
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et al. [1997]. The effect on the overali signal is again not large, but the
difference can be seen in the power spectra above a frequency of 7 Hz
(Figure 5.5d).
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Figure 5.5 - Filtering and despiking operations illustrated with a 30 s segment and power spectra
from a time signal at moderate velocity (U= 0.74 mis) and inoderate turbulence (tt’= 0.39
mis). (a) The measured ECM output, (b) the de-filtcrcd signal, (c) the de-spikcd signal,
(il) the re-tiltered signal and output from the quality assurance procedure. Reference
unes are included on the spectral plots for identification of intermediate and inertial
subranges, and the frequency above which sampling volume effects are significant.
5.2.4 Turbulence intensity in noIl—un(fi)rln !low
Pools and riffles are most consistently classified based on topography [Richard,
1976]. For morphologies similar to Moras Creek, wherc the width is relatively constant,
the morphology necessarily resuits in butk ftow deceleration and acceleration in the pool
head and the pool-tau, respectivety. In the sarnpled pool, the tree also forces deceleration
dcte to backwater effects. This is most evident at high flow, when a steep water surface
siope is observed at the constriction. BuÏk vclocity changes, however, are counteracted in
the thalweg by converging and diverging flow in the pool-head and pool-tau, respectively.
b get around the morphological complexity and limitations in the sampled data, we
Q utilized an indirect rnetbod to determine whether flow was accelerating or decelerating inthe thalweg. Kimnoto and Graf[l 995] mcasurcd the effccts of topographically induced
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 0.01 0.1 1 10
Tirne(s) f(Hz)
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acceleration and deceleration on mean velocities and turbulence intensities in flurne
experimcnts. Thcy found acceleration to lead to a Tuiler’ mean velocity profile, with fast
relative velocities occurring close to thc bed, while deceleration produced a strong gradient
throughout the fiow depth so that near-surface velocities were rnuch fastcr than those near
the bed. The change in velocity profiles had a strong effect on turbulence intensity. In
order to determine if the flow was accelerating or decelerating in Moras Creek, we
nomialized u’ and y’ profiles by the shcar velocity (ji*) and compared our resuits with thcse
iaboratory studies:
(5.1)
where ris the shear stress (N/rn2), and p is fluid density (kg/m3). Kironoto and Graf[1995]
obtained the following turbulence intensity profiles in uniform flow:
(5.2)
1. I4e°7 (5.3)
Relative to the uniform condition, acceleration reduced turbulence intensities in the outer
Iaycrs, and deceicration incrcascd turbulence in both the strcarnwise and vertical directions.
Kironoto and Graf[1995] also found that the vertical position ofthe peak turbulence
intensity changes in non-uniform fiow. While peak intensities occur close to the bed in
accelerating fiows, this peak tends to be higher in the water column in decclerating flows.
These rcsults have been confirmed by Song ami Graf[1994], who also noted a siight
tendency for negative vertical velocities in accelerating fiows, by AfzaÏimehr andAnctil
[1999] for decelerating fiows, who observed a strongly convex profile for the Reynolds
shear stress, and by Song and Chien’ [2001], who noted that the changes to mean velocity
and turbulence intcnsity profiles arc sensitive to the width-to-dcpth ratio.
5.2.5 Shear stress in non—uniform /low
Various methods exist to estimate the shear stress. It is not clear what method is the
rnost representative of forces transrnitted to the bed in non-uniform flows. Morphological
pararneters ofthe reach can be used to calculate a spatially averaged value:
TO pgRS. (5.4)
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O where r0 is the bed shear stress, g is acceleration due to gravity, R is the hydraulic radius,
and S0 is the cnergy siope. This rnethod will be of Iimited use in riffle-pools due to the
perturbation that the non-uniform boundary wilI have on mean velocities and turbulence
intensities that were observed at this site. Wilcock [1996] discusses three rnethods to
estimate a local value of shear stress based on mean velocities using (a) the near-bed point
measurernent of U and an estimate of the roughness length (kg), (b) the siope of the near
bed relation between U and y, and (c) the depth averaged velocity. 0f these three methods,
method (a) makes the least restrictive assumptions about the shape ofthe velocity profile
[WiÏcock, 1996] and was used in this study to noniialize turbulence intensities for
comparison with Kironoto and Graf[1995J. We used k=D84/l0 [ Wi!cock, 1996], and the
following equation for the near-bed velocity shear stress (r,1):
1n(1D84) (5.5)
where ic is the Von-Karman coefficient ( 0.40). b compare with existing studies in riffle
pools [for e.g. CÏjrdandRichard, 1992; Bathurst, 1979] we also used rnethod (b) of
WiÏcock [1996] based on the two Iowest measurements in the profile to estirnate the near
bed velocity gradient shear stress (ri,,,):
JU—U)2 5 6TA,,— tn,/y1) ( .
For both ofthe methods based on mean velocities, ail parameters except velocity can be
reduced to a constant if fixed probe heights are used, as was the case in this study (y., 5
cm andv, = 15 cm).
Kironoto and Graf[1995] found that the relation between mean velocity and
turbulence intensity is perturbed in non-uniforrn flow. Areas of flow deceleration are
subject to high amplitude fluctuations in spite of low mean velocities. These fluctuations
are likely to be significant for sediment transport [Nelson et aÏ., 1995; Swner et aÏ., 2003].
Two methods have been used in previous studies to estimate local heU shear stress using the
fluctuating part of the velocity signais. Carting et al. [2002] and Rima et aÏ. [2004] used
the Reynolds stress (r,.):
(5.7)
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Alternatively, Kim et al. [2000] and Biron et aL [2004] estimate local bed shear stress from
an empirical relation with turbulent kinetic energy tEk):
E=0.5p(u,+v,+w12) (5.8)
The ECM only measures in two dimensions and an assumption was required to estirnate the
lateral component w,. We used the sirnplest assumption, based on the common observation
that u7>>v,2 [Nezit andNakagawa, 1993j and setrz0.5(u,2+v7). This altowed us to
calculate local shear stress from the turbulent kinetic energy tEk) as:
rk.75PKl(t1.+v,) (5.9)
where constant K1 0.19 [Kim et al., 2000; Bimn et al., 2004]. This rnethod bas been
found to be more accurate than other estimates in complex flows [Biron et al., 2004].
5.3 Results and Anatysis
5.3. 1 Spatial and Flow Stage VariabiÏity
The mean of the streamwise and vertical veiocity components (U and V) and the
respective standard deviations (u’ and y’) are prescnted in a series of contour plots (F igure
5.6-Figure 5.9). These figures show the streamwise, lateral, and vertical variability and the
variability with flow stage offtow statistics. In these figures, flow is from the top to the
bottom and rigbt and left sides ofthe channel are defined looking upstream. Due to space
limitations, only three flood stages are shown, consisting of one reiatively low stage (Q =
0.9 m3/s), one moderate stage (Q 2.0 m3/s) and the bankfult flow (Q = 5.1 rn3/s). These
events occurred within a 2-month period during which morphologic change was minor.
from Figure 5.6, it is immediately apparent that it is difficult to interpret streamwisc
variability of U without considering the lateral and vertical variability. The pool is
characterizcd by convergence of fiow marked by a core of high U values at the channel
center in sections 1 to 5 and by flow divergence as U values become similar across the
width of the channel between sections 7 and 8. This pattem is common to ail flow stages,
though convergence in sections 2 to 4 is less pronounced at high flow than at low ftow. U
is negative near the right bank upstream ofthe tree at ail flow stages, an area in which a
recirculating eddy was consistently observed. U is also rclatively iow downstream ofthe
tree in section 6 from x = 1 — 4 rn at ail flow stages, an area in which flow pattems included
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bous, flow separation and piunging flow over the trec at high flow. Concentration offlow
in thc vertical direction aiso occurs in sections I to 5 as U is high near the water surface and
tow near the bed at ait flow stages. As discharge increases, velocities ticar the bed do not
increase noticeabty in these sections, but large increases do occur near the water surface. In
sections 6 through 8, vertical gradients are reduccd, as near-bed values are approxirnately
equal to those at the surface. Velocities at ail points in the profiles increase with flow stage
in thcse sections.
Vis plotted on Figure 5.7. Upstream ofthe tree in section i-5, V tends to be
negative in the thalweg. This is tme for ail fiood ievels, and the amptitude of vertical
velocity vectors increases with discharge. Vis largest in section 6 at high discharge, where
strong downwelling in the thalweg is rnatched by strong upweiling in adjacent profiles.
Mean vertical velocities were greater than 60 crn/s in one location and strong shearing and
bous were observed. Upwelling is aiso strong near the bed in sections 7 and 8. This
pattern is visible during low discharge, but is most evident at high discharge. Upweliing is
aiso characteristic of die eddy zone on die right bank upstream ofthc tree and on the left
bank downstream ofthe tree. Considering U and Vtogether, these resuits indicate that
converging flow in the pool-head is associated with downweiling in the thahveg and
upwelling in the channel margins, while diverging flow over the pool-tau corresponds with
areas ofupweliing near the bed.
u’ is shown in Figure 5.8. Al low discharge, high ti’ values are concentrated in die
center of the channct of the pool-head, similar to the mean vetocity values, except that peak
it’ values occur ctoser to the bed than peak U values, u’ decreases in a downstrearn
direction at tower flows, and are very low downstream of the trce. At moderate discharge,
larger values are observed through the entire length ofthe pool. High u’zones typicaliy
extend from the water surface right down to the bed. At high discharge, higher u’ values
occur, with the highest values typically observcd near to the bed. The most extrerne values
occur near to the bed in the pool sections 3 to 5, 7 and 8. These resuits show that
instantancous velocities can be vety high even vbere U is low. y’ is shown in Figure 5.9.
Though simitar in terms ofnear-bed values, tateral variability and variabitity with fiow
stage, y’ and u’ differ in tenns of their vertical distribution, with i” generaily larger near to
the water surface. This effect is most evident at high flow and in the pool-head (sections 2-
5) at moderate and low discharge.
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5.3.2 Mea,, velocity profiles at baiik/iiÏlflow
Mean velocities in the thalweg during the bankfull discharge (Q = 5.1 rn3/s) are
presented for the seven sections rneasured during this event in Figure 5.10. Profiles
adjacent to the thalweg arc included in order to avoid misinterpretations associated with
lateral variability. To facilitate the presentation ofthe results, we define the inner flow
region (y/Y= 0-0.2), the intenriediate region (y/Y= 0.2-0.6), and the outer region (y/Y= 0.6-
1.0) (definitions from Nezu andNakagawa [1993]). It is clear that the shape of the velocity
profile changes with streamwise position, which confirms the observations from Figure 5.6.
Velocity profiles in sections 2 to 5 are generally ‘kinked, with decreasing values near to the
bed, whiîe U in sections 6 to $ is nearly constant throughout the water column. Also
evident are a few, more subtie points that were not obvious in the previous presentation of
the data. The first is the vertical position ofthe maximum U value in the profile. As
shown, this position descends through the pool, occuning close to the surface in sections 2
to 3, at the limit between the outer and interrnediate zones in sections 4 to 5, in the
intermediate zone in sections 6 to 7, and finally at the limit between the inner and
intermediate zones in section 8. The absolute value ofthis maximum U value decreases
through sections 2 through 7, but increases in section 8. It is also interesting, and relevant
to the interpretation ofresults from othcr fietd-based studies, to note that velocities at the
depth used to estirnate the depth-averagcd vetocity in uniform flow c = 0.41’) are relatively
similar, and only the faster flow velocities in sections 2 and 8 are clearly different. This
result follows that ofthe depth-averaged velocity (U) as shown in Table 5.2. 1f near-bed
measurements were not taken they would indicate a relatively homogeneous pool
environment where the effects ofthe topographical changes are flot critical to flow
parameters. However, because ofits importance for sediment entrainment, it is important
to note the changes in near-bed velocity. Overali, U decreases near the bed through
sections 2 to 5 and increases through sections 6 to 8. Near-bed velocities arc lowest in
section 5, and highest in section 8. Thesc resutts demonstratc that bed sedirnents in the
pool-head are subject to entirely different hydraulics than those in the pool-tau. In addition,
there is a strong acceleration of flow near the bed between sections 5 to 6 that confirms that
there is a hydraulic effect ofthe forcing by the tree in this location.
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Figure 5.10
- Profiles of Uduring the bankfull flow event.
5.3.3 Effect offlood stage on innerfiow region
figure 5.11 plots the averaged values of U and u’ for ail probes in the inner zone at
ail seven sampled flood stages and at each cross-section. Similar to the previous figure, the
thalweg and its adjacent points have been isolated in order to concentrate on streamwise
trcnds while retaining some information about lateral variability. The lack of data at the
lowest flood levels in sections 1, 2 and $ is a resutt ofa minimum sampling depth of S cm,
which is not in the inner zone for flow dcpths less than 25 cm according to the criteria used
here. Missing data points include section 1 at the maximum flotv as a resuit ofa bridge
washout, and section 3 at Q = 2.7 m3/s and sections 7 and $ at Q = 2.7 m3/s and Q = 3.5
m3/s due to reduced sampling densities in these earlier events.
The relation bctween near-bed U and Q does not appear to follow a consistent
pattern. Up to Q I m3/s, near-bed vetocities increase at ail positions. As discharge
continues to increase, however, there is a diverging trend in near-bed velocities. The
slowcst velocities, which occur upstream of the tree, are fiat or decreasing with dischargc
whiic the fastest velocities, which occur in the pool-tau, arc increasing. Upstream ofthe
tree, it appears that there is a backwater effect from theA near-bcd velocity reversai occurs
at Q 3 m3/s (about 3/5 ofthe bankfuli discharge) betwecn the upstream riffic (sections 1
and 2) and the mid-poot and tau (sections 6 to 8). Changes in flow patterns with Q are
iliustrated by the frcquent occurrence of peak velocities in a location other than the
thalweg. It is only in section 8 that the highest near-bed velocity occurs in the thalweg at
high ftow.
— RightofThalweg
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The relation between near-bed u’ and Q is also variable. One general trend is that u’
increases with discharge until Q 2.0 m3/s. This is true for ail positions including the
points adjacent to the thalweg. Above this value, it’ is more erratic and spatially variable.
At moderate discharge (O = 2-3.5 m3/s), u’ is highest in sections 1,2 and 8. It appears,
however, that u’ does not continue to increase near bankfull discharge (Q> 3.5 m3/s) in
these sections. u’ is lower in sections 3 to 7 at moderate ftows, sometimes exhibiting
decreasing values in the range Q = 2-3.5 rn/s, but sharp increases are notable at highcr
flows. This is particularly truc in sections 3 to 5, which experience large increases in near
bed turbulence as the discharge approaches bankfuil.
2 2 XS
2
o — - —
D
2i 2
8
Q (m 3/) Q (m 3/)
— Left oflhalweg (looking Lus) —Thalweg — — - Rïght of Thalweg
figure 5.1 1 -Effect of discharge (Q) on near bed mean velocïty (U) and standard deviation (u’).
Plotted values represent tue mean of ail probes in the inner zone (y/V < 0.20).
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5.3.4 Turbtilence intensity andshear stress
Profiles ofthe turbulence intensities in the thalweg at bankfull discharge
(norrnalized using r) are cornpared with uniform fiow profiles calculated by Kironoto and
Graf[1995] in f igure 5.12. These results confin the contrast between flow dynamics
upstream and downstream of the trec. Upstrearn ofthe tree, normalized u’ profiles plot far
to the right of the uniforrn flow une, and peaks occur away from the bed near to the
division between the inner and outer tayers. These resuits demonstrate that, despite flow
convergence in the pool-head, the flow is hydraulically decelerating in this region. In
contrast, downstream of the tree, u’ plots to the left ofthe uniforrn flow line and thcre is no
inner zone peak. These resuits show that, despite the expansion of flow through the rnid
pool and over the pool-tait, the flow is hydraulicalty accelerating in this region. y’ profiles
are essentially the same as u’ profiles in terrns ofnear-bed values and the occurrence of
peaks within the inner flow region. The main difference between u’ and y’ is that, in
sections 2 to 5, strong positive gradients are observed in the outer zone of u’ profiles and u’
is generally greater than u’ in the intermediate and outer zones. It is also clear that the u’
measurements in both decclerating and accelerating flows plot to the right ofthe empirical
relation for uniform flow. This fact is not anticipatcd by flume studies ofnon-uniforrn
flows and wilI be examined in the discussion ofresuits.
1[
0.9
0.&
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Figure 5.12
- Normalized turbulence intcnsity profiles during the bankfull iow event. Thin black
unes indicate uniform flow relations from Kirouoto cind Graf t 19951. In their laboratory
studies, accelerating llow plotted to the left of this hue and decelerating flows plotted to
the right. In section 5, values of it O meant that normahizcd values of ii’ and y’
approached infinity and are flot plotted.
Kironoto and Graf [19951
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Local bed shear stresses calculated using the four different methods (Equations 5.5
to 5.7 and 5.9) are shown for the bankfull discharge in Figure 5.13. For comparison, the
reach-averaged bed shear stress (te) calculated using the bankfull dimensions and overail
siope ofthe channel is 67 Pa. We also calculated the siope between cross-sections to
estirnate the variability between cross sections, but the catculation ofslope is sensitive to
elevation measurements that were measured over four hours and unsteady discharge
precluded their use for shear stress calculations. Local shear stresses during the bankftill
flood are both lower and higher than t depending on the measurement location and thc
calculation method. r,, is aiways less than the reference value of r0. Though aiways
positive, -r,, is close to zero in the deep areas ofthe pool both upstream and downstrearn of
the tree. The highest values are obtained in the channel margins in sections 2 and 8. In
contrast, -r,, is highly variable through the pool, with peak values in the thalweg of sections
2, 7, and 8. Moderate values are also observed over the bar to the right of the channel in
sections 3 to 5 and in the thalweg of section 6. r,, and
-rk give very similar estimates of local
shear stress at most locations. The only area where the estimates strongly disagree is in the
thalweg of the pool-head. In this area, sections 3, 4 and 5 aIl show rk» r,,. Local values
of r,, and k are often greater than the reference value of r, with peak local estimates over
500 Pa in the pool-head as estimated with k, and in the pool-tait as estimated with both r
and r. r,. was negative in many locations. It is interesting to note that in the three sections
with the largest shear stresses (sections 5, 7, and 8), the r estirnate, while opposite in sign
from the result calculated by the other methods, is often of similar magnitude to thc r
estimate in section 5, and to both the k and r,, estirnates in sections 7 and 8. This indicatcs
that the assumption ofa dominance of positive Reynolds shear stress events may iiot apply
in such non-uniform ftows. This result is relevant to interprctations ofcohcrent flow
structure and is discussed in greater detail in the companion article.
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Figure 5.13 - Local estimates ofshear stress during the bankfull flow event using four methods:
near-bed velocity (r1); near-bed velocity gradient (T,,); Reynolds stress (rr); and turbulent
kinetic energy (Tk). The reach-averaged shear stress r0 = 67 Pa.
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o 5.4 Dïscussîon
In terms of instrumentation, sampling density, and range offlows, the resuits
obtained for this study may represent the most comprehensive data set of flow hydraulics
yet measured in a riverine pool environrnent. The picture of flow hydraulics that emerges
is an environment dominated by flow deceleration and turbulence generation over both the
riffle and pool-head and flow acceleration past the constriction and over the pool-tau. A
conceptual model of a forced-pool was developed to synthesize and discuss the results
(f igure 5.14a). Based on comparison with other studies and theoretical considerations, we
also seek to extend the results to a more general model (Figure 5.14b). There are three key
elements to both versions ofthe model: (1) systematic alteration ofstreamwise velocity
profiles, (2) laterally-converging flow and secondary circulation, and (3) increased
turbulent energy in the inner zone offlow in the pool-head at high flows. We discuss these
elements in this section in tems of the support from other studies and flume experirnents,
the importance of the forcing element, and directions for future research. The calculation
of shear stress in non-uniform flows is also addressed.
a) Constriction Pool
Figure 5.14 - Conceptual model of llow dynamïcs in (a) a forced riffle-pool such as the Moras
Creek study site and (b) a straight pool without a constriction. Surfaces represent
streamwise velocity vectors in uniform, decelerating, and accelerating flows, respectively.
These surfaces are shaded as a function gradient and demonstrate the formation of a high
velocity core in decelerating flows and the occurrence of high mean velocities close to the
boundary in accelerating flows.
Pool-tait
Rifftel Constriction Mid-pool
Poo[-head
uniform flow fiow towards bed
deceleration laierai recirculation
E’ acceleration turbulence generation in outer region
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5.4.1 $treanni’ise vetocity profiles
In the presence ofmacro-bed forms, streamwise velocity profiles systernatically
deviate from the tog law. In the pool-head, near-bed velocities are less and near-surface
velocities are greater than predicted. This profile shape is characteristic ofdeceleration
[Kironoto and Graf 1995; Song ami Chiew, 2001]. In the pool-center and pool-tait,
profiles show the inverse deviations from the Iog Iaw, and the peak velocities often occur
close to the bed. This profile shape is characteristic offlow acceleration [Kironoto and
Graf 1995; Song and Chiew, 2001]. In the pool-tait, the flow cross-sectional area
decreases in a streamwise direction and flow acceleration occurs. In the center ofthe pool,
the tree constricts the width of the stream, which induces lateral acceleration of the fiow
and produces a sharp discontinuity in the shape ofthe velocity profile between sections 5
and6.
Comparison with existing studies is rarely straightforward because few studies have
distinguishcd between the pool-head and the pool-tail. In the studied pool, we have shown
that the two arcas are hydraulically distinct. This distinction may explain some apparent
discrepancies among previous studies. Bhomick andDemissie [1982] compared one
velocity profile measurcd in a riffle with one measured in a pool. Lower near-bed
velocities occurred in the pool during low flow, but at bankfull discharge, near-bed
velocities were found to equalize. The velocity profile gradient in the pool vas low and the
maximum velocity occurred near to the bed. These observations fit with characteristics of
profiles in sections 6 and 7 (Figure 5.10), which suggests that this profile was mcasurcd in
the relatively deep portion of the poot-tail where flow acceleration occurs. Jackson and
Beschta [1982] measured a single profile in the pool and also found the maximum velocity
to occur close to the bed at bankfull flow. Judging from a bed profile of the study site, the
measurement also appears to have been made in the pool-tau. Robert [1997] spatially
averaged the velocity profiles obtained over two riffle-pool units. Rifflcs and pools were
defined as positive and negative residuals from a linear trend using the technique of
RicharcL [1976]. This technique is based on elevation, flot bed slope, which means that
areas with both positive and negative bed slopes are mixed into each morphological unit. It
is perhaps for this reason that near-bed velocities from the dcfined riffles and pools were
similar, even at low discharge. Carting [1991] measured profiles in threc riffie-pools and
found surface and mean velocities to roughly equalize at high fiow. Equalization of
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velocities higher up in the profile does flot contradict the results from the current study, but
the current study also shows that these values cannot be used to infer near-bed conditions.
C1fford and Richards [1992] were flot abie to measure veiocity profiles using thcir
experimental set-up. They did obtain, however, the most complete information avaitable
on the behavior of near-bed velocity with fiow stage. It is interesting to compare thcir
figure 2.8 with figure 5.11. Similar to our resuits, the relation between U and Q was found
to vary with streamwise position. The only location where the U aiways increased with Q
was the pool-tau. Velocities at the riffle-crest, in contrast, decreased at high flood stages,
while those in the center of the pool tended to flatten out so that U remained constant with
increases in Q at high flood stages. Ail of these key resuits are reproduced in this study.
This agreement confirms the conclusion of Cfl/fiird and Richards [1992] that the log-Iinear
model ofvetocity discharge relations as hypothesized by KetÏer [1971] is too simple, a
conclusion also reached from the field studies by Petit [1987] and Hassan and Woodsmith
[20041, who were aiso abie to measure mean velocity during bankfuli flow.
The velocity reversai hypothesis can be significantiy refined as a resutt ofthc
observations in this study. A near-bed veiocity reversai occurs bctween the riffle and the
mid-pool through the pool-tail (f igure 5.11). However, such a reversai does not occur
between the riffle and the pool-head, which means that an altemate exptanation for pool
maintenance is required in this area. It is also usefril to speculate on the maintenance of
frec poois in gravel-bed rivers. In Moras Creek, the transition between deceleration and
acceieration is forced by the tree that constricts the width. Downstream ofthis structure,
near-bed velocities are accclerated, a downwelling component is added to the veiocity
vector, iikeiy due to the difference in water surface elevation upstrcam and downstream of
the tree, and bous and vortices are produced in the shear zone that may capable ofinducing
scour of the bed. In free pools, there is no such forcing rnechanism. A gcneral modei of
pool fonyiation and maintenance therefore cannot include this element. We have shown
that deceleration and acceleration dominate flow hydraulics in the pool-head and pool-tau,
respectively. We have also shown that our resuits agree with those obtained at fleid sites
where the pool was not forced. Based on these considcrations we propose a general model
ofriffle-pool hydraulics in figure 5.14b and discuss the occurrence of laterally converging
flow and the link between flow deceleration and turbuience generation in the foilowing
sections.
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5.4.2 Latei-aÏly convergingfiow andsecondaiy circulation
In Moras Creek, the flow is progressively concentrated in the middle of the channel
in the pool-head and then diverges over the pool-tau. This tateral convergence is
encouraged by a slight bend in the channel planform, which produces a recircutating eddy,
even at high discharge, and the tree, which strongly constricts the channel width. 1-lowever,
there are two reasons to suggest that lateral convergence and expansion is a product of non
uniform fiow. first, our resuits fit with the common observation ofa high velocity core in
other natural pool sites. This term has most often been used to describe flow through
meanders [Leopold and WoÏ,nan, 1960; Dietrich et aÏ., 1979; Markhain and Thorne, 1992]
and constrictions [Thompson et al., 1999], but converging flow is also evident in the pool
heads ofstraight sections in the reach studied by Petit [1987]. Ctifiwda17dRichards
[1992] also showed that velocities were less unifonrily distributed in their straight pool than
in the neighboring riffle. The second reason to suspect a general moUd oflaterat
convergence and expansion is that the shape ofvelocity profites in Iaboratoiy fumes has
been found to be a function ofthe width-depth ratio (Z/Y) [Kironoto and Gra/, 1995; Sang
and Chiew, 2001]. This means that the degrec of perturbation to velocity and turbulence
intensity causcd by non-uniform flow is dependant on the shape of the cross-section. This
is highly relevant to the discussion ofriffle-pool formation because it suggests that non
uniform flow induces a lateral component to the flow. More tests are needed in a variety of
systems, and laboratory experiments may help to clarify the relation between non-uniform
flow and lateral convergence. Such a mechanism is satistiing, however, because flow
properties are thereby sensitive to channel width, which is broadly accepted as the
morphological scaling factor for riffle-pools, and because it provides a unifying mechanism
for free, forced and meandering pools to exhibit a similar scating relation.
Closely related to lateral convergence is the generation ofsecondary circulation in
the pool. The strongest V values observed in the study occurred just downstream ofthe
tree. An increase in water surface slope was observed in this area where water flowed past
the tree. This steeper slope produces downwelling ftow in the thalweg downstrearn ofthe
constriction. Strong vortices and boils are present in the adjacent shear flow and are likely
to have a strong influence on the size and shape of the downstream pool [Thompson, 2004;
Thompson, 2006]. Secondaiy circulation also occurs upstream of the tree, however, with
velocity generally toward the bed in the thalweg and toward the surface in the channel
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margins. We werc not, unfortunately, able to measure the three-dimcnsional flow vectors,
as it would be useful to know the lateral flow. Some assistance with this problem is
available from flume experiments and numerical modeting. Booker et aÏ. [20011 advanced
the theory that lateral near bcd-flows are directed away from the deepest part of thc pool
and that what we observe as scour may in fact be the routing of sediment away from the
pool. This may be occurring upstrearn of the tree in Moras Ck, as near-bcd velocities over
the bar arc much faster than in the thalweg. Near surface flows concentrate in the thalweg,
but because they are directed toward the bcd, conservation of mass dictates that lateral
flows are directed away from the deepest part of the channel upstream ofthc trce. Bous
were observed in the channel margins. Three dimensional velocity time series wcre
obtained in a forced pool constructed in a fiume by Thoinpson [2004]. Similar to the resuits
in this study, they found vertical velocities to be directed towards the bed in the pool-head
and center within the thalweg and away from the bcd in the pool-tau. Near-bed lateral
velocity vectors were directed away from the center of the pool. Future research using
tracer particles to measure directions of ncar-bed sediment transport vectors could assess
the role ofthis mechanisrn.
5.4.3 Turbulence geneivtion and energy dissipatiol?
Turbulence is generated as a result of velocity gradients [Nezu and Nakagawa,
1993]. Where vetocity gradients are greater than what occurs in uniform flow, it is
expected that turbulence intensity witl also increase. Laboratoiy studies confirmed this in
decelerating flows [Kironoto and Graf 1995; Song and Chiew, 2001]. Results from the
present study fit this general model, as u’ and i/ are high where deccleration occurs
upstream ofthe tree, both in an absolute (figure 5.8, Figure 5.9) and a relative sense
(Figure 5.12). Additionally, 1(1 and e’ are sharply rcduced at section 6, where the
constriction has induced strong acceleration of the near-bed velocities. The dominant role
of flow acceleration is confirmed by the collapse of u’ and e’ profiles when norrnalized by
the shear velocity (Figure 5.12). While the e’ values are higher than those predicted by
Kironoto and Graf[ 1995], the u’/t,* values are consistent with those expected in
accelerating flows.
Turbulence intensity equations universally predict ïiv’ [Nezu andNakagciwa,
1993; Kironoto and Graf 1995], and this resuit has been supported by a number ofnatural
rivers [McQuieev, 1973; CÏ1/jàrd, 1996]. This moUd of turbulence generation is strictly
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2D, however, with ail turbulence resulting from near-bed processes. The studied pool is a
rough environment in which lateral velocity gradients aiid secondary circulation arc
additional elernents that may account for higher than expected y’ values. Surface waves
were observed at ail ftow levels in the thalweg ofthe pool-head, a factor that is known to
strongly influence v’values [Nezu andNakagawa, 1993], and the occurrence of large
turbulence intensities near to the surface was predominant in the pool-head. Turbulence is
expectcd to be more isotropic under these conditions, in which case theory predicts that
v’>u’ [Monin and Yaglom, 1981].
There is some support from other field and flume experirnents for the spatial
variability of turbulence intensities observed here. CÏijford [1993bj rneasured up to half
bankftill stage and found turbulent kinetic energy to increase with stage in the pool
compared to the riffle. These results were confirmed by Cliffôrd [1996], who measured
higherEi, in the pool despite lower mean velocities, and Ctifird andfrench [1993], who
measured particularly large values in the pool-head. Woht al?d Thoinpson [2000] also
observed a general suppression of turbulence in accelerating flows and an augmentation of
turbulence in pools during deceleration. Laboratory experiments have shown that
variations in turbulence intensity can be significant for sediment transport. A[eÏson et al.
[19951 found the transport of individual sand grains to be positively correiated with
instantaneous velocity. Satiner et aÏ. [2003] found a general increase of transport with
turbulence intensity including one case involving sand in which a 20 ¾ increase in the
turbulence level lcd to a 600 ¾ increase in transport. Turbulence intensity thus appears to
be a significant variable with strong spatial variability that cannot be predicted from the
mean velocity.
5.4.4 Shear Stress in Non-Uni/rin flou’
It is very difficult to measure shear stress directly, even in the laboratoiy, and it is
typicalty estimated from the flow geometry and/or measurements of vclocity [Wilcock,
1996]. There are a number ofmethods avaitable for this cxercise and four have bcen
applied in this study (f igure 5.13). The methods often give widely different estimates, and
while it is not possible to know which estirnate most accurately reflects the forces
transmitted tu bed sediment, it is important to understand how the methods will vary,
especially when interpreting previous studies. Lisle [1979], Petit [1987], and Teleki [1972]
relied upon the mean shear stress (ra). This is flot suitabte for the calculation of local scour
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due to the changes in the boundary layer structure and witl be of limitcd use in non-uniforrn
flow environments [Robert, ] 990].
Most studies ofshear stress in pools and rifflcs have used the siope from the near
bed velocity profile [Bathtirst, 1979; CarliI?g, 1991; U’hiting aiul Diettich, 1991; Clifford
aiidRichards, 1992; Robert, 1997; Sear, 1996; Hassan and Woodsmith, 2004]. This
method does flot rely on an empirical estimate ofbed roughness, but it does assume a
logarithmic boundary layer and its utilization in situations other than in wide straight
channels is not recommended [Wilcock, [996; Bimu et aI., 2004]. TypicalLy, shear stress
calculated in this manner is inadequate to account for pool maintenance due to the transport
ofpool sediments at relatively low shear stresses [ Whiting andDietricl?, 1991; Robert,
1997; Sear, 1996; Hassan and Woodsmith, 2004]. In this study, two methods were used to
calculate shear stress from the near-bed vclocity measurernents (r,, and T,,). Both rnethods
calculated low values in the pool-head but oniy TA,, was low in thc pool-tau. In decelerating
flow, velocities are alI Iow near the bed and the siope ofthe profile is also Iow, which
means that both r,, and TA,, arc tow. In accelerating flow, the near-bed velocity is high and r,,
is high, as is confirrned by our results. Our resutts also show ttiat r,, is often low in the
pool-tau. This is likely because the logarithmic layer is compressed in accelerating fiows
[Kironoto and Graf 1995]. This means that even thc near-bed probes can be above the
Iogarithmic layer, as was the case in this study, and eioneous interpretations of low mean
velocity shcar stress from TA,, may resuit.
To avoid the assumptions necessary in the calculation of shear stress from the
velocity profite, Kironoto andGraf[1995] usedthe Reynolds shear stress r,. This method
has not been applied in other studies of pool riffte systems, likely due to the scarcity ofthe
required instantancous velocity measurements. This rnethod is sensitive to sensor
rnisalignment [Kim et al., 2000] and assumes of two-dimensional flow [Nezu and
Nakagawa, 1993; Biron et al., 2004]. In our study, the Reynolds shear stress was
frequently negative, especially in the pool-head. A quadrant analysis was performed in the
companion article to examine the source of this divergence from expccted behavior.
OnIy Booker et ciL [20011 bas estimated shear stress from EÂ in a pool—riffie
environment. Although, Tk was calculated within a fluid dynarnics model and not measured
at their field site, they found that rh decreased in riffles at discharges close to die bankftill
level and, unlike other estimation methods, to increasc in pools. This conclusion is
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rnatchcd by the results from this study, as very high rk values were rneasured near to the bed
in the pool-head at bankfull flows. These resuits suggest that the stress as a resuit of
turbulence should be considered in an explanation of sediment transport in a pool. There
are two components to these fluctuations, the first being their amplitude as discussed here.
The second component to the fluctuations is their coherence. The coherence ofthe
instantaneous flow signal and its potential for affecting sediment transport processes in a
pooi are analyzed in the companion article.
5.5 Conclusions
This study has shown that the flow hydraulics in a forced riffle-pool are dominated
by acceleration and deceleration. Non-un i[brm fiow occurs as a resuit oC lateral
constriction ofthe forcing element and topographical changes. In accelerating flow,
weaker velocity gradients occur in the vertical direction, except near the bed, where high
mean velocitiesjust a few centimeters above the bed appty large mean shear stresses at
high discharges. Mean velocity reversai occurs in the mid-pool due to the lateral
constriction aiid on the pool-tail as a resuit oC the topographically induced acceleration.
However, a second mechanism is necded to explain the maintenance ofdepth in the pool
head where mean velocities are insufficient to transport sediment. Decelerating flow is
dominant in this area. Strong vertical and lateral vetocity gradients are produced in
decelerating flow as a high velocity core forms in the center of the channel near the surface.
These gradients produce high turbulence intensities, especially near the bed, and this
turbulence transfers high instantaneous shear stresses to the bed. Turbulence may account
for the maintenance ofdepth in the pool-head.
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Linking Par agraph D
In the previous chaptcr we prcsented mean velocity and turbulence intensity
statistics at a range ofdischarges. It vas shown that pool morphology perturbs the
boundary layer from what is observed in uiiform flows. The shape of mean vcÏocity
profiles is systematically altcred as a resuit of deceleration and acceleration in the pool
head and the pool-tau, respectively, which strongly affects the distribution of turbulence.
This chaptcr4 consists of an article that viii bc submitted as a companion to Chapter 5 of
this thesis. Using the sarne data set, vie scek to characterize thc coherent structure of
turbulent events. The objective is to describe the structure of turbulence in a forced riffle
pooi in a gravel-bed river. We were particularly interested in the sources of turbulence
generation and possible links between the scales of macro bed forms and coherent turbulent
flow structures. Coherence was found to decrease with velocity and discharge. A number
of techniques wcre used to confirrn this important conclusion. At low flows, the high
vetocity flow entering the pool is decelerated by the low mornentum ofwater already in the
pool. Turbulence inci-eases in the shear zones and targer scale structures develop as energy
decays. At high flows, turbulent exchanges in the pool-head are dominated by a zone of
intermittent separation that produces powerfiil events of short duration. This featiire
appears to alter the structure ofthe outer layer and generates a large amount of turbulent
energy in the pool-head. The boundary layer is perturbed and contributions to the Reynolds
shear stress are frcquently high in quadrants ql and q3. Furtber study of other systems
would be useful to compare interrelations bctween morphology, mean velocity, turbulence
intensity, and the coherence of turbulent events.
MacViear, B. J.. and A. G. Roy (.çubn,iued) FIow dynamics ofa forced pool in a gravel-bed river
Part B: The structure anci scale of turbulent events, Hatc’r Rescntices Research.
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6 FLow DYNAMICS 0F A FORCED POOL IN A GRAVEL-BED
RIVER PART B: THE STRUCTURE AND SCALE 0F TURBULENT
EVENTS
6.1 Introduction
In the companion article it was concluded that a model of flow hydraulics in a
forced riffle-pool must include both the mean flow velocity and turbulent intensity (sec
Chapter 5). The analysis found that non-uniforrn flow perturbs mcan vclocity profiles such
that low velocities occur near the bed in decelerating flow. Acceleration produces the
opposite effect such that the fastest mean velocities occur near to the bed. Turbulence
intensity distributions show high amplitude turbulent fluctuations occur within the pool
head, particularly at high discharge. We argued that turbulence intensity appears to be an
important control on sediment transport in this area and may be important for pool
formation and maintenance. In this article wc detail the properties of turbulence in order to
document how the production of turbulence changes with discharge and how coherent
turbulence interacts with bed morphology.
The possibility that bed form and coherent turbulence scales could be connectcd
was realized early on by authors such as Mattl?s [1947] and Jackson [1976], who visually
observed links between bcd forms, spatially hcterogeneous sediment transport, and
coherent turbulent fiow structures such as boils. There have been many detailed saidies
that explore the interactions between coberent flow and smaller scale bedforms such as
sand-streaks and micro-scale ripples [Gmss, 1982; Best, 1992; Ha and Chough, 2003;
Venditti et al., 2005], meso-scate dcincs Kostaschï,’k and Church, 1993; Bennett andBest,
1995; Venclitti andBennett, 2000; Carling et al., 2000; Best andKostaschtik, 2002; Venditti
andRaner, 2005], and pebble clustcrs [Robert et aI., 1996; Bzi/fin-Bélanger et aï., 199$;
Lawless andRobert, 2001]. Riffle-poots are distinct from these bcd form types because
they are macro-scale features that scate with chaimel width {Leopolcland Wohnan, 1957],
are uniquely associated with hcterogcneous scdimcnts [Lisle and Hilton, 1999; Thompson
andHofinan, 2001], and can remain stable through extreme floods [Madej, 1999; Eaton
anclLapointe, 2001]. Coherent vortices have bcen hypothesized to be responsible for the
emergence of the characteristic spacing of 5 to 7 channel widths in riffle-pools [Yalin,
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1971; YaÏin aud da Silva, 2001] and have been observcd downstream of constrictions in
forced riffic-pools [Buffington et al., 2002; Thompson, 2004; Hassan and Woodbridge,
2004], but relatively few measurements of turbulence in riffie-pools exist [Clifford, 1996;
Thompson et al., 1998], and fewer stili have atternpted to establishthe size and structure of
coherent events [CflfJrd, 1993b]. More field studies are needed to characterize the
structure and scaling ofcoherent turbulent flow structures in riffle-pools at a range of
discharges and especially when sediment transport is active.
Research on the mechanics ofsmaller bed forms provides a useful context from
which to interpret turbulence data obtained in a pool-riffle unit. Over asymmetrical dunes,
coherent structures in the form of Kelvin-Helmholz instabilities develop in the region
downstream ofthe flow crest as a resuit of flow separation [Best, 2005a]. This structure
leads to eddy shedding, a rnechanism that is responsible for the production of turbulence
many times the strength ofwhat is generated near the wall and appears to initiate the
transition from ripples to dunes [Bennett andBest, 1995]. Shedding eddies propagate
toward the surface [ Venditti and Bennett, 2000] where they produce the commonly
observed boil structures [Jackson, 1976; Best, 2005b]. High shear occurs at the
reattachment point and sediment is transported up towards the next dune crest [Kostaschuk
and Church, 1993; Nelson et aÏ., 1995]. The forms develop on scales related to ftow depth
bccausc of the dcpth limitation in maximum eddy size [Yalin andda Silva, 2001;
SukhocloÏov et al., 1998].
Symmetrical dunes present a problem to the theorized role ofKelvin-Helmholz
instabilities in the devetopment of dunes because they are often characterized by a reduccd
angle ofthe 1cc slope (<10°) where only intermittent separation occurs [Simpson, 1981;
arÏing et aÏ., 2000; Best andKostaschuk, 2002]. Simpson [1989] performed a series of
experimcnts in low-angled, srnooth wall expansions to characterize intermittent separation.
Similar to what occurs in full ftow separation, shear stress at the channel boundary is a
function of turbulence generated in a shear zone away from the wall. Large eddies from the
shear zone bring momentum toward the channel boundary. Velocity fluctuations arc
greater than or equal to mean velocities in this region and, unlike separatcd flow, near-waIl
fluctuations are not related to a Kelvin-Helmhotz shear layer. Instead, the turbulence
occurs in the form ofvortices that filI the near-walt zone and quickly grow in scale before
being cjccted back into the main flow. This work is supported by an extensive literature on
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intermittent separation in Iow-angle diffusers used for various purposes in hydraulic
engineering (sec Azad [1999] for rcview). The work of Best and Kostasctiztk [2002] shows
that the lee-side ofa low-angle dune is characterized by shedding eddies, which may
account for the similarity of the scaling between symmetrical and asymmetrical dunes
[Best, 2005a].
YaÏin [1971] and Ya!in andda Silva [2001] consider meanders in the plan form ofa
river to be equivalent to horizontal dunes. They theorize the periodicity of any defect in a
stream boundary to recur at a spacing of 2rd, where dis a lcngth scaic. Assuming the
channel width is the relevant length scale, this relation is close to that between plan form
wavelength and channel width [LeopoÏd and WoÏman, 1957], provided that the wavelength
is doubled as recornmended by Richards [1976] due to the association ofa full meander
wavelength with two pool-riffle wavelengths. It is flot clear, howcvcr, whether coherent
turbulent ftow structures occur in riffle-pools with eithcr the necessary scale or strength to
support Yalins hypothesis. Large-scale coherent structures in the form of low and high
specd wedges are common in rivcrs [Btf/in-Bé1anger andRoy, 2000; Roj’ et aL, 2004], but
these flow structures scale with ftow depth and have not been correlated with macro-bed
forms. Coherent events have been visually obscrved in the shear zone downstream of
obstructions [Buffington et al., 2002; Hassan and i’Voodbridge, 20041 and in ftume
experiments [Thompson, 2004; Thompson, 2006], but turbulent scales wcre not estimatcd in
these studies. ClU7rd[1993a] performed the only known HcId test of Yalin’s theoiy as
applied to pool-riffles. Results showed that dominant length ofcoherent structures
corresponded with low multiples ofbed roughness. The author did note that larger scales
wcre associatcd with higher stages, and only conditions up to the half-bankfull event were
measured, leaving results open for re-interpretation if a more complete data set were to be
obtained.
In this study we present the rcsults of an intensive field-based study ofthe flow
hydraulics in a forced riffle-pool unit. The objectives ofthis article are to (a) measure and
dcscribe the spatial and temporal variability ofthc size, scales and types of turbulent events
in a forced riffle-poot and (b) assess the relation betwecn the scaling of coherent turbulent
events and discharge (e) look at the type and mcchanisrns of turbulence production in the
pool. Our results provide new information on the nature ofthe turbulent ftow environrnent
in riffle-pools and how that environment changes as discharge increases. This signiflcantly
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Figure 6.1 -Bed topography of study site on August 6, 2004 and photo from spring of 2004 during
low flow. Measurement locations are black circles, and yellow circles distinguish the
thalweg. Cross-section numbers (XS) are also show n for reference, the blue stars indicate
the location ofthe tree, and light ellipses have been overlain to indicate morphological
subunits. Red circles indicate measurement points for which time series visualizations
and hole size analyses are included in this article.
6.2 Methodology
6.2.] fielU Site and Data Collection
In this article we provide a summary of the field site, data collection methods, and
the quality assurance procedure. Refer to the companion article in this issue for a more
O detailed description. We collected the data in Moras Creek. At the study site, the bankfull
width (Zbf) is 6 m, bankfull depth (Ybf) is 0.7 m, the siope (S) is 1.2 %, and representative
improves our understanding ofthe flow conditions that are present in a forced-riffle when
sediment transport is active and what role coherent turbulent flow events might play in bed
form dynarnics.
z (rn)
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particle sizes D50 and D84 are 60 and 190 mm, respectiveïy. The layout ofthe pool and the
position of the tree that forces the location of the pooi are shown in Figure 5.3. The lee side
angle ofthe riffle/pool-hcad (O) varies between 4.5° and 7°. A set of light movable bridges
instalted above the bankfttll water level allowed for the characterization of flow properties
up to the bankfull stage. We obtained profiles ofinstantaneous velocity time series in the
strcarnwise (zt) and vertical (y) directions using an array of Electrornagnetic Cunent Meters
(ECMs) with a vertical spacing of 10 cm starting at 5 cm above the bed surface. We
measured 5 to 6 profiles per cross-section and 6 to $ cross-sections through the pool for a
total of 90 to 270 point measurernents, depending on flow depth. Profile locations are
shown in Figure 5.3. Tirne series were sampled at 20 Hz for two minutes. The quality
assurance procedure rernoved the effects of an internal filter, replaced data spikes, and
filtered aIl signal variance above the Nyquist frequency (Jr = 10 Hz). In addition to six
fioods at low to moderately high levels, we were able to obtain high quality velocity signais
during a bankfull flood in August of 2004.
6.2.2 !Vfodel ofinean velocily and turbtdence intensity
In the companion article, we developed a model that describes a time-averaged flow
hydraulics in the forced riffle-pool. A brief sumrnaiy is presented here to facilitate the
discussion of the results presented in this article. Despite lateral fiow convergence, the
topographical expansion in the pool-head and the backwater created by the constriction
result in deceleration. Deceleration perturbs mean velocity profiles such that relatively low
velocities occur ncar to the bed. Turbulence intensities are rclativeiy high in decelerating
flows. Near to the bed there isa tendency fora peak aty/Y 0.15 and this peak can be
many times that which is observed elscwhcre in thc profile. Flow is accelerated past the
width constriction presented by the tree. This process produces the opposite perturbation to
mean velocity profiles such that near-bcd velocities increase relative to near-surface
velocities, and the peak velocity occurs doser to the stream bed. Secondary circulation is
very strong in the center ofthe pool and flow towards the bed in the thalweg is balanced by
strong bous downstream of the tree and near the channel banks. Vertical contraction ofthe
flow in the pool-tail was shown to rcsult in flow acceieration. Peak velocities occur close
to the bed at y/Y 0.2. Peak turbulence intensities occur very close to the bed and
turbulence production away from the bed surface is suppressed.
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C 6.2.3 Data Anaftsis
Two main types of analyses are presentcd in this article to quantify the structure of
turbulence in the pool-riffie unit. The first group of analyses considers the velocity serics
in thcir entirety. We look for instances of ftow separation from the boundary, explore the
spectral plots, and calculatc mean correlations ofvelocity signals in space and time. Ah
analyses are describcd in more detail in the sections following. The second group of
analyses refines the characterization ofcoherence in turbulence by quantifying only
conditionatly-sampled events from the velocity series. We use a visualization technique
based on quadrant analysis to detect coherent turbulent events in instantaneous velocity
time series. We also estimate the frequencies and durations of the turbulent events and the
contributions ofthese events to the overail Reynolds shear stress. As a note, the convention
used in this article is the definition ofx, y, and z as the streamwise, vertical, and lateral
dimensions, respectively. lnstantaneous velocity components are dcfined in the streamwisc
and vertical dimensions as u, and y. This signal is broken down into mean (U, V) and
instantaneous fluctuations about the mean (îi, y1) such that t, = U + u and y = V + y1
Standard deviations are represented as u’, and y’.
6.2.3.1 Ftow Separation
The detachment ofthc flow from the boundary layer alters the nature of turbulent
exchange near thc vall [Simpson, 1981]. fîow separation is identified using the streamwise
velocity, aiid mean detachment occurs when the mean strearnwise velocity is negative.
Mean detachrnent is characteristic of steep-angled dunes [Best, 2005a] and pebble clusters
[Bu/fin-Bétanger and Ro, 1998]. Interrnediate conditions were identified by Simpsen
[198 1] based on the intermittency ofthe instantaneous strearnwise velocity (y,,), defined as
the percentage oftime for which the streamwise velocity is negative. The three stages of
intcniediate detachment are incipient detachment (y,, 1—20%), intermittent transitory
dctachment (y,, = 20-50%), and transitory detachment (yu = >50%). These stages have been
identified over othcr bed forms such as Iow-angled dunes [Carling et al., 2000; Best and
Kostascht,k, 2002]. We used the mean velocity and the fktctuating signal to identify zones
of mean and intermediate detachmcnt in the riffic-pool unit during the mcasured floods.
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6.2.3.2 Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis is a powerful tool in the analysis of turbulent velocity signaIs
[Kohnogorov, 1941; Soulsby, 1980; frisch, 1995; Nikora, 2005]. As outlined in Nikora
[2005], the frequency dornain can be divided into three or four ranges that are characterized
by specific exponents in the relation between spectral density (S1) and frequency (J). From
lower to higher frequencies, these are: (a) the large-scale energy production frequency
range, where the spectral energy has a flat slopc (Sccf°); (b) the “-1” scaling range, which
Nikora [1999] proposed to be the resuit of superimposed energy production and energy
cascades (S ccf’); (c) the inertial subrange (5f f5/3); and (U) the dissipative range, which
occurs at higher frequencies than what is measured by the ECMs used in this study and will
flot be discussed.
Spectral plots have also been used to identifj dominant frequencies in the velocity
signais, both as a means ofidcntifying frcquencies contaminated by electronic or other
interference [Lapointe et al., 1996] and the frequencies ofshedding eddies in the lee side of
bedforrns [Kostaschuk and Church, 1993; Venditti andBennett, 2000; Best and
Kostaschuk, 2002; Venditti andBauer, 2005]. We identified signal contamination by the
presence of sharp peaks in the data quaiity assurance procedure summarized in the
companion article. In this article we identified eddy shedding frequencics by the presence
ofbroad peaks in the spectral density. The frequency of spectral peaks (J) can be related to
a length scale (a’) using the Strouhal relation:
N.=jd/U (6.1)
where N is a constant referred to as the Strouhal number. Levi [1991] found the Strouhal
number to be consistent across a wide range of systems, and suggested N = 1/27r = 0.16.
Over sand dunes Venditti andBauer [2005] suggested a range ofA’ = 0.10-0.25 where dis
the dune hcight. In gravel-bed rivers, Clifforci et al. [1992] used the Strouhal relation to
explain the link between the sediment size of the bed and the rouglmess ofthe tlow. They
used a value ofN= 0.2 to relate the dominant particic sizc (D84) to dominant frequcncics in
the turbulent ftow.
6.2.3.3 Space-time correlation and auto-correlation
In our measurements we sirnultaneously sampled water velocity at four points in a
profile. This design allowed us to calculate the correlation between the signaIs as a means
161Q ofassessing both the size and the character of coherent turbulence structure. We estimated
the correlation coefficient between the simultaneously mcasured time signais from
two probes in and n at two heights and over a range oftirne iags (1). From this, wc
extracted the maximum correlation coefficient (r,i;ax) and the iag at the time of maximum
correlation (lnicn). 1max bas becn uscd in other studies as a means of estimating the angle of
the front ofthe structure in order to detemine whether a given event is flrst expressed in
the inner or outer fiow region [Bu[fin-BéÏangei- et al., 2000; Roj’ et aÏ., 2004]. This type of
analysis is important for undcrstanding the momentum exchange dynamics in the boundaty
layer.
To obtain a second estirnate of the average size of coherent events and compare
with values calculated using spectrat analysis, we derived the auto-conelation function (ra,,)
at different time Tags (Ï). From this we obtained the integral time scale (IlS)
ITS=f.(Ï)dl (6.2)
where L is the time lag at which r,,,, is no longer significantly different from zero. There
have been limited tests ofthe behavior ofITS in gravel-bed rivers. Some data have been
published in Roi’ et aÏ., [1996] and Roy et al. [2004], but there is littie information on the
variability of this parameter. This study provided new data on the spatial variability of IlS
over bed forms and its relation with the mean velocity.
6.2.3.4 Event Analysis
In their seminal works on structure in turbuLent flows, KÏine et al. [19671 and
Corino andBmdkey [1969] showed that intermittent swceps and ejections are responsible
for the rnajority of the momentum exchange between the inner and outer regions oC the
flow in the turbulent boundaiy layer. There are a number of techniques uscd to identify the
occurrence and strength ofthese events (sec reviews in Bogardand Tiederinan [1986] and
Roy et aï. [1996a]). In this study, event classes were determined by a quadrant analysis
[WiÏÏmarth andLu, 1972] because it allowed comparison with other studies oC coherent
turbulent events over bed forms [Scion and Shirakashi, 1 994; Bennett anti Best, 1 995;
Biffin—Bélanger anti Ro)’, 199$; i7enditti anti Benneil. 2005; A zibertine anti Eaton, 2005].
A selection of the data is presented using space-time velocity matrices to help visualize the
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event structure [Bzffin-Bétanger et al., 2000]. In this technique, each pixel in a space-time
velocity matrix is shaded a color (q) according to the detrended velocity fluctuations:
= dark grey if u1> O & y1> O (qi - outward interaction) (6.3)
white if u1 < O & y1> O (q. - burst)
light grey if u1 < O & y1 < O (q3 - inward interaction)
black if u1> 0 & y1 < O (q4 - swcep)
Here, space refers to the points along a vertical profile where flow velocities have becn
rneasured sirnultaneously. This color scheme allows the distinction ofthe four quadrants.
In addition, faster strearnwise velocities arc reprcsented by the two darker shades, which
means that areas of low and high-speed flow can also be distinguished as it was first used
by Buffin-Bélanger and Roy (2000).
The relation between the frcquency and duration of turbulent coherent events was
investigated following thc method of Paiement-Paradis et al. [2003]. This technique is
useful because, unlike spectral analysis and integral tirne scales that calculate event scales
for the entire signal, it is sensitive to intermittent coherent events. Similar to ITS, however,
there is littie infonnation in the literature conccrning the variability ofthis parameter in
rivers. We present frequency-duration plots of high-speed events (ui> 0) to altow a direct
comparison with Paiement-Paradis et al. [20031 and because turbulent fluctuations for
which the strearnwise velocity is greater than the mean have been found to be significant
for sedirnent transport [Nelson et al., 1995]. The frequency and duration of individual
events were computed from the vetocity records and the slope ofthe tog-log frequency
duration relationship (s11) was estimated. We did not use a threshold value in event
detection because H0 decreases the frequency of short events and introduces a point of
inflection in the relation [Raj’ et al., 2004].
Shear stress calculations in the companion article found that the Reynolds shear
stress (rr=—ptI,vi) was often negative, especially near (o the bcd in the pool-beaU. In order
to better understand this resuit, we calculate the contributions to the Reynolds shear stress
by quadrant (Xq) using the technique of WiÏlmarth andLu [1972]. Shear stress
contributions by quadrant are typically normalized by the net Reynolds stress. However, in
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O order to avoid normalizing by negative values, we used the sum ofthe two quadrants that
contribute to positive shear stress tujvï,4) such that:
Xq
= ‘,(H) 1
ti1i1(t)(t,H)dt (6.4)
t!1 V1 24 Tu1 y1 24
ti if u
where ‘I (6.5)
t0 otherwisc
and the point (tt, y1) is in the quadrant q, t is tirne, T is totat (hue, and H is the hole size.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 FÏow Separation
Figure 6.2 presents a contour plot ofthe streamwise velocity intennittency (y,,). We
subdivided the category of incipient detachment from Simpson [1981] into classes ofy,, 1-
5% and y,, = 5-20% for added detail. Three flow rates are presented and contours are shown
for ail eight cross sections except for the largest flood, where damage to our bridge grid
during an above-bank flood event prevented us from measuring at the upstream-most cross
section. Flow is from top to bottom and the right and lcft sides of the channel are defined
tooking upstream. There are srnalÏ areas in sections 1, 2, 7, and 8 wherc y,,> 5%. These
areas occur near the bank in section 1, whcre bank interference may be playing a role; at the
surface in the thalweg of section 2 at high flow, where large standing waves were observed;
and ctose to the bcd in sections 7 and 8, where separation zones behind large clasts may be
playing a rote. Ovcrall, however, y,, is gencrally Iess that 5% in sections 1, 2, 7, and 8.
This characterization strongly contrasts with what is observed in sections 3 to 6. In
sections 3 to 5, upstream of the tree and in an area characterized by flow deceleration, there
is a trend towards increasing separation of ftow in a downstrearn direction. This is truc
even at high flow where areas with mean flow separation o,,> 50%) are present. y,, is less
than these values in thc near-bed zone ofthe thalweg, but sections 3 to 5 aIl show y,,> 20%,
which means that tbey are characterized by intermittent transitory detachruent [Simpson,
1981]. Mean flow separation does not occur in the thalweg, a rcsult that was cxpected
bascd on the relativeiy mild value of 4.6° for the 1cc side angle of the riffle and pool-head.
In section 6, y,,> 5% over the bar and downstream ofthe tree in the near-bed region offlow
in the thalweg. However, y,, is generally less than 5% in the thalweg iii this region, which
suggests the dynamics offlow separation are not as important in this area.
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C 6.3.2 Spectral analysis
Although it is not possible to present spectra at ail locations and at ail flow stages,
we present a sampie of streamwise (Sj;,) and the vertical (Sj.) spectra that show how spectral
densities in the thalweg change with position in the rime-pool and over the range of
sampled discharges (Figure 6.3). Before discussing the details ofthe plots it is important to
examine the overati pattems in spectral density. At the lowest discharge, the spectral
density increases between sections I and 2, decreases from sections 2 to 5 in the riffle and
pool-head, and then stays low through section 8. At O = 2 m3/s, there is an increase
between sections I and 2, a decrease between sections 2 and 3, and another decrease
betwcen sections 5 and 6. It is usefttl to note that, untike what vas observed at lower
discharges, the spectral density through sections 3 to 7 at Q = 2 m3/s are equal to or greater
than the spectral densities in section 1. [t was not possible to measure the upstream section
during the bankfutl flood, but the highest spectral densities of the measured sections clear[y
occur in sections 3 to 5 at this discharge. This shows that the pool environrnent switches
from one in which the turbulent energy decays through the pool during low flow to one in
which the turbulent energy peaks in the pool and especiat{y in thc pooi-head during high
flow. This also conflrms the large increases in turbulence intensity that were observed near
the bed at high flows in the companion article.
SpectraL plots do not ahvays tbllow the model of four subranges that lias been
applied to uniform flows in gravel-bed rivers [Nikora, 2005]. instead, the extent ofthe
subranges varies with the position in the riffle-pool and discharge. In ail cases, a steep fali
off is observed above a frequency of 4 Hz. This fait-off isa resuÏt of spatial averaging
within the sampiing volume [Sotdsbi, 1980j and, above a frequency of 7 Hz. the 3rd
order Butterworth filter that is apptied to remove ail variance above the Nyquist frequency.
for frequencies imrnediateÏy beÏow a frequency oC4 Hz, S, xf’ is a reasonable
approximation ofthe slope in most locations and at most flow rates. This inertial subrange
covers a variable frequency range iii the plots. In some areas, such as S,, in section 2 for ail
flow rates, the range is small (f 2 - 4 Hz), whule in other areas, such as Si,, in section 5 at
moderate tlow rates, the range is much iarger tJ 0.4 - 4 Hz). In generai, it appears that
wide inertiai subranges are associated with locations where energy is decreasing in a
downstrearn direction.
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At frequencies higher than the inertiat subrange, behavior faits into three categories.
for low and moderate discharges in sections 3 to 8, spectral densities follow a negative
siope that is less than that in thc inertial subrange. Some areas, particuiarty in sections 6 to
8 during the three lowest discharges, appear to follow Sf as suggested by Nikora
[1999]. Other areas, such as for Q = 0.1 rn/s in sections 5 to 7, siopes arc flatter than the
suggested value. The reason for this behavior is not clear but the inertial subrange is very
short to non-existent in these areas, and instrument noise may be affecting signal quality
due to the low turbulent intcnsity in the essentiaily stiil watcr of the pool at the iowest flow
rates. A second category corresponds to plots where slopes are essentially flat for
frequencies iower than the inertial subrange. This is characteristic of sections 1 and 2 at ail
discharges and for ail the other sections at moderate to high discharges. It indicates that
turbulence changes from a four range to a three range modet (the dissipative range is
expected to occur in ail cases but at higher frequencies than what is shown in Figure 6.2) as
discharge increases. The third category ofspectra dispiays positive slopes for frequencies
tower than the inertial subrange. This is shown for in the poo1 sections 3 to 5, and again
at section 8. Positive siopes indicate turbulence generation. They are useful for the
identification ofbroad peaks and have been used to identify eddy shedding frequencies
downstream of dunes, isolated boulders, and pebble clusters [ Venditti and Bennett, 2000].
for the results presented here, the peak frequency is between 0.8-2 Hz, which, at the depth
averaged velocities of 1 .05-1 .22 mIs (sec Table 5.3) and assuming the D4 as the length
scale in Equation 6.1, yields AÇ = 0.22 - 0.25. This value is larger than the theoretical value
of ]/2r adopted by Levi [1991], but close to the value of 0.2 suggested by CÏifiàrd et al.
[1992] and within the range of 0.10 - 0.25 obscrved over dunes by Venditti andBatier
[2005]. Using other available length scaies in the river such as the depth (Y= 0.9 - 1.34) or
the width (Z1f= 6 rn) yields estimates of N that range upwards from 0.6, a value that is
much greater than those in the other studics. Another tength scale that is relevant is the
height of the zone of intermittent flow detachment in the pool-head (Figure 6.2). Though
precise determination of the dimensions of this area is not possible with the measurements
obtained in this study, it appears that the zone is on the same order of magnitude as D4.
This suggests that eddy shedding ftequencies are determined by the near-bed conditions
and controlled by particle sizes or the zone of intermittent separation in the pool-head.
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6.3.3 Space-time correlation and auto-corretation
Figure 6.4 shows the maximum space-time correlation (r,,1) between probe pairs at
5 and 15 cm above the bed and at 15 and 25 cm above the bed, as welI as the tirne lag at
which the maximum correlation occurs (l,na). Looking first at the represented by the
radius of the circle where the correlation is statistically significant (u = 0.05) and by a
square where it is not, sorne broad patterns are evident. The highest values correspond with
the recirculation eddy on the right side of the channel. Values of r,,,av> 0.5 occur in this
area. Other areas with above average r,jax values occur immcdiately downstream of the trce
and on the left side ofthe channel upstream of the tree. In the thalweg, a swath of values
that are flot significantly different from O occurs downstrearn from the trce and a smaller
cluster of such values also occurs of sections 2 and 3. These areas correspond with those in
which bous were commonly observed. In contrast, significant but moderate values ofr,,7
were found in the pool-head. Values are typically less than 0.2, which is Iower than alI
values reported in Roy et al. [1996a], Buffin-Bélanger et al. [2000], and Roy et al. [2004]
for probes with similar spacing in uniform flow conditions. It is interesting to compare
Figure 6.4 with the diagram offlow separation (f igure 6.2). r,,. appears to correspond
with as they are both high in the recirculation zone and moderate in the pool-head close
to the bed.
Contrary to BuJfih-BéÏanger andRoy [2000] and Roy et al. [2004], who observed
predorninantly negative tirne Iags in thc maximum correlation between adjacent probes
Qniav), Figure 6.4 shows a mixed population of positive and negative values. In this mixture
of values, two general observations can be made. First, sections 2 to 4 have predominantly
negative time lags. Exceptions occur but are primarily located in the channel margins.
This indicates that flow entering the pool generatly follows the model of forward leaning
high and low-speed flow wedges advanced by Buffin-BéÏanger andRoy [2000]. In this
model, events first occur in the outer layer, which would indicate that ncar-bed events are
controtled by the passage of large-scale structures in the flow. In contrast, l,,, is
predominantly positive in sections 5 to 7. Exceptions to this rule also occur aiid the
frequency of values that arc not significantly different from O reduces thc confidence in this
observation, but it does suggest that new turbulence is being generated at or close to the bed
in the pool-head and around the tree because the turbulent events primarily occur close to
the bed first and can then be followed out into the outer regions ofthe flow. Although data
max (Iength ofarm is tirne seconds)
measurement Iocaiton
tm between S-15 cm probes (Iower) and
between 15-25 cm probes (uppet)
(radius of circle corresponds with
coefficient vafue)
flot sig
2 0 0.1—0.2
Q 0.2—0.3
3 Q 0.3—0.4
o 0.4—0.5
c5>o.s
j j) 8
I I
0 1 2 3 45 6 7 8
z (ml and (s)max
Figure 6.4
— Space-time correlations between probe-pairs at 5 and 15 cm from the bed and 15 and
25 cm from the bed. The maximum correlation coefficient and the time Iag at
are represcnted as shown in the tegend. l,,,,, is positive to (lie right and negative (o
the Icft.
Contour plots ofthe intcgral timc scale (ITS) ofthe strcarnwisc and vertical vetocity
components at the cross-sections are shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, respcctively. For
comparison, Rol’ et cii. [1996] found ITS,, 0.65 s and ROI et aL [2004] found a range of
1TS,, = 0.4 - 1.2 s in gravel-bed rivers during base llow dischargcs. At low flow, both 1TS
o is limited, it indicates that turbulence production often occurs near the bcd in arcas
associated with intermittent flow separation in the pool-head and with the production of
vortices and bous around shear zones.
o
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and JTS oflen exceed 1 s in the pool and channel margins (sections 4 to 7). IlS does not
exceed 0.5 s in the thalweg through the deep part of the pool and in the shailower sections I
to 2 and 8. As a general mie, ITS bas a negative relation in the pool with discharge. ITS
vaLues are tower in the thalweg through the center of the pool at the moderate discharge.
Values in the recirculation flow zone upstrearn ofthe tree and in the boil zone downstream
ofthe tree are aiso reduced, although values above 1 s stiil occur in the channel margins.
At high flow, 175,, does flot exceed 0.2 s at any position in the thalweg and through the
deepest part ofthe pool. The values through sections 3 to 7 are generaily higher than those
in sections 2 and 8. Although the abso Lute value of 115,, is lower at high flow, the same
patterns observed at lower discharges are stiit visible, as ITS,, is higher downstream ofthe
tree in section 6 and in the recircutation zone on the right side of the channel upstrearn of
the tree. 175, shows similar pattems to 175,, but is typically srnaller. White ITS,, generatly
increases toward the banks in recirculation zones, fTS is generally highest away from the
banks. This feature is more evident at the lowest discharge and occurs in the zone
characterized by shear between the fast velocities in the thalweg and the low velocities in
the recircutation zone.
It is clear from the spatial patterns in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 that a relationship
exists between the veiocity and the integrai time scale. To clarify the relation, we plotted
1TS versus the local mean velocity (U) in Figure 6.7. Alt data points measured in Moras
Creek during this study are shown. There is a negative relation between ITS and U. Due to
the broad scatter, we have fit two bounding relations by eye. A few points with values of
ITS 0. 1 s do flot fit within the bounding relations. These points generaliy tend to be
located in nearly stiil water in the pool during the iowest discharges and corresponded with
points characterized by iow spectral density and relatively fiat S -fstopes (Figure 6.3). For
the rest of the data, it is interesting to note that, despite the scatter observed during any one
flood and the fact that fiows are generally faster for higher discharges, ail floods collapse
into the same area of the plot. Comparison with other stttdies is limited, but the data from
Roy et al. [I 996a] fali close to the upper bounding relation.
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Figure 6.7 — Integral time scale of the streamwise velocit’ (ITS) versus mean streamwise velocity
(U). Two relations were fit by eye to encompass the dense region of data points.
6.3.4 Event analysis
figure 6.8 presents examples ofspace-tirne strearnwise velocity matrices. This
figure is intended to introduce the spatial and flood stage variability encountered in the
characterization ofthe event structure in this highly energetic and heterogencous flow
environrnent. The plots represent the simultaneous quadrant fluctuations on a vertical
profile during 10 seconds. This length of tirne allowed for a reasonable comparison of areas
characterized by highly variable flow with those where the flow is more organized. Three
to four probes per position are shown at three different flood levels. The positions are
shown in figure 6.. Uniforrn flow in gravel-bed rivers bas been characterized by low and
high-speed flow wedges usually visible as forward leaning (to the riglit) and altemating
dark and light bands occupying the full depth ofthe flow [Buffin-Bélanger et aÏ., 2000].
These wedges may last several seconds. Aithougli we observe some periods where the
same quadrant is present at alI heights above the bed sirnultaneously, the occurrence of
these wedges is flot well developed within the thalweg (figure 6.8a-d). Variability, as
identified by rapid temporal switching between quadrants, is too high to definitely observe
a typical structure, although many individual structures appear to lean backwards. A larger
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scalc structure is visible in section 6 at moderate flow consisting of slow moving fluid
convecting toward the surface. A general picture ofhigh variability obscrvcd at most
positions contrasts with the occurrence of targe-scale structures in the recirculation zone
(Figure 6.8e). These structures lean both forward and backward, which means that many
forms, such as a zone of dark (fast) quadrants at Q = 2.0 m3/s, are first expressed ncar the
bed. The zone downstream of the trec is characterized by a srnaller scale of coherent flow
structures as discharge increases (Figure 6.81). At the lowcst discharge, the wavelength for
the structure is longer than the isolated section of the vetocity signal, but at high discharge,
quadrant variability is sirnitar to what occurs in the thalweg. Similar to (e), events are often
first expressed near the bed and propagate upwards. This agrees with the spatial correlation
analyses, which showed that the pooL perturbs the flow wcdge model and structures first
expressed at the lowest probe and propagating upward becorne more common through the
pool. These observations correspond with visual observations ofboils at the water surface.
frequency duration curves are shown for the probes aty = 0.15 rn in the thalweg at
bankfull fiow (Figure 6.9). A log-linear regression was calculated to determine the siope
(s11) as shown on the figure. For comparison, 100 time series were randomly generated with
a normal distributions defined by local mean velocities and standard deviations. Error bars
were calculated to encompass 95% ofthe statistical variability. Comparison with (lie
rneasured frequencies demonstrates that the occurrence of longer-duration events is not
predicted with the random model. This figure also demonstrates that the frequcncy—
duration rnethod obtains reliabte estirnates of straight-Iine plots in tog-log space. There are
slight differences between positions, but no clear trends are visible and resuits from the full
data set, describcd below, will better illustrate the spatial variability of this parametcr. The
siopes tend to be slightly steeper than the near-bed measurernents of Paiement-Paradis et
aÏ. [20031 who found s -1.7.
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Figure 6.9 - Duration-frequencv plots ofhigh-speed cvents(u’> t!) atj’ 15cm in the thalweg at
bankfull discharge. The linear regression model is shown and the frequency-duration
siope (s) is inctuded. Event analysis of 100 permutations of normali distributed random
signais vas used to generatc the random event envelopes defined b thc shadcd area.
Contour plots of s,, are shown at three fiow rates in Figure 6.10. Values range from
s,, = -2.5 to - 0.5. This is a rnuch larger range than what was observed in Paiement-Paradis
et al. [2003] where flows were uniform and velocities generally lower. Overail, the spatial
pattems of s,, are sirnilar to those ofITS,,. There is a tendency towards decreasing s,, in the
thalweg and with discharge so that the lowest values occur during the bankfull flood. The
major difference is that there is better separation of values in the thalweg where s,, is stecp
and IlS,, is Iow. This sensitivity is thought to be the resuit ofscnsitivity in s,, to relatively
rare intermittent events. The new information in this plot shows that, within the pool—hcad
sections 3 to 5, the lowest values of s,, occur near to the surface. [n contrast, the lowest
values in the center and pool-tail at sections 6 to 7 occur ncar to the bed. This switching of
s,, profiles follows that ofthe mean velocity profiles as discussed in the companion article
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and indicates that, similar to 113, s,, is a function of mean velocity. Wc piotted U against s,,
to clarify this relation. Figure 6.11 shows that there is a boundaiy that defines an upper
limit on the relation bctween s,, and U. This boundaty has a negative siope and is similar to
observations from figure 6.6 regarding 1TS. Where U is low, there appears to be an
important difference between s,, and 113,,, however. Unlike 113, where different discharges
werc found to be bounded by similar relations, the lower boundary ofthe relation between
s and U is variable. At the Iowest dischargcs, s,, is much less than what is observed at the
highest dischargc at a similar U. More rescarch is needcd to investigate the nature ofthe
relation between ITS, s, and U. What is important for this study, however, is the fact that
ail measurements ofscaie in the riffle-pool iridicate that coherent flow structures have a
negative relation with velocity and discharge.
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Figure 6.11 -Slope of the frequency-duration relation of high-speed events (s,,) versus mean
streamwise velocity (U).
Finally, we have exarnined changes to the relative contributions ofthe different
quadrants to the Reynoids shear stress. figure 6.12 shows aboie size analysis ofselected
probes during the bankfull flood. As previousiy noted, we have nomialized by the shear
stress in the positive quadrants only in order to avoid normalizing by the total stress, which
was close to zero or negative in sorne cases. The examples shown are located at the sarne
points as those in figure 6.8. In figure 6.12a, the contributions ofthe positive quadrants
(%2 + = %24) at the upstream end of the riffle-pool unit are larger than those from the
negative quadrants (%13), which means that the total Reynolds shear stress is positive. This
pattem is expected in the turbulent boundary layer in open-channel flows [Nezu and
Nakagmt’a, 1993]. Figure 6.l2b shows the results from the pooi-head where it is clear that
the pattem observed upstream is perturbed. %]3> Z24 at y 15-25 cm, which means that the
total Reynolds shear stress is negative in this area.
‘j and are particularly strong ati’ =
15 cm and at larger values ofR where %24 O. In figure 6.12c, measurernents obtained
immediately downstream of the constriction show a retum to the pattem seen in f igure
6.12a, with the exception of y 35 cm, where the total Reynoids shear stress is negative. It
is interesting to note that > for ail measurements in Figure 6.12a-c. Measurements in
rough boundary layers typically find ,> although some have found X4 to be greater
near the bed. Figure 6.12d shows the results in the pool-tail, where total Reynoids shear
stress is negative at ail heights. This is a complete reversal from the flow structure
observed at entrance ofthe pool in section 2. In addition, %2>%4 near to the bed, and %]>%3
at ail heights, two features that were not seen at upstream locations. Measurements in the
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recirculation zone show negative Reynolds shear stresses at ail probe heights (figure
6.12e). Also sirnilarto the resuits in Figure 6.12d is die dominance of q? events overq4
events near the bed. qi and q3 alternate in terrns oftheir importance for the four heights
shown. Also, the distribution ofthe Reynolds shear stress contributions among the four
quadrants is more uniform for the higher measurements in Figure 6.1 2d and Figure 6. 1 2e.
In Figure 6.l2f measured where strong bous were observed atthe surface, negative
Rcynolds shear stresses occur at alt heights. In this case, shear stress is most uniforrnly
divided arnongst the four quadrants at the lowest probe hcight. Away from the bed, is
much greater than the stress contributions from thc other quadrants.
To visualize the overail pattems at different flow stages, contour plots of x4 and X13
are shown in f igure 6.13 and Figure 6.14.
,
is largerthan %2 50%) at rnost positions
forthe three discharges (Figure 6.13). At the Iowest stage, the extreme values reach X4 =
75% in the thalweg near to the surface. As discharge increases, thesc extreme values only
occur near the channel banks, first in section 2-3 at the moderate stage and through sections
3-6 at the highest stages. q events are rnostiy dominant (defined by < 50%) in the
recirculation zone on the right side of the channel in sections 4-5 and in the area
immediatety behind the trec in section 6. The importance of q events also increases in
sections 7 and 8, particuiarly at high flow where the thalweg in section 8 is entirely
characterized by values of4 < 50%. In Figure 6.14, sections I and 2 show that positive
Reynolds shear stresses are dominant (j < 100%) as flow enters the pool, as would be
expected from resuits in uniform flows. tn sections 3-5, areas with locally high values of
%11 occur. These areas can be close to the channel margin as found in section 3 but, similar
to I7S,, they are more often some distance from the channet banks. As discharge increases,
the areas wherc is high occur doser to the banks. Additionally, at high flow, extreme
peaks are a common feature near to the bcd in the thalweg in sections 3-5. These peaks
occur within the zone of intermittent separation near to the stream bed in the pool-head.
Downstream of the trec, there is a similar association of extreme high values of13 with thc
recirculation zone downstream ofthe tree, and this zone is similarly pushcd towards the
channel margin at high flows, although it does not appear at Q = 2.0 m3/s. A strong
difference in sections 6-8, however, is that X13> 100% in die thalweg at ail flow stages.
The only exceptions to this pattern are near die bed in section 6 at high fiow and in section
8 at lower ftow rates.
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6.3.5 Effect ofdischarge
To further examine the effects of dischargc on turbulence scales, y1, 1TS11, s,,, and
are plotted versus discharge (Q) in Figure 6.15. Values from ail thc inner zone
measurement locations (J’ < 0.2 Y) were averagcd to give a general view of the near-bed
character in the flow. Thalweg values are shown along with the positions adjacent to the
thalweg. With the exception of the pool-head sections 3 to 5, y is relatively insensitive and
remains close to zero at ail discharges. In the pool-head, Yu is close to 1 at the lowest
discharge but decreases quickly as discharge increases to moderatc flow levels. As
discharge continues to incrcase, however, there is a change in this relation, and a secondary
peak in y,, occurs at high ffow. Near-bed ITS,, gcnerally decreases with discharge, and all
values at the highest flow rates are low. Higher values occur at low discharges in sections
2-7 and at moderate discharges in sections 4-5. There is aiso a general negative relation
between Q and s,,. This trend is most evident for sections 3 and 6-8. In the pool section 4-5
there appears to be a peak at moderate flow rates, which is similar to observations from
ITS,, Sorne positions in the pool-head, including section 2, appcar to be increasing slightly
at thc highest flows. In tcrms ofthe contributions of different evcnt types to the overail
Reynolds shear stress, the relations of13 with Q appear to be fairly noisy. One clear trend
is with respect to thc neutrai value of,3 = 1.0. At low discharge, ,‘H < i at ail sections
upstream ofthe tree. At Q 3.0 ni/s, this tends to reverse as %13 > 1 in the pooi-head
sections 3 to 5. There are aiso some complex patterns downstream of the tree. peaks at
moderate flow rates close to the tree and appears to be flat or decreasing with Q at high
discharges. In sections 7 and 8,
,
seems to follow a positive trend with Q. The
significance ofthese patterns is not known, but it appears that ncgative quadrant events
become rclatively important for the transfer ofRcynolds shear stress near the bed at high
flows.
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6.4 Discussion
The main objective ofthis study was to examine the spatial and temporal variability
ofthe size, scales and types of turbulent events in a forced riffle-pool. We were
particularly interested in identifying the sources of increased turbulence production in the
pool at high flow and clarifying how the scale of coherent turbulent events changes with
discharge. In this discussion we synthesize the resuits and compare with other studies. We
also discuss the role of the forcing element, examine possible interactions between coherent
turbulence and morphological scales, and suggest directions for new research.
Spectral plots ofthe strearnwise velocity signais reveal that signal variance
increases in the pool-head during the bankfull discharge. This contrasts sharply with what
occurs during low dischargc, where spectral densities decay through the pool. Potential
sources of energy generation are bed roughness, the perturbation of mean velocity profiles,
including the development of a zone of intermittent separation near the bed, and high lateral
velocity gradients in the pool, including zones ofmean velocity separation upstream ofthc
tree in the poot-head and immediately downstrearn of the tree through the center of the
pool. Bcd roughness is not likely to account for the increases in spectral densities observed
at high flow in the pool-head for the simple reason that relative roughness decreases with
stage. Because ofthis, we consider the generation of turbulence in the pool to be a function
of pool morphology and non-uniform flow. Non-uniform flow occurs in a lateral direction
as a resuit of the constriction ofthe flow by the trec and in a vertical direction due to the
expansion and contraction ofthe flow in the pool-head and pool-tail, respectively.
Near-bed conditions in the pool-head are characterized by intermittent separation.
Thcsc dynarnics have been observed over low angle expansions in fiurnes [Simpson, 1981;
Simpson, 1989; Sano andShirakashi, 1994; Azad, 1996; Aubertine andEaton, 2005] and
dunes [Curling et al., 2000; Best andKostaschuk, 2002]. Simpson [1989] provides a useful
description of ftow dynamics of zones of intermittent separation. He found that momentum
exchangc in zones of intermittent separation is driven by large eddies that are generated
away from the boundary and convected towards the bed. Vortices near to the bed grow
quickly in scale before being ejected into the outer region. The Simpson model appears to
describe momentum exchanges near the bed in the pool-head during low to moderate
discharges. Though not consistent for ail locations, ITS,, and s,, are higher in the pool-head
during moderate flow. This indicates that longer duration events are more common during
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these intenriediate stages. The structure ofthe Reynolds shear stress shows that q4 events
generally contribute more than the q events, and that the contributions from quadrants qi
and q3 are relatively minor. These observations are consistent with larger coherent
turbulent events at moderate discharges. At a high discharge, however, there are many
observations that do flot fit with such a model. Based on the Strouhal number and the
frequency ofpeaks observed in the spectra of thc vertical velocity component, it appears
there are structures related to the zone of intermittent separation that are generated near the
bed. However, the overail Reynolds shear stress near the bed in the pool-head is oflen
negative and a srnall zone of intense turbulence with very high contributions to the
Reynolds stress from quadrants q and q3 was found.
Other studies allow some comparison, although no studies have been completed in a
zone of flow expansion over a rough bed at high Reynolds numbers. Aubertine and Eaton
[20051 found that over a smooth-wall 10w-angle expansion at relatively low Reynolds
numbers, the contributions of quadrants q, and q3 increased in terms oftheir contribution to
the Reynolds stress, especially near to the bed, although they remained less than those from
q and q4. This does not agree with sorne previous studies in areas of flow expansion. Best
andKostaschiik [2002] rneasured low contributions from qj and q3 in the trough of a low
angled dune, as did Sano andShirakashi [1994] in the diverging flow over a wavy
boundary. An additional observation we made was that Reynolds stress in q4 was larger
than that in q at ail flow levels. Again in contrast, Aubertine and Eaton [2005] found that
while q4 had the largest contributions near to the bed, the contributions from q were larger
than those from q4 farther away from the boundary. To explain the disagreement between
our resuits and previous studies, it may be necessary to consider the effects ofReynolds
number. Priyadarshana andKtewicki [2004] show that, in uniform flows, the contributions
of qj and q3 to the Reynolds shear stress increase at high Reynolds numbers. More data are
needed before firm conclusions can be drawn, but it appears that coherent turbulent events
in the intermittent separation zone of the pool-head do not follow the mode! of sweeps and
ejections developed for uniform flows. It is also clear that the scale of these highly
energetic events is srnall, especia!ly during high discharges.
Observation of coherent vortices downstream of width constrictions is common in
forced riffle-pools [Bzffington et al., 2002; Hassan and Woodbridge, 2004]. Such cvents
were also observed at the water surface during high discharges at the study site in Moras
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Creek. These vortices occurred in an area of strong shcar between the high vetocity flow in
the thalweg and the low flow velocity imrnediately downstream of the tree. Bous in the
zone downstream of the tree were also present particularly at high flow. We specifically
measured in this zone in order to quantify these turbulent structures and their relation with
channel morphology. From the spatial patterns ofmean velocity we have shown that strong
downwelling occurs in the thalweg and strong upwelling occurs behind the tree. Mean
velocities are negative in a few locations immediately downstream ofthe tree (see Chapter
5). The coherence in this area is largely restricted to the flow near the surface in the
thalweg in section 6, where IlS,, and ITS,, are larger than either near the bed or elsewhere in
the thalweg. Near the bed, there are rnany indicators of high variability and very few that
would support the occurrence of large-scale coherent structures. ITS and s,, are low at high
discharge when bous are most evident. In addition, spatial correlations are negligible in the
thalweg. future experirnents could be designed to sirnultaneously sample along
streamiines in order to more thoroughly investigate spatial correlations using rnethods from
Bzffin-BéÏanger et al. [2000]. Also, it may be worth sampling longer time series. The
length ofthe time series in this study was selected to give reliable estirnates ofcomrnon
statistics [Buffin-Bétanger and Roy, 2005] and needcd to be short enough to allow
characterization ofthe entire pool within a flood. It is possible that very tong time series
would reveal coherent flow strucfrtres at lower frequencies than what was possible to
establish from our rneasurements. Nevertheless, the resuits in this article indicate that short
duration, high frequency coherent structures dominate the zone close to the bed at high
discharge. This resuit agrees with Cti/jbrd [1993] and does not tend to support the
application ofthe YaÏin [1971] coherent flow-bed form developrnent model to riffle-pools.
It is clear that a more general understanding ofthe interrelations between
morphology, discharge, turbulence intensity and the coherence of turbulence is needed. At
low ftow, high velocity flow enters the pool. The coherence ofthe flow, as rneasured with
ITS and s. increases through the pool-head as kinetic energy decays and the high velocity
core ofthe flow is dissipated. At more moderate flow levels ( 0.5 Qh,), the overail energy
levels do flot decrease in the pool-head, but do decrease downstream ofthe tree. Under
thesc conditions the coherence ofthe liow is sometirnes higher in the pool-head near thc
bed, but is generally less than the same values at high ftow. At high flow, energy levels
increase in the pool, which means that turbulence is being generated in this area.
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Q Turbulence intensity is high and alt measures ofcoherence are low. In an attempt to ctari
the interaction amongst the variables, we have plottcd ITS,, and s against velocity and
found negative relations. There is a great deal of scatter within the trend. One source of
the variability seems to be related to the decay or generation of turbulence energy.
Coherence increases wbere turbulent cnergy is decaying, such as the pool at Iow discharge,
and decreases when turbulence is being generatcd, such as the pool-head at high discharge.
There is sorne relevant titerature from engineering fluid mechanics that may assist us with
this problem. A series ofexperiments and nurnerical simulations have been run to
investigate the seif-organization ofdecaying turbulent vortices [McWiÏÏktms. 1984;
Rutgers, 199$; Maassen et al., 2002; Maassen et aÏ. 2003]. Large structures are shown to
organize into slow rotational vortices with low energy levels. The key mechanism appears
to be the decay of vorticity at a much slower rate than energy. from this, it appears that
coherence is low in the pool at high flow because new turbulence is generated at srnaller
scales and with high encrgy levels near the bed. More comparable data is needed from
other systems to confirrn the interrelations between morphology, mean vctocity, turbulence
intensity and turbulence coherence.
In the absence of large scale coherent ftow structures at high dischargc when
sediment transport is active, an alternate hypothesis is necded for riffle-pool scaling. The
results in this article suggest that the formation ofthe pools is related to the perturbation oC
the boundary layer. It therefore seems reasonable to infer that the scale of riffle-pools
would be related to the distance it takes for the boundary tayer to recover. The Reynolds
shear stress may provide an indicator of the perturbation to the boundary layer through the
pool. The contribution of quadrants qi and q3 to the Reynolds shear stress is typicalty
greater than those from quadrants q and q4 downstream ofthe tree. At Iower discharges,
this perturbation only remains through the middle of the pool and the boundary layer bas
largety recovered so that the net Reynolds shear stress is positive in the last cross section.
At high discharge, however, this recoveiy is not evident and the net Reynolds shear stress
will be negative as the flow leaves the pool, particularty near the bed. The generality and
the significance of this phenomenon are not known, but future research is warranted.
6.5 Conclusion
This study bas documented thc spatial distribution of coherent turbutent flow
structures in a forced riffle-pool. This has rarely been attempted and thcre are no
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comparable data sets from riffle-pools, especially for fiows near the bankftill stage. The
resuits allow us to describe a number of key mechanisms that underlic the flow dynamics of
the bed form. Intermittent separation occurs near flue bed in the pool-head. Mean vclocity
separation occurs near the bank and downstream of the obstruction that forces the pool.
Power spectra ofthe flow velocity signais reveal that signal variance decreases in the pool
during Iow discharges, but increases in the pool-head at high discharges. This energy
influx is the result of turbulence generation and appears to occur at scales related to the
zone of intermittent separation. Turbulence generation as a resuit ofthe intermittent
separation perturbs the structure ofthe flow from what wouid occur in uniform flow.
Specifically, forward-leaning flow wedges appear to be broken up in the pool and the
dominant structures originate near the bed. Additionally, dominant quadrants are reversed
at high flows 50 that the Reynolds shear stress near the bed is often negative. The
constriction induces downwelling ofthe ftow in the channel thalweg and upweliing in the
form of strong bous downstream of the forcing element. These bous are characterized by
increased coherence near the water surface, but the near-bed region through the center and
pool-tau is characterized by relatively negligibie levels of spatial coherence. Alternate
sampling designs should be testcd to confirm this conclusion. We found a negative relation
observed between measurements of flow coherence, such as the integral time scale, and
streamwise velocity. The source of scaling in riffle-pools remains uncertain.
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Linking Paragraph f
In the previous two chapters, we dctailcd the flow dynamics in a forced riffi e-pool.
In the pool-head, flow deceleration resuits in rclatively low mean velocities near the bed,
but enhanced turbulence generation in the outer zone and the generation ofhigh amplitude
short duration turbulent fluctuations in a zone of intermittent flow separation. In the mid
pool, the constriction forces ftow acceleration, which pushes high velocity fiow close to the
bed, and bous and vortices are generated in the shear zone caused by mean flow separation.
In the pool-tau, fiow acceleration resuits in fast mean velocities near the bed and a velocity
reversaI occurs at about 3/5 ofthe bankftill discharge. In this final article we present resuits
that document the effect of these different hydraulic environments on sediment transport
and pool morphology. Riffle-pools are characterized by two phases of sedirnent transport
and sediment sorting by size. More field data is needed to characterize the spatially
distributed entrainment and deposition of different sediment size fractions. This final
article5 details the rnorphology and scdirnent transport in a forced riffle-pool measured over
an 1$ month period. A series of large fioods during this period turncd the forcing element
and allowed us to study a period of active pool formation. Sediment transport data was
obtained with a new sediment tracking technique [Lamarre et aÏ., 2005]. Key resuits show
the initiation ofthe pool upstream ofthe tree in a zone offlow deceleration, the size
dependant nature ofsedimcnt transport in the pool-head that leads to the developrnent of
the riffie, and the extension ofthe pool downstrcam of the tree. The central conclusion is
that these proccsscs can bc cxplained with the model ofdeceleration, enhanced turbulence
gencration, and acceleration that was developed in the previous two chapters. The results
also substantially agree with what was hypothesized in the dcveloprnent ofa simulation
moUd in Chapter 3. Reflnements of the moUd are possible and will be discussed in the
final chaptcr ofthis thesis.
MacVicar, B. J. and A. G. Roy (inpreparation), Sediment dynamics ofa forced pooi in a gravel
bed river. Geonoipho/ogi’.
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7 SEDIMENT DYNAMICS 0F A FORCED POOL IN A
GRAVEL-BED RIVER
7.1 Introduction
Riffle-pools are a characteristic bed form ofmany gravel-bed rivers [Richards,
1976; Grant et al., 1990; Montgomeiy andBtqjington, 1997] and thus increase the stability
ofthe rivers [Madej, 1999; Eaton andLapointe, 2001]. In spite of considerable effort, the
dynamics that lead to their formation are stiil incompletely understood [Milan et aÏ., 2001;
Wilkinson et aï., 2004]. There is, however, an apparent requirernent of sediment size
hetcrogeneity for this class ofbed forrns to develop. for instance, Brush [1961] found that
a population of coarser sediments tends to gather in riffles and rcmain immobile except
during rare ftoods. Leopold and WoÏman [1957] also argued that sedirnent heterogeneity
was particularty important for the formation of pools and riffles in streams with a straight
planforrn. Chiirch ancÏ Joncs [1982] observed that the larger material imparts structural or
‘frarnework’ stability to the 1cc face of scdirnent bars, without which ah material is moved
relatively easily and the riffle does not develop. In spite ofthis requirement, there are only
a few studies that document the variability of sediment transport in riffle-pools [Sear, 1996,
Booker et aÏ., 2001]. More fleld data is needed to characterize the spatially distributed
entrainment and deposition ofdifferent sediment size fractions at a range offlood stages in
order to clarify the links betwccn scdimcnt sizc heterogeneity, bed form stabihity, and the
development of riffic-pool bed forms.
The dominant sedirnent sorting pattem in riffle-pools is the association ofcoarscr
sediment with topographic highs - the riffles - and fincr scdiment with topographic lows -
the pools [Ketter, 1971; Church, 1972; Hirsch anclAbrahams, 1981; Lisle and Hilton,
1992; Lisle et aï., 1993; Sear, 1996; Pyrce andAsh,nore, 2005]. This pattern is not
universal, and a number of studies have reported inconsistencies [Milne, 1982] or larger
sedimcnts in thc pool [Thonipson et aï., 1999; Milan et aï., 2001]. Variability between ficld
sites is thought to be retated to spatial heterogeneity, cspecially in poois where lateral
variability is strong due to the formation of bars [Milne, 1982], thc collection oflag
material in the pool-center [Richards, 1976; Heritage and Milan., 2004], and deposition in
the pool-tau, where size distributions are sensitive to antccedent ftood history and sediment
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supply [Liste and Hilton, 1992; Madej, 2001; Thompson andHoffinan, 2001].
The most general two dimensionat model appears to be that of Sear [1996], wherc the
coarser sediments are located on the riffle with a fining trend through the pool. In three
dimensions, lateral bars are ubiquitous features ofriffle- pool systems, with the bars and
rifflcs forming a continuous sedimentological unit [Church and Joncs, 1982; Liste, 1991;
Pyrce andAshmore, 2005]. Sedirnent routing around the deepest part ofthe pool may also
play a role in pool maintenance [Booker et al., 2001].
Sedirnent transport in riffle-pools is commonly characterized as having two or three
phases [Jackson andBeschta, 1982; SidÏe, 1988; Warburton, 1992; Ryan et al., 2002]. In
the two-phase model, phase I transport refers to the size-selective transport of fine material
over a relatively static bed. This phase has been well docurnented by the studies ofMeade
[1985], Sidle [1988], and Liste and Hilton [1992, 1999] and can be characterized by the
winnowing of fines to pools. Phase I transport is characterized by a relatively flat relation
between discharge and transport rate [Ryan et aÏ., 2002], path length distributions that
follow positively skewed distributions such as exponential or gamma ftmctions [Pyrce and
Ashmore, 2003], and partial rnobility ofmedian sediment sizes [Hassan and Woodsmith,
2004]. Phase II transport occurs at shear stresses sufficiently high to cause the break-up
and transport of the gravel bed. Meade [1985] and SidIe [1988] found that riffles aggrade
during this phase of transport. Phase II transport is characterized by a steep relation
between discharge and transport rate [Ryan et al., 2002], bimodal or symmetrical path
length distributions [Pyrce andAshmore, 2003], and equal mobility of median sediment
size fractions [Hassan and Woodsmith, 2004].
A third phase of sediment transport in riffle-pool streams remains poorly
documented. Phase III transport has been found to occur in steep channets associated with
the breakup ofsteps [Warburton, 1992]. A sirnilar phase is possible in riffle-pools when
the transport ofclasts composing the riffle framework occurs. Sidle [1988] observed net
scour at a riffie section during a 5-year event, but this event was complicated by the release
ofsediment associated with wood debris aiid flic variable effects ofantecedent floods.
Madej [t 999] found that riffle-pool pattems were disrupted during a I 2-year flood, but the
movemcnt of large clasts was not rneasured. Riffle-pools whose locations were forced by
bedrock or woody debris were more stable than other types of pools. Ryan et al. [2002]
were not able to document Phase III transport from transport-discharge relations. They
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hypothesized Phase III transport to be hidden within the large variability that
was observed, but this hypothesis was not supported by the observations of Hassan and
Woods,nith [2004] in a forced pool, where full rnobility of the largest sizes was not
documented in spite ofdischarge greater than three times the bankfull discharge. These
observations show that it is possible that riffle-pool violate the condition ofequal mobility
[Païker et al., 1982], which states that the grain size distribution of the bed load should be
similar to that ofthe substrate [Pai*er and Toro-Escobar, 2002]. In a review ofsediment
transport in a range of system types, Lisle [1995] found a systematic deviation from the
condition of equal mobility, also referred to as downstream fining [Hoey and Ferguson,
1997; ferguson and Wathen, 1998], associated with narrow streams characterized by a
wide range ofparticle sizes. Riffle-pools are likely to be common in streams with these
characteristics and may be relevant to the sediment budget.
This study wiÏl examine the links between sediment size heterogeneity, the stability
ofriffle-pools during large floods, and downstream fining in a forced riffle-pool. The study
benefited from an intensive examination of fiow hydraulics at the site during floods up to
and including the bankftill fiow (sec Chapters 5 and 6). There was also a need for spatialÏy
distributed sediment tracking at the site, and we applied a relatively new sedirnent tracking
technique using Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags [Lamarre et ciL, 2005] that is
particularly advantageous for this purpose. This study had begun when the tree that forces
the pool moved, an event that initiated a period of active pooi formation that we were able
to characterize. The objectives ofthe study were to (a) characterize the morphological
changes associated with floods ofdifferent stages, (b) describe relations between particle
size and transport distance, and (e) describe the spatial pattems of sedirnent entrainment
and deposition in relation to the spatial distribution of mean and instantaneous shear
stresses.
7.2 Methodotogy
Moras Creek is located in eastern Quebec, Canada. We used a Trimble 5700 GPS
system to map the channel and floodplain (Figure 7. 1). The channel is sinuous but does not
exhibit a regular meandering pattern. Impingement on the valley wall is common and a
heterogeneous glacial till contributes a wide range ofparticle sizes to the stream. The study
site is in the bend at the downstream end ofa relatively long straight reach. A longitudinal
profile ofthe channel thalweg is plotted in Figure 7.2. The bed is cornposed of long runs
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with occasional stcps. Shaltow pools, such as the one locatcd at approximatciy
240 m along the thalweg, are typically ‘free’ or autogenetic pools. Deeper pools, such as
the study site, aiso occtir and are invariably associated with forcing mechanisms such as
boutders, sharp bends, or wood debtis. Average bankfult width (Z/)/) is 6 m, bankfult depth
in the riffle (Ybf) is 0.7 rn, and the average bed slope (5’) is 1 .2%. The studied pool is forced
by a large dead tree with an intact root bole that slid into the creek as the resuit ofa
previous baik failure. The pool spans thc width of the channel, is 10 m long, and bas a
residual depth of 0.8 m. As a note, x, y, and z refcr to the strcamwise, vertical, and lateral
dimensions. f low is from top to bottom in ail ofthe spatial plots and the lefi and right
sides ofthc channet are dcflned looking upstrearn.
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Figure 7.1 - Topograpliy of area surrounding Moras Creek field site.
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Figure 7.2 - Moras Creek thalweg profile and residual pools.
The site was monitored from May 2003 until November 2004. We installed a
pressure transducer, located approximatety 100 m downstream ofthe reach shown in Figure
7.1, at the beginning ofthe study period. Datais shown in Figure 7.3. Ybf= 0.70 rn was
established based on observed flooding in overbank areas on August 13, 2004. Flow stage
was recorded at 10 minute intervals, although the gauge needed to be removed in the winter
and could not be reinstalled until after the large spring floods in 2004. Stream gauge data
from the nearby Buistrode River (Station number 030106 in the Centre d’expertise
hydrique du Québec database) were used to fit with the available data from Moras Creek in
order to give an estimate of flood peaks during the missing period. The accuracy ofthe
estimates from the Buistrode record was not confirmed and there is a large difference in
drainage area between the Moras Creek (drainage area 14 km2) and the Buistrode
(drainage area = 33$ km2). An example ofthe possible disagreement is shown in July 2003
where an above bankfull event in Moras Creek was not exceptional in the Bulstrode data,
while a subsequent event in August of 2003 resulted in extensive flooding and damage in
the larger basin but did not produce overbank flows in the Moras basin. Nevertheless, the
Bulstrode data confirm the occurrence ofa number of extreme events in the winter of 2003-
2004. Overatl, there were 15 events that were within 10 cm of the bankfull depth and of
these, 9 exceeded the bankfull depth. The four Iargest overbank events were confirmed by
visual observation at Moras Creek and occurred on ]uly 2 1/03, December 24/03, April
1000
800
J 600
400
200
figure 7.3 - Precipitation and temperature data from on site meteorological station and water
stage data from pressure transduccr installcd approximately 100 m downstream of (lie
river reach shown in Figure 7.1. Dates on wliich topographical surveys (Topo) tagged
particle surveys (PIT) and flow measurements (Flow) were made are also shown. Scaled
data from a nearby government gauging station ivas used to fil in the period where the
pressure transducer vas removed for winter.
A meteorological station vas installed in October 2003 to record temperature and
precipitation, also at I O minute intervals (Figure 7.3). We compared those data with data
from the closcst govcmrnent maintained meteorotogical station in Shcrbrooke (Quebec)
approximately 80 km to the south of the site. The total rainfait for the one-year period
during which the precipitatioii gauge was active was 1120 mm. The total precipitation for
the samc period in Sherbrooke was 1074 mm. Based on over 40 years of data from the
same station, mean annual rainfail is $73 mm and total precipitation is 1144 mm. The
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15/04, and ]uly 31/04. The first ofthcse events turned the fallen tree and
initiated a period ofriffie-pool development.
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stiidy period seems to have been a period with intense precipitation compared to
the normal. On average there are oniy 5.5 days/year with more than 25 mm ofrainfail.
The ram gauge at the site measured 11 such days over 12 months, with the largest daity
rainfali of 69.6 mm occurring on July 31, 2004. This has only been exceeded twicc in 42
years of data, which indicates that it was approxirnately a 15 year storm. The Sherbrooke
data shows a total of 14 days with more than 25 mm ofrainfail from May 2003 to
November 2004, with the largest daily precipitation of 94.5 mm occurring on August 5,
2003. This is the second highest one day total over the recorded period and is very close to
the largest ever one day total of 98 mm.
Stream bed topography was surveyed using a Trimble 5600 total station. The
strategy was to measure in thc pcriod between flood events that were significant for
sediment transport (f igure 7.3), preferably at the sarne time as the mapping of the locations
oftagged particles. The dates at which this information was collected are also indicated in
figure 7.3. flow conditions for each ofthe pcriods between topographical surveys are
summarized in Table 7.1. Erosion and deposition wcre estimated from thc difference
between successive topographic surveys to quantify changes in bed height. A threshold of
10 cm difference between successive surveys was used to ensure that changes were
morphological adjustments and not the result ofvariability in topographical sampling due
to the rough bed.
Numberof
Period Start Date End Date floods
, (m) (Pa)
Y> tr
1 May 28/03 Aug 05/03 1 + 0.4 130
2 Aug 05/03 Dec 12/03 1 + 0.21 106
3 Dec 12/03 Apr 13/04 2 + 0.31 1 18
4 Apr 13/04 Apr28/04 2 ÷0•4b 130
5 Apr 28/04 July 28/04 0 - 0.05 75.5
6 July 28/04 Atig 06/04 1 ± 0.4 130
7 AugO6/04 Oct 04/04 2 +0.1 94
Note a - flood tevel estirnated from Bcilstrode data
b - estimated from high water marks, Bcilstrode data indicated a maximum flood of+ 0.2 m.
Table 7.1 - Summary of flood sequences between topographical sureeys.
,,,....
is calculatcd relative
to the bankfull dcpth.
Bcd particles were markcd with Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags. The
PIT tag used is a cylindrical 4 by 23 mm glass-encapsulated passive transponder
rnanufactured by TIRIS Technology and distributcd by Texas Instruments. Whcn activated
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by an antenna that uses a RFID (radio frequency identification) technology, the
tags retum coded signais to a handheld computer. A unique identification code was
associated with each tag to allow us to associate sediment movement with clast
characteristics such as size, weight, and shape. Long-terni studies are possible because the
tags do flot have internai batteries. Also, bccause the location ofa marked particle is donc
using a rernote antenna, the bed is flot disturbed during recovery. Tagged particles can
become embedded within the substrate and will move in a manner that is representative of
the overali sediment population. Sources ofparticle loss can includc signal shadowing’ due
toseverai particles in close proxirnity; incompiete scanning ofthe bed surface; transport
beyond the surveyed section; broken tags due to poor installation; and particles buried
deeper than 25 cm in the substrate [Lamai-i-e et aÏ., 2005]. In controlled conditions, the
range of detection by the antenna is 30 cm in any direction. The last known position oflost
particles were plotted in this study to identify any patterns associated with particle loss.
The particle tagging technique consists ofdrilling holes (6.5 mm in diarneter and 25
mm deep) in sediment clasts, inserting a PIT tag, sealing the hole and protecting the tag
with masonry caulking, and then placing the tagged particle in the river. The particle size
distribution for Moras Creek was determined from a Wolman pebble count (n = 800, Figure
7.4). Representative clast sizes are D16 = 1$ mm, D50 = 60 mm, and D84 = 190 mm, and
particles as large as 900 mm were measured. We tagged 299 clasts that were taken from
the stream (size distribution also showu in Figure 7.4). It was not possible to match the
sediment size distribution of the overall population due to the difficutty of tagging the
smallest and the largest particles. Sample sizes by sediment class are listed in Table 7.2.
Particles were returned to the bed surface and aliowed to work their way into the active
layer through subsequent events. There is a bias with this rnethod such that entrainrnent
probabilities dunng the initial fiood events are higher than during subsequent events
[Ferguson and Hoey, 2002].
Size
Size Class Number tagged(mm)
>D4 190—260 16
D0--D4 99—189 92
D50-D0 60—99 142
<D50 25—59 49
Total 299
Table 7.2 - Samples of tagged particles by size class
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Figure 7.4 - Particle size distributions of tue stream sediment, as measured by a tYolman pebbte
count (n = $00), and the tagged particles (n = 299).
Tagged particles were added in thrce waves (Figure 7.5). The first vas a test ofthe
method and the second consisted of the bulk of the particles added in the first year. Our
strategy was to initiaily feed the particies within the study section and upstrearn. In the
study section, an effort was made to place alt sizes ofsediment in ail morphological
subunit. This strategy allowed us to comment on the sediment routing theory [Booker et
aÏ., 2001] in tvhich pool maintenance is accomplished by sediment transport around the
deepest part of the pool instead ofactual sediment entrainrnent. In the second year ofthe
study we added a third wave to supply fresh tagged particles in arcas such as the pool-tau
where most marked particles had heen prcviousiy eroded. At each survey, particies
locations were found by sweeping a portable antenna over the bed surface aiid were
recorded using the total station. In the river, conditions did not atways allow visuai
confirmation ofthe particle location. To avoid any false detections ofmovement, we
considered only transport distances greater than I in in this study. Only 66% ofthe
particles were found on November 28, 2003 because of icy conditions that prevented
scanning in ail areas ofthe creek. In surveys during 2004, recovey percentages were 89,
87, and 91%. The fiood sequences between PIT tag surveys are shown in Table 7.3. Oniy
6 of 299 particles were neyer found after their placement in the river, which confirms the
reliability of PIT tags as a technique to track particles in gravel-bed rivets. Approximateiy
300m of the stream was surveyed. The time required to complete a PIT tag survey was
approximately 5 hours. The initial and the final positions of ail particles are shown in
Figure 7.6. The path length ofeach particle vas calcuiated as the vector between these two
1 10 100 1000
B Axis Diameter (mm)
Number of
Period Start Date End Date floods “‘(m) (Pa)
3’ >
1 +0.4 130
2 +0.2 106
+O.4 130
0 -0.05 75
3 +0.4 130
1 May 28/03 Sept 26/03
2 Sept 26/03 Nov 28/03
3 Nov 28/03 Apr 28/04
4 Apr 28/04 July 02/04
5 July 02/04 Oct 06/04
Note a - flood level estimated from Bctlstrode data
b - estimated from high water marks, Bulsirode data indicated a maximum tlood of+ 0.3 m.
Table 7.3 - Snmmary of llood sequences bctwecn PIT tag surveys. Ymax is calculatcd relative to tue
bankfull depth.
Inseded L] Not Fou nU Did Not Move
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points. The curvature of the stream was accounted for by calculating particle
positions and path length vectors in a two dimensional space deflned by the channel
centerline, measured during the GPS survey of the creek (figure 7.1), and the cross-stream
direction.
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Figure 7.5 - Stacked bar charts oftaggcd particle surveys.
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Figure 7.6 - Initial (date is variable) and end (Oct 06/04) positions oftagged particles. Last known
position gives the last coordinates ofparticlcs vLiose locations werc flot found in the final
survey.
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Sediment entrainment is commonty related to shear stress. To estirnate
the spatial distribution ofshear stress on the bed, we measured turbulent flow properties at
seven different flow stages, including the bankfttll discharge. However, a variety of
methods are used to estirnate shear stress [ Wilcock, 1996; Kim et al., 2000; 3h-on et aï.,
2004]. A non-unifoni boundary, the definitive characteristic of pools and riffles, furthcr
complicates this exercise because flow deceleration and acceleration alters mean velocity
and turbulence intensity profiles [Song and Graf 1994; Kironoto and Givf 1995; Soiig and
Chiew. 2001; sec Chapter 5]. We therefore used two methods to estimate the shear stress.
Ihe first is a ftinction ofthe mean velocity at a point near the bcd surface (ra) and the
second is a function ofthe turbulent kinetic energy (rk). In uniform flow, these methods
typically give similar estirnates [31m,; et al., 2004]. In the riffle-pool under study,
however, the methods gave divergent estimates as a result ofthe perturbation to the relation
bctween the mean velocity and turbulence (sec Chapter 5). Stress calculated as a function
of the turbulent kinetic energy vas much larger in ttie poot-head. This was linked with the
occurrence of intermittent detachmcnt of the flow, as shear stress derivcd from the rnean
vclocity will underestimate the stresses on the bed in this situation [Siinpson, 1981; 1989].
Using the mean velocity measurements nearest to the bed as recornmended by f’Vilcock
[1996], r,, was estimated as:
-
71
uF’ ln(IOv/D94)
where K is the Von-Karman constant ( 0.40), U is the mean velocity, and)’ is the
measitrement height of the probe above the bed. rk was estimated using the method
outlined in Khi; et al. [2000], and Biron et aï. [2004] but modified as in Chapter 5 for
measurements in two dimensions:
rk—O.7SPkI(hI+i’I) (7.2)
wherc p is watcr density (1000 kg/m3), K, is a constant ( 0.19) and u1 and y1 are the
instantaneous fluctuations about the mean of the streamwise and vertical components of
vclocity, respcctively. Critical shear stress for a given size class (rL.) was estirnated based
on a threshold criteria for mixed sedirnent [Komar, 1996]:
r=0.045(p —p)gDD (7.3)
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O whcrc DN is the percentite N size of sediment, D50 is the median size
for the creek, p.ç is the density ofthe sediment, and g is the gravitational constant (9.81
mis2). It shouid be noted that we use a single D50 value for the entire section. This method
does not account for local soding effects and irnplicitly assumes that the sorting is
dependant on the observed hydraulic conditions. The effect ofthis assumption is discussed.
7.3 Resutts
7.3.1 Topographical changes
The bed rnorphology detcrmined from the topographical surveys of the study
section is shown in figure 7.7. A summary of the hydraulic conditions for each ofthe
periods between topographical surveys is given in Table 7.1. figure 7.7 documents the
morphologicai changes during the study period. The tree that forces the pool rnoved in
July, 2003 during an extrerne event that was 0.4 ni above bankfull stage. This movement
resuited in the infihiing ofthe previous pool and scouring around the root bole. In the eariy
wintcr of 2003, a few large rain-on-snow events occurred and the pool reformed
downstrcam of its original location, but upstrearn ofthe tree. Flow decelerates in this area
because of the partial barrier to the flow presented by the tree. The pool was siightiy
reworked through the winter of 2003-2004, but substantiai subsequent change did not occur
until the spring of 2004 when a second event approxirnately 0.4 rn above the bankfuil level
resulted in the pool eroding to the right ofthe tree and extending downstrearn from the
constriction. This phase of erosion was accornpanicd by the growth ofthe bar on the ieft
side ofthe channel downstrcarn ofthe trec. As a result, the deepest part ofthe channel
shifted from left to right (looking upstream). This pool was eniarged and extended during
subsequent floods. Fine loose sands wcre frequently observed at the bottom of the pool
downstream of the tree.
The erosion-deposition rnaps show that the development ofthe pool downstream of
the tree followed a relativcly simple trajectory (Figure 7.8). Erosion occurred on the right
side and deposition on the left side ofthe channel during ail events. The development of
the bed form is more complicated upstream of the tree, as shown by the sequence through
the first four plots in the location ofthe original pool from x = 8-12 m. This area was
initiaily filled, but subsequent events reworked the sediments and lcd to net erosion. The
large flood in the spring of 2004 deposited more sediment in this location and marked the
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end ofthc local morphological changes. Even the large event in the summer
2004 resulted in no further net erosion or deposition in this area. Instead, it initiated a new
sequence of changes doser to thc trec. Areas ofdeposition during the large event in thc
summer of 2004 and oferosion during two subsequent bankfult floods are visible. The
developmcnt of the riffle and pool-head rnorphology has occurred over a range of flood
stages, and areas ofdeposition tend to be areas of erosion in subsequent floods. There is a
tendency toward a stabilized rnorphology in the riffle and pool-head, however,
demonstrated by the decreasing amounts of change in subsequent floods of similar
magnitude. There is a direction to this process ofstabiÏization, as the initial scour ofthe
pool and the deposition-erosion sequences occur first in the upstrearn portion of the pool
and then progress downstream. This would suggest that the process ofdeceleration and
enhanced turbulence generation that occur in the pool-head are the critical mcchanisms for
pool initiation, although the ultimate lcngth ofthe pool will be dctermined by the scour
downstrearn of the tree that occurs in a zone offlow acceleration. Scour downstream ofthe
tree occurred at both bankfufl and above bankftill events, and pool Iength did not stabilize
within the study period.
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0 7.3.2 Pat!? Ïengths ofsedinient transpoli
Final positions ofthe tagged particles are shown in comparison to thcir initial
positions in Figure 7.6. There is some tendency for the particles to clustcr in certain areas,
such as the pool-head and channel sidc bars, but in general they are dissipated over large
distances downstrearn ofthe study site. A histogram ofthe cumulative transport distances
over the duration ofthe study period is shown in Figure 7.9. Approximately 1/6 ofthe
particles neyer moved from their initial positions. Slight adjustrnents of less than I m may
be hidden within this group. 5/6 ofthe particles have moved more than 1 rn. Their
cumulative transport distances follow a unirnodal distribution if zero values are not
considered. If zero values are included in the statistics, the mode is 20-50 m, thc median is
9.5 m, the mean is 22.6 m, the standard deviation is 35.7 rn, and the skewness is 3.5. While
there is a strong mode in thc data, it is not clear whether such a model supports a moUd of
morphological transport. To investigate the data further, we differentiated within the data
set based on date of insertion and particle size.
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Figure 7.9 - Cumulative transport distance for ail tagged particles at flic end of the study period.
Particles that were neyer found alter their initial placement are also shown.
Partictes placed on the surface of the bed are expected to behave differently than
those which have been reworked by previous flood events [ferguso,; andHoev, 2002]. For
this reason we divided the total sample oftagged clasts in thrcc groups according to the
initial seeding date. Transport distance between successive measurement dates is plottcd as
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a series ofhistograms in Figure 7.10. Hydraulic conditions bctwccn PIT tag
survcys arc summarized in Table 7.3. Path Iengths in Figure 7.10 follow a himodal
distribution during initial transport events for the thrcc samptes. This is most evident for
the initial small sample, which has two modes of 2-5 m and 20-50 m, and the last sample
added during the summer of 2004, which also bas two modes of 2-5 m and 20-50 m.
Recovery ofthe second sample after its initial transport event vas complicated by 1cc that
preventcd many particles from bcing fotmd. Tee vas particularly a probtem downstream of
the study site and a second mode between 20-50 m coutd not be identified. Instead, this
mode shows up in the third measurement date where most ofthese particles werc located
for the first time. The relative importance ofthe five periods is indicated by the behavior of
the first sample of 23 particles, which shows that periods 1,3, and 5 bave the highest
sediment transport rates. Based on Table 7.3, this indicates that sediment transport rates
increase sharply with maximum water level. Sediment transport is highest when ftow
stages are 0.4 ni above bankfull.
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Figure 7.10 - Patli Iengths oftagged particlcs for cadi measuremdnt date scparated by insertion
date.
Tbe pcriod ofiuÏy 2, 2004 to Octoher 6. 2004 provides an excellent example with
which to compare the movement of particles that had been worked by previous floods to
those newly inserted on the bed surface. This evcnt has becn broken down by sediment
size class in Figure 7.11. As expected, the proportions ofparticles that were not found and
particles that do not move are larger for the reworked sediment. Separated by size class,
transport distributions are unimodal, with a single exception ofthe smallest size class (<
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D50) ofthe reworked sediment, with modes at 2-5 rn and 100-200 m. The
shorter mode of these two modes does not appear for newly inscrted sediment, where ail
transported particles in the smallest size category were transported more than 10 rn. The
shorter of thc two modes for the srnatler partictes is the sarne as thc mode in the larger
sediment classes t> D67). This suggests that there is a subpopulation in the < D50 size class
whose path lengths are rcduced as a resuit of interactions with othcr particles. If we
consider only the second, longer mode for thc smallest particlcs, there is a clear negative
relationship bctween transport distance and size for both the reworkcd and newly inscrted
particles. The negative trend is most cvident for the newly inserted particles where there is
a larger proportion ofthe subsamples contained within the modes ofthe two srnallest size
classes, and the standard deviations ofthcse distributions are reduced in comparison with
those of the reworked particles. A final observation is that the differcnces between the
transport distance distributions ofrcworked and ncwly inserted particles are less in the
larger than in the smaller size classes. In the D67 - D4 size class there is littie difference in
mean, mode, or skewncss. Observations ofthe largest size class (>D54) are limited by the
srnall samples. but they indicate that fetvcr reworked particlcs moyeU than newiy insertcd
particles and that transport distances in both cases have a similar distribution as the D67 -
D4 size class.
7.3.3 Spatial distribiitioii ofentraini;icnt anci deposition oftagged partick’s
We present a serics of plots to document the spatial distribution of the entrainment
and deposition oftagged particles in the riffle-pool during the five tracking periods in this
study (Figure 7. 12-Figure 7. 16). A sctmmary of the significant floods within these periods
is shown in Table 7.3. Figure 7.12 is useful 10 illustrate the presentation ofthe results as
thcre were only a few tagged particies in this initial test of the method. Four plots arc
includcd in each figure to present tue different scdiment size cLasses. On the plots, zones
wherc the measured shear stress during thc bankfull flood on August 13, 2004 exceeds the
critical shear stress for cach secliment size class are shown. Whcre shear stress estimated
using the mean vetocity is greater than flic critical shear stress (r > r) the bed is shaded a
dark glay. \Vhcrc r,, < r, vet the shear stress cstimated using the turbulent kinetic encrgy is
greater than the critical shear stress (Tk > r(.) the bed is shaded a light gray. We used the
hydraulics measured during the bankftill flood as a reference for thc presentation ofthe
sediment transport data. It vas not possible to measure flow properties during floods
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signiflcantly greater than bankfull and the bankfull fiood is the closest
approximation of flow hydraulics for ail of the periods. r exceeds r for ail size classes
upstream ofx = 6 m and in the pool center and tau. Within the pool-head from x 8-14 ni,
Tk always exceeds r on the lefi side where flow is concentrated in the thalweg. r,, excecds
v over the bar to the right side ofthe channcl, but only for the srnaller sediment sizes.
Overlain on the shear stress exceedence plots are the start and end positions ofeach tagged
particle and the interpolated transport path. Freshly inserted particles as well as those that
did flot move during the period are also indicated. The first period was a test of the rnethod,
as shown in Figure 7.12. One event where Q>Q/)foccurred during the period and the flood
had a peak fiood level of 0.4 m above bankfull. Due to the low numbers of particles and
high variability of their movements, no clear patterns are discernable from this initial test.
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Figure 7.11 - Path lcngths for sediinent transport in the final survey period of the tagged particles.
Sediment lias becn dividcd into ‘rcworked’ and ‘inscrted’ classes to distinguish particles
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that had been in the river for previous lloods from those that had becn placed
on the bed at the beginnïng of the period.
Figure 7.13 documents the resuits from the initial movement ofthe second wave of
particies added to the stream. There werc two events greater than bankfuii during this
period and the maximum flood level was 0.2 rn above bankfuii. The survey to recover the
tagged particles was iimited by ice and no information on particle movements downstream
ofthe tree was obtained. Upstream of the tree, partial mobility occurred in ail size classes.
Larger particies moved iess frequentiy than smaiier particies. The deposition pattems differ
with ciast size. The smailest particies are transported from upstrearn and frequentiy move
to the right ofthe channel where they arc deposited high on the bar close to the right bank.
The larger sizes are progressively deposited towards the left. Particles larger than D84 are
transported off of the bar and into the thalweg of the pool-head. In the subsequent flooding
period (figure 7.14) it is important to note that, for the particles that were not found in the
previous survey, the movernents shown accumulate those in the previous period. This third
period covers the winter of 2004 where at least three events greater than bankftiii occurred,
ail of them associated with ice, and the maximum flow level was approximately 0.4 m
above bankfuli. Entrainment and deposition is quite patchy, which makes interpretation
difficuit, but there are some observations that can be made. It is ciear that ail the particles
located downstream ofthe tree were entrained. Even the iargest sediment sizes were
transported downstream or deposited on the deveioping bar to the ieft of the channei. Also
ctcar is that no particies iarger than D84 were transported through the pool. This
observation is iimited by the small sample size, but is supported by the behavior ofparticles
in the D67-D84 size class because the majority ofparticies located in the z> r zone did not
move. lnstead, the particles in or close to the r> r. zone were eroded. In contrast, aimost
ail of the smalicr particles in the pool-head were entrained. These resuits confirm that
forces from the water are sufficient to entrain smaiicr particles in the pool-head, which
counteracts the argument of Booker, 2001 who postulates that pools are primariiy
maintained by sediment routing. The shear stress threshold criteria estimated with rk does
not prcdict entrainment ofthe largest particie sizes. The threshoid criteria estimated with r1,
appears to suitably predict the movernent of ail particle sizes. The implication ofthis
observation is that the fiuctuating shear stress that occurs in the pooi-head does not
C efficiently transport large particles.
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figure 7.15 shows particle movement during a period in which the
maximum flood was just below thc bankfull level, thus illustrating the low sediment
transport during events tess than bankfult. Some erosion did occur downstrcam ofthe pool
in this period, but there were no tagged particles in this area bccause they had been
removed during previous floods. Ncw particles were added in the summer of 2004, and
their response to a fiood 0.4 m above bankfull is shown in figure 7. 16. In general, the
resuits confirm those from Figurc 7.14. AIl particles downstream ofthe tree are transported
except those îocated on the bar to the teft of thc channet. No Large particles upstream ofthe
tree are transported through the pool. Most of the smaller size particles are entrained and
many are transported through the pool. A number of relatively short movements ofsmall
particles are observed in the thalweg whcre Tk> r. These movements correspond with the
mode of 2 - 5 in seen in the histograms for targer particles, which suggests that transport
distances ofsmall particles are shorter in the pool-head, perhaps due to the different
hydraulic conditions, or duc to entrapment by the larger particles. It is also important to
note that many particles are transported out of the pool-head zone whrAlso shown on
figure 7.16 arc the last known positions of particles that were not found in the final survey
oftbe tagged clasts. 11 of 26 Iost particles were last found in the pool-head and the bar
downstream of the tree. Deposition ofup to 60 cm occurred over the study pcriod, which
suggests that the burial of particles is a major source of error with the PIT tag rnethod in
this study.
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Figure 7.12 - Spatial plot of sediment movement for initial seeding ofparticles between May 28/03
and September 26/03. Particles are distinguished by sediment class. Particle movements
are overlain on zones of excess shear stress during the bankfull event for shear stress as n
resuit of both mean velocity (r) and turbulent velocity fluctuations (lk).
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Figure 7.13 - Spatial plot of sediment movement between September 26/03 and November 28/03.
It was flot possible to survey downstream ofthe tree due to ice. See Figure 7.12 for more
complete explanation.
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Figure 7.14 - Spatial plot of sediment movement bebveen November 28/03 and April 28/04. Some
movements downstream ofthe tree may have taken place during the previous period.
See Figure 7.12 for more complete explanation.
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Figure 7.16 - Spatial plot of sediment movement between July 2/04 and October 6/04. The Iast
known positions of particles that were flot found on the final survey are also shown. See
figure 7.12 for more complete explanation.
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In this article we have presented morphologic change and sediment transport data
that allow us to consider the development and maintenance of a forced riffle-pool in a
relatively straight and narrow stream with a wide range ofparticle sizes. The pool was
initiated as a resuit of large woody debris that changed location and rnoved downstrearn,
thus reinitializing the scouring processes. A series offloods at and above bankfull stages
resulted in pattems ofdeposition and erosion that varied with flood peak and sediment size.
In the sections without bed forms, as we would expect, sediment transport ofall sizes
increased with flow stage. A similar situation also occurred in the mid-pool and pool-tau,
as material of ail sizes was scoured out during extreme events. The pool-head is more
complicated, and its dynamics appear to hold key mechanisrns for bed fomi initiation and
maintenance. This discussion will summarize key results in a conceptual model ofriffle
pool development, compare this model with other studies that have documented different
phases in sediment transport, discuss the role of turbulence in sediment transport and the
role ofthe tree in pooi formation, and consider the effects ofriffle-pools on larger scale
properties of the system such as the sediment budget.
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Figure 7.17 shows a simplified model ofmorphological changes and
particle movements at the field site. We observed two major cycles ofscour and f111 during
a period of active pool developrnent. As a resuit of the most extrerne events, the riffle and
pool-head fil! with the material transported from upstrearn. Ail sizes can be transported
during these events, depending on the flood tevei. Sorne material is transported through the
pool center and tau, but this material is sorted by size. Visual observations shows that large
particles do occasionaliy move through from the pool-head, but sediment tracers larger than
D84 neyer moved from the pool-head to the pool-tau during the study period. Downstream
ofthe tree, flow acceleration leads to erosion of ail sizes ofparticles in the developing pool.
In more moderate events, large material is flot transported in the straight sections of the
stream and there is less material transported onto the riffle and pool-head. Topographicat
surveys indicate that erosion occurs in the pooi-head during this time, but this trend was not
revealed by the tagged particles, which indicates that the transported material is likely
srnaller than approximately 3 cm, the lower limit ofthe particle size for which it was
possible to insert PIT tags. Critically, this transport [caves the largest material in the
upstream portion of the developing pool and this material appears to have a stabilizing
effect on the bed form (Figure 7.8). Subsequent large events transport new sediment into
the pool, but deposition occurs downstrearn from the tocation ofdeposition during the
previous event. Subsequent bankfull events expose more ofthe larger sediments so that a
distinct sedimentological unit begins to appear in the riffle and pool-head. Erosion duc to
acceleration out of the pool occurs during ail flood stages at or greater than bankfull. The
larger events have the potentiai to move the position ofthe downstrcam riffle crcst due to
their capacity to transport the larger clasts.
o
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Figure 7.17 - Summary diagram of morphology changes in response to two cycles of llood events
of varions magnitudes. The movement of the tree is shown in (a) for a tlood event greater
than thc bankfull discharge (Q»Q,,1). Sediment flux is indicate by black arrow’s, and
transportcd size fractions are indicated. Note alternating cycles of scour and liii that Icad
to development of distinct sedimentology in riffle/pool-head in zone of fiow deceleration
and turbulence generation, and enlargement of the pool downstream of the tree in zone of
flow acceteration.
In general, figure 7. 1 7 supports cxisting studies that have documented two phases
ofsediment transport and identified reversais in sediment transport associated with riffle
pools. The resuits ofthis study are much more detailed, however, providing key
information on sediment pathways and bed rnorphology changes. The paratiel study of
flow hydrautics atso allowed us to estimate shear stress during the bankfiull flood. These
advantages helped to significantiy refine the understanding ofthe morphology and
dynamies ofriffle-pools that has been developed by previous studies. Meade [1985]
presented a relatively simple model in which pools scout and riffles aggrade at high flow
and filt and erode, respeetively, at low flow. We observed sand deposits in the pool center
and tait at low fiow, whieh supports previous observations of phase I transport in gravel
bed rivers. Large deposits of fine material are not present in Moras Creek, however, and
we were not abte to tag what fine sediment was present. Based on topographie surveys,
scout of sediment from the riffle/pool-head occurred on three occasions. This transport is
dependant on antecedent conditions, as erosion only occurred in areas with significant
deposition during a previous, high flow event. The importance of antecedent conditions
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mirrors the observations of SidIe [1988] and fits with observations of phase I
transport in which sediment is supply Iirnited. Transport only occurs where deposition of
rnixed or fine sizes occtirred during previous events.
High flow, or phase II, transport as identifled by Jackson ami Beschta [1982] and
SidÏe [198$], is characterized by aggradation on riffles [Meade, 1985] and birnodal or
symmetrical path tength distributions [Pyrce aiidAshmore, 2003]. These gcneral
characteristics wcre observed three tirnes during the study period. Discussion is limited by
the fact that the pool understudy was developing and some feartires may be remant from
previous morphologies. Nevertheless, our study yielded some new information with which
to discuss sediment transport and morphotogical change during large floods. First,
aggradation typically occurred in the downstream portion ofthe riffle and the pool-head.
We did not observe an increase in riffle crest elevation, though it may have occurred at
sorne stage during the fiood. Second, the largest particles were not transported through the
pool. A possible explanation for this is the imbrication of larger clasts in the pool-head
[Cflfford, 1993; Sear, 1996]. It is doubtftil, however, that imbrication is the cause ofriffle
pools. Riffle-pools are commonly observed to scale with stream width, a variable that is
closely related to the flow. We propose that sediment dynarnics can be better explained
based on flow dynarnics. In the pool-tail, shear stress is dominated by high mean velocity
in a zone of flow acceleration (sec CI?apter 5). The effects of mean flow velocity on
sedirnent transport have been intensively researched over many years. Due to the
deformation ofthe velocity profite in acceterating flows, sediment transport is likety to be
higher in the pool-tau than in uniform flows. In the pool-head, however, shear stress is
dominated by high-amplitude turbulent fluctuations of short duration in a zone offlow
deceleration and intermittent separation (see Chapter 6). The effect of turbulence on
transport is not cornpletely understood. Neïson et aï. [1995] and Sinner et al. [2003] have
documented a positive retation between turbulence and sediment transport, but the effect on
heterogeneous sediments bas not been tested. The principal inference from the results
shown here is that sediment transport by enhanced turbulence is highly sensitive to
sediment size. This inference is supported somewhat obliquety by Nelson et al. [1995],
who noted the duration of turbulent events to be relevant to the prediction ofthe number of
sand grains transported. They reported that long duration events transported a
disproportionate amount oC the sediment. Tests on heterogeneous sediment were not donc,
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C but this principte may atso be relevant in the poot-hcad, with the obvions
difference that it is not possible to transport a proportion ofa large clast. Large clasts
rcmain stable in spite of extremely high shear stress values because, based on
considerations ofrnornenturn, they require longer duration events to move. Smaller
sedimcnts respond more quickly to the velocity fluctuations and are sclcctively removcd
from areas that present a negative bcd stope to the rivet - i.e. the 1cc stopc of the riffles and
the pool-heads.
Conceivably, there is a lcvcl above Phase 11 in which riffle and pool-head sedimcnts
viIl be eroded. Warburton [19921 proposed a threc phase model of sediment transport in
rivets with bed forms. The break-up and transport ofriftle sedirnents, however, have rareÏy
been observed. ]acksol? and Beschta [1982] and CampbeÏl and $idÏe [1 985] documented
the transport of riffie-sized material at high flow, but the source of this material was flot
identified, and it is possible that thc key riffle sedirnents rernained stable during the floods.
In this study, only short movements of targe partictes were observcd within the riflie and
poot-head. Large particlcs were flot transported through the pool-head during the study
period despite fioods that were up to 0.4 m abovc bankfull, a flood estimated to have a
return period of 15 years. This matches the resuits of Hassan and Woods,nith [2004] who
observed only partial mobility of Large clasts during extreme events that wcrc up to three
tirnes the bankfutl flow rate. The bcst data set to examine this issue may be that ofMadej
[1999], where 20 ycars oftopographical data in seven reaches in three rivets were assessed.
She found that, for rivers in which riffie-pools werc rnostly forced, even extrerne events
were insufficient to disturb bed fcatures in a manner that would be indicative of Phase 111
transport. Some randomization ofbcd features occurred in rivets with mostly free riffic
pools after a 12 year flood. The dilTerencc in response to extreme events may be the result
ofdifferences in the flow hydraulics between forced and unforccd riffle-pools. The forcing
element induces deceteration and acceleration rcgardless of the bcd condition. Our results
show that the riffle and poot-hcad tend to infihi during extreme floods. Without a forcing
element, it is conceivable that the pool will tend to become shallower during this timc and
reduce the non—uniform flow dynamics that maintain it. If enough sediment is transported,
the pooL could infill entirely. This is not possible whcre the pool is forccd. In forced pools,
the pool is unlikely to inflIl untess the forcing element moves.
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Finally, it is worth considering flic effccts of riffles and pools on larger
scale poeperties of flic river. When ail tagged particles were considered, we obtained a
median of 22.6 m for te cumulative — lengths over flic cntirc study period a distance
approximately four times flic channcl width, a rcsult consistent with flic datascts analysed
by Pyrce andAshmore [2003] and te formation ofakcmate ban. Mso similar to thcsc
prcvious resulis, however, is that te distributions in responsc to individual cvcnts arc
strongly skcwcd, often with multiple modes. We obtained relatively normal and unimodal
results by considering a log flnsfrrm ofthe path lengths and separating sediment by size
class. Under these transformations, te agreement between path lcngth and bar growth
breaks down as modes are typically longer for sediment smaller than te median and
shorter for sediment larger than the median. Longer term studies with reworked sediment
are necessary if a consistent behavior is to be identified. It is also necessary to consider te
possibility that Moras Creck may flot fit with established models ofbar growt and path
length distributions as pmposed from flume studies such as that ofLisle et aL [1991] and
Pyrce andAshmore [2005]. fle flumcs they used both have higher width-to-dept ratios,
which allows te active channels to reduce in widt as ban develop and emerge. In Mons
Creek, it appean that flic nanow width restricts such processes from occurring and ban are
poorly developed. Morphological estimates of scdiment transport would dnstically
underestimate total transport as demonstrated by te large numben ofparticles tat are
transported tmugh te pool during large events. Thc hypotesis of equal mobility may
also break down in tis systen Our resulta show that tue is a relation bctween size and
transport distance. This follows te results ofFerguson and Wathen [1998], who noted a
strong decrease of transport distance wit size for sediment larger tan l)o. Hoey and
Ferguson [1997] considered that te rate ofdownstream fining would be controlled byte
mechanics ofsediment sorting. Riffle-pool sequences offer a powerfiil sediment sorting
mechanism due to teir ability to push te onset of phase 111 transport to exflme floods that
accomplish only a small proportion ofte geomorphic work in te channel. This
perturbation to the flow-sediment transport interaction fits wit te observations ofLisle
[1995] and Parker and Toro-Escobar [2002], who concluded tat te principle ofequal
mobility does flot hold in low-order streams tat are relatively sflight and nanow wit a
wide range ofpafticle sizes.
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7.5 Conclusions
This study offers the most detailed resuits and spatial representation ofsedirncnt
transport in a rifile-pool systcm yet availabic. We have found that patterns oferosion and
deposition are sensitive to flood stage. Progressive erosion occurred in the pool-tau as the
pool extended downstream from the constriction. Ail sizes of sediment werc cvacuated
from the pool-tau on at least two occasions. We have found a straightforward hydraulic
explanation for these observations. Flow acceleration dominates the flow hydraulics in the
pool-tau. This resulted in very high mean velocities close to the bed 50 that shear stresses
are high and available equations appear to prcdict entrainrnent thresholds reasonably well.
Thc riffic and pool-head is more complex. Pool morphology was characterized by cycles
oferosion and deposition combined with signs ofstabilization. Material deposited during
ftoods higher than bankftill was reworked by events doser to bankfttll stage. Sedirnent
transport out of the pool-head is size-dependant, and the largest material accumulated in
this area in spite of flood peaks with a 15 year retum period. Repeated inputs of sediments
resulted in the accumulation of large particles that appeared to locatly stabilize the bed
during subsequent events greater than bankfull. The pool-head is also critical to theories of
pool formation because the pool was initiated upstream of the tree. Flow hydraulics show
that this zone is characterized by decelerating flow and high shear stresses as a result of
instantaneous flow separation and turbulent fluctuations. These turbulent fluctuations offer
a hydraulic explanation for the sediment transport in the pool-head. Short powerftil
fluctuations appear to be ineffective in transporting the largest sizes so that the smaller sizes
are selectively removed. More study at the process scale is needed on the effects of
turbulence on scdiment transport, particularly in heterogencous sediments. Study of free
pools is also warranted to determine how fiow and sediment dynamics differ from forccd
pools. Finally, it appears that stable riffle-pool sequences can influence the sediment
budget ofa stream by selectively rernoving the largest sediment sizes from the transpoded
population. Larger scale study is needed to properly test the significance ofthis sorting
mechanisiTi.
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8 GENEI&L DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the formation and maintenance ofriffle-pools. We
have utilized two approachcs to investigate this problem: numerical simulations and field
based research. These approaches are complementary. The field-based research prcsents
new data over a range ofdischarges, inciuding channel forming events, that advance our
understanding of the flow and sediment dynarnics in riffle-pools. Specifically, we
demonstrate the central rote of turbulence in pool initiation and development. These data,
however, were largely obtained at a single fieÏd site. It is flot possible to confirm a general
modet ofriffie-pool mechanics because of the local context ofany field site. In contrast,
simulation models are notoriously difficult to apply to the investigation ofprocess scale
behavior of the system. Sediment and turbulent fiow dynarnics arc not yet understood to
the point wherc a cornpieteÏy physical model oftheir interaction is possible. Instead, we
employ a hierarchical strategy whereby the proccss scale dynarnics arc represcnted by
simple rutes. These simple mies were based on physical considerations and informed by
thc field-bascd resuits. Constructed in this manner, the simulation model is a useful tool for
testing the significance ofresults from the field-based component study. This improves
confidence that the mechanisms we identify in the field are both sufficient and nccessaiy
for the generation of pools and riffles. In this way we dcvetop a general theory ofriffle
pool fomation that we discuss in this final chapter of the thcsis. \Vc begin by summarizing
the key findings from each of the article chapters. We then present a conceptual model on
pool and riffic formation and conciude this chapter and the thesis with directions for future
rescarch.
8.2 Summary of key findings
Ibis section sutumarizes kcy findings from the modclÏing and field-bascd rescarch
that we undertook to explore the formation and maintenance ofriffle-pools in gravcl-bed
rivers. Thc third chapter in the thesis presents the two dimensional moUd ofgravel—bed
river system dynamics. The mode! structure is fairly unique in fluvial geomorphology
because it simulates the movements of discrete particles and uses simple mies to represent
fiow and sediment dynamics. Thc main rcsult is the emergence ofa range ofbed form
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types in response to feedback mechanisms. Larger scale bed forms develop
when flow field parameters are linked to the bed configuration. A critical step was the link
between bulk velocity and turbulence intensity. Without this link, scour ofthe bed does not
occur and bed forms arc small scaic and ofa strictly low relief nature. Flow separation was
necessary to produce a downstream celerity of the bed forrns that is characteristic ofsuch
features as ripples and dunes. This confirrns resuits and observations made by several
researchers (e.g. Best [2005]). The emergence of modelled bed forms with similar scale,
sorting patterns, and stabiÏity as riffie-pools requircd threc items: the link between
acceleration and turbulence intensity, ftow separation, and heterogeneous particle sizes.
These three factors are central to the conclusions ofchapters 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
The fourth chapter ofthis thesis is the first that presents resuits from the field
campaign. It is a technical article on the reliability of instruments used to measure
instantaneous water velocity in highly turbulent environments such as riffles and pools
during floods. The study was necessary to ensure the accuracy ofthe flow data used in this
thesis. We compared the two most common instruments used in field studies. The field
sites chosen for the test presented a range of conditions including spatially variable flow
environments in which ftow was rapidly accclerated and decelerated. The kcy resuit was
that the Electromagnetic Current Meter (ECM) is more reliable that the Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter (ADV) in highly turbulent flows. This is related to the sampling mcthods of
the instruments. The ECM makes an instantaneous recording from a rcsistance capacitor
whereas the ADV requires a correlatcd measurement over a smalt tirne interval. While the
ECM results in a dampened signal, the small time interval nceded by the ADV is stiil too
large to allow accurate measurements in highly turbulent flows, a fact that is not reflected
in a number of published methods used to estimate ADV error. For this thesis, the critical
resuit was that it supported the choice ofthe ECM for further measurements ofvelocity
while rivers are in flood and highly turbulent.
The main resuits ofthe intense ficld study ofa forced riffle-pool are presentcd in
chapters 5, 6, and 7 ofthe thcsis. Chaptcr 5 presents the mean velocity and turbulence
intcnsity statistics in our main study site, Moras Creck, over a range ofdischarges that
includes the bankfull discharge. These data demonstrate the controlling influence that
() acceleration and deceleration have on flow dynamics. Acceleration lcads to a ftillcr
velocity profile such that mean streamwise velocities are frequently highcr near the bed
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O than at the surface. This is important becausc vclocity reversai can occur on the
positive siope ofthe pool-tau. Comparing uniforrn and accelerating flows for a given buik
velocity, the change to the velocity profile means that near-bed vclocity and shear stress are
higher in accelerating flow. Deceleration produces the opposite effect such that high
streamwise vetocities tend to concentrate in the center of the channel near the water
surface. Mean streamwise velocities near the bed can be very low and even negative, and
shear stress estimates that are functions ofthe mean velocity are aiso low. However, a key
argument from this article, and one that is central to the entire thesis, is that the mean shear
stress underestimates the forces on bed particles in the pool-head. Turbulence intensities
are high in the pool-head. Velocity gradients over the full depth of flow mean that
turbulence is generated over the entire profile and flot just near the bed, as is typicai in
uniform flows. Shear stress estimates based on turbulence intensity indicate high levels of
stress on the bed and may account for sediment transport in this arca. We propose a
conceptual model of mean velocities and turbulence intensity for the forced riffle-pool.
The forcing eiement appears to act as a catalyst that forces the changes to mean velocity
and initiates riffle-pool development. Because acceleration and deceleration wili be a
generai feature of ail macro-scale bed forms, we also propose a simplificd gencrai model
for a range ofriffle-pool types.
The fourth article uses the sarne data set as the third article but charactcrizes the
fiow environment in a different way. Rather than using die timc-independcnt statistics of
the ftow, we sought to characterize thc time-depcndant or coherent character of thc
turbulent flow in the pool. We found that instantaneous liow separation occurs near the bed
in the pool-head. Spectral density indicates that the pool switchcs from an cnvironmcnt in
which energy decays at Iow discharge to one in which encrgy is generated at high
discharge. The size of coherent turbulent events indicates that the source of this gcnerated
energy is likely the zone of instantaneous flow separation. The constriction ofthe forcing
elements forces a break in water surface slope and (ho shear zone between die main thalweg
and the slower velocities produces strong bous and vortices that are visible at the water
surface. Near thc bed, however, the coherence of turbulent events is smali in comparison to
channel morphology. Overati, there is a negative relation between veiocity and the
O coherence of turbulent events. lt appears that the generation of ncw turbulence in die poolhcad and downstream of the tree disnipts the typicai organization ofthe fiow in turbulent
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bounda layers. At high discharge it is shown that recove ofthis typicai
organization does flot occur within the pool, a resuit that may be significant for the scaling
of riffle-pools.
The final article presents the resuits from the study ofthe morphoiogy and the
sediment transport at the Moras Creek study site. Similar to the flow hydraulics, the main
conclusions contrast thc processes upstrcarn and downstream of the constriction. The
downstream dynamics are retatively simple to understand. A near compiete evacuation of
ail sizes oftagged particles from the center and tau ofthe pool was observed on two
occasions. Topographical mapping showed that there was progressive lengthening ofthe
pooi during ail fioods at or above the bankfiill flood. These observations coincide with
areas where the shear stresses derived from mean velocities exceeded a threshold value.
This offers a clear hydraulic explanation ofobserved sediment transport and erosion.
Upstrearn ofthe tree, the dynamics were more complex. Sedirnent transport was size
dependant so that tagged particles larger than D84 were neyer transportcd out ofthe pool
head. Full mobility did not occur, even for the smaltest sizes. During the highcst observed
discharges, deposition occurred in the riffic and pool-beaU. Erosion occurred during
discharges doser to the bankfull dischargc, but the location and extent ofthis erosion was
dependant on antecedent deposition. These observations coincide with areas where shear
stress estirnated as a function ofmean velocity did not exceed a threshold value, but shear
stress estimated as a function of turbulent kinetic energy did exceed a thrcshold value. This
indicates that sediment is transported by turbulent fluctuations in the pool-head. Less is
known about sediment transport in these conditions, but it appears that transport by
turbulence is highly size selective. Large magnitude but short duration events do not
transport the largest particle sizes, effectively trapping them in the riffic and pool-hcad.
This hydraulic rnechanism explains both the stability of riffle-pools and the requirement of
heterogencous sedimcnts.
8.3 Originality of the Thesis
The formation ofriffic-pools is a geomorphic puzzle that has rcsistcd explanation
for over 30 ycars. The originality of the work prcsentcd here lies in the modeling approach
that we employed, in the technical innovations in our experimental design, and in the
O unique data set that we were able to collcct, ail of which contributed to some key
discoveries. The numerical moUd ROQ-B gives us a ncw tool to examine the problem of
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O flow-particle interactions and ofbed form developrnent including thc formation
ofriffic-pools. By designing rules to match principles of sediment transport culled from
engineering as wetl as earth science research and combining these mies in a hicrarchicai
model, we were abie to simulate gravel-bed rivers in a more dynamic way than is possible
with existing models. The model should be useful for a range ofprobierns relatcd to
gravel-bed rivers where multiple factors intcract at local scaies to produce patterns that
observcd at global scales.
ficid research on riffie-poot formation and maintenance is made difficult by the
conditions during floods. Accurate and reliable measurements required a number of
technicai innovations. We focused on physical processes that occur on the scale of
individual sediment particles and individual turbulent structures. Accurate measurernents
were critical and testing ofthe Electromagnetic Current Meter was a necessary step that
will be useful for future field research. The method for tagging and tracking ofsediment
particles is also relatively new and our experirnents dcmonstrate the effectiveness ofthis
technique. In addition, the apparatus we uscd to measure flow propertics during bankfull
and larger flood events may also be useful in other studies.
A large portion ofthe originality ofthe thesis is containcd in the field data we
obtained. The information on flow hydraulics is one ofthe most extensive data sets
obtained in a riffle-pool. We mcasured at a range of flow stages, including bankfull 110w,
and were able to obtain good spatial coverage. Even though we could only measure two
vclocity components of the flow, the data set is the most complete in terms of flow
turbulence, as it is one of oniy a very few to measure instantaneous velocity series. The test
of instmmentation gave us confidence that the series are of high quality. Morphological
and sediment transport data sets are also fairly unique in the literature. Very few studies in
rivers have investigated the spatial distribution oferosion and sediment entrainment, and
even fewer have cornpared these results with detailed hydraulic characterization ofthe site.
The data are extremely useful, not just for discussions about riffle-pools, but also for
general understanding of sediment transport in non—uniform environments.
Finally, we have made a few key discoveries that, linkcd together, offer a coherent
explanation ofthe formation aiid maintenance ofriffle-pools. The first is the effect of pool
morphology on hydraulic variables near the bed. Mean velocity reversai occurs in the pool
tau due to acceleration. The pooi-head is dominated by turbulent fluctciations of short
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O duration but high ampliide so that high instantaneous shear stresses are exerted
on the bed. The second key discovciy is thc trapping of large particles in the pool-head.
These partictes do not respond to rapidly fluctuating shear stresses, which provides an
explanation for the stability 0f riffle-pools over a wide range of flood stages. Finally, large
scale bed forrns emerge from stream bed simuLations with the inclusion of a link between
flow acceleration and turbuLence. It is this dynamic feedback that appcars to initiate the
form and determine its ultirnatc size.
8.4 Conceptual Model
We have shown that riffie-pools can be explained by considering the effects of
acceleration on turbutence intensity and by considering the effects of short duration
turbuLent fluctuations on the transport ofhctcrogencous scdiment. In this section we
present a succinct picture of the kcy dynamics that is a modification ofthe classic model of
the relation between turbulent flow, sediment transport, and bed forms developed by Leeder
[1983] (sec Figure 2.1). The Leeder model is central to our understanding offeedback
mechanisrns in river environments. However, it suffers from two limitations. First, mean
velocity and turbulence are coupled in the diagram. Our resutts show that the interaction
between the two is a critical variable with potential consequences for sediment transport.
We propose to separate these two items in the same manner that bed foniis are
distinguished from sediment transport. Second, the diagram does not consider the driving
force behind stream processes in the river, and we propose to include cnergy transfcr in the
diagram. The resulting conceptual model is shown in Figure 8. 1. Energy is input to the
system through the kinetic and potential energy of the flow. This assumes that additional
energy inputs from the sot Id phase ofthe transport are negligible. FIow energy can be
transferred either to kinetic energy downstrearn, sedirnent transport, or converted to
turbulence. Sediment transport can result in the export of sediment (mass balance of
sediment is not shown) or lead to the devetopment of bed forms. Developed bed forms
feed back to the distribution of energy in the system because they exert a significant control
on the transfer ofenergy from the mean flow to turbulence. Wc have showu this to be
particularly important in the pool-head ofriffle-pool bed forms, but the same principle
applies to ail organizations ofthe bed that imply a form roughness larger than the particie
O roughness. Turbulence can be dissipated as heat, but it can also feedback to influence
sediment transport. As shown in this thesis, sediment transport by turbulence appears to be
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more size-selective than transport as a function the mean shear stress. In the
studicd riffle-pool system, the largest size fraction ofthe bed particles was not transported
by these extreme levels of turbulence, even during a 15 year flood. Large particles collect
on the 1cc face ofriffles and in the pool-head. This rnechanism results in positive feedback
on the size ofthe form. In addition, because more energy is dissipated through turbulence
as bed forms increase in size, less energy is available for sediment transport, which
increases the stability ofthe form. The reduction of energy availabte for sediment transport
eventually acts as a negative feedback on the bed form size.
Figure 8.1 - Conceptual model of llow and sedirnent in dynamics in gravel-bed rivers. See text for
explanation.
8.5 Future Research
There are many opportunities for future research to build on the results presented in
this thesis. We have grouped these opportunities into three main areas: modelling, process
scaic research, and reach or system scale research. One of the most attainable new
objectives is to refine the ROQ-B model based on the conclusions from the field data. This
bas been donc to some extent through the incorporation ofa rule for flow separation, but in
the design of the model, we did not anticipate the importance ofthe velocity profile over
non-uniform boundaries. As a result, a simple, one dimensional representation ofthe flow
field was used. Without a major reworking, it should be possible to consider the effects of
the flow profile and incorporate flow separation as an extrernc case of profile modification
in rapidly expanding fiow. A refinernent ofthe flow mode! could also include some
consideration of flow energetics. It appears that the key to the scaling offeatures lies in the
transfer of energy bctwccn kinctic encrgy, scdiment transport, and dissipation through
G
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230Q turbulence (Figure 8.1). We anticipate that simple mies could be designed that
would allow us to explore notjust how bed forrns develop, but what drives thcm and why
they ernerge in certain situations. Related to this exercise, and discussed in Chapter 3, is
the need to relate model control pararneters to morphological variables. By incorporating
energy, it should be possible to anticipate how control parameters used in the model relate
to channel morphology. This should improve our understanding ofthe scaling ofthese bed
forms. f inally, there are many questions for which a flexible model of stream processes
may be useful. Model configuration should allow rnany different influences to be tested
under various scenarios. It should be possible, for instance, to test the effect ofriffle-pools
on downstream fining, a question that was discussed in Chapter 7. AdditionaHy, the model
could be configured to look at step-pooi streams, to modet the effects of forcing elements,
and to look at the transition between different types of systems. An interesting exampie in
this regard was presented in Figure 3.22, where a change from a bimodal to a trirnodal
sediment size distribution initiated a transition from mobile dune-like foniis to stable riffle
like forms. It may be possible to use the model to understand transitions in a phase space
diagram of bed forms such as the one shown in f igure 2.12.
At the process scale, there are a number of interesting questions regarding flow and
sediment dynamics that warrant ftirther investigation. In Chapter 5, we observed that fiow
tends to concentrate in a high velocity core in decelerating flow. It is difficult to isoiate the
factor that was responsible for this observation, however, because there is a slight bend in
the channel and the pool was formed by a lateral constriction, which necessarily leads to a
core of higher veiocity ftow. Flume tests could be easily designed to look at the effect ofa
non-uniform bed on the lateral distribution of flow in the channei. A link would suggest
that the lateral developmcnt of bars and meanders are products and not the determinants of
non-uniform flow. This would support a universai model for the generation ofriffle-pools.
The thesis also examined flow coherencc in thc pool. Overali, we found a negative relation
between velocity and the scale ofcohercnt events. Altemate sampling designs should be
tried to test the robustness ofthis conclusion. The streamwise sampling design utilized by
BuJjin-Bélanger et aI. [2000] would allow a doser spatial sampling within a single
streamline so that the duration of turbulent events could be determined. Another alternative
is to sample longer time series. This would allow investigation ofthe relation between
morphology and longer velocity puLsations such as those investigated by Dinehart [1999].
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C A third process scale question that this thesis bas discussed is the effect of
turbulence on transport. In spite ofa few studies on the effect of turbulence over the last
decade [NeÏson et aï., 1995; Sumer et al., 2003], there are very few studies that address the
characteristics of shear stress in a highly turbulent environment such as was observed in the
pool-head. Our resuits suggest that there is a strong size dependent effect such that larger
sediments do not respond to high frequency fluctuations. More research is warranted.
At the reach and system scale, the final article raised some critical questions on the
influence ofriffle-pools on the larger scale properties of river systems. Specifically, we
explored a possible link between the sorting mechanism that we identified in the pool-head
and the sediment budget ofthe stream. The long term studies on the Alt Dubhaig [Hoey
and ferguson, 1997; ferguson and Wathen, 199$; ferguson and Hoey, 2002] have
documented downstream fining in a system in which riffte-pools are common. Riffle-pools
appear to represent a sediment sorting mechanisrn due to the trapping of large scdirnents in
the riffle and pool-head. Sediment sorting is expccted to accelerate the rate oCdownstream
fining [Hoey andferguson, 1994]. Useful laboratoiy experiments and/or simulations using
the ROQ-B model could be designed to test the role ofriffle-pools in downstream fining.
f inally, a key remaining question is the generality ofthe resuits. Our principal field
results were based on a single site where the pooi location was forced by a large tree. It is
important to establish how the flow and sediment dynamics differ in other systems such as
freely fonyied pools in straight and meandering systems. Data from a second field site, the
Ditton River, was gathered as part ofthis thesis. Due to the wealth of information obtaincd
at Moras Creek, we have not fully investigatcd the second site. It is 14 m wide with a
similar bcd particic size distribution as Moras Creek. We sampled water velocity over a
range of discharges but were not able to measure during the bankfttll flow due to safety
concerns. We have plotted the integral time scale of the streamwise component (1TS)
versus the streamwise velocity (LI) in Figure 8.2. For comparison, we show the dashed
lines that we drew by eye to fit the range of data in Moras Creek (Figure 6.7). Data from
the Ditton River do not fit within the envelope of data from Moras Creek. At a given
velocity, IlS,, is generally highcr in the Ditton River. This suggests a relation betwcen
coherent scales and the size of the river. In spite of the difference in magnitude between
systems, the slope ofthe relation between IIS and U is similar. We could therefore
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improve our understanding ofthe relations between velocity, coherence. and
morphology by comparing resuits between a variety of systems.
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Figure 8.2 - Integral time scale of the streamwise velocity (ITSu) t’ersus the streamwise velocitv
(U) at five discharges in the Ditton River. Dashed unes represent the envelope of data
from Moras Creek (see Figure 6.7)
In spite ofthe variability between sites, the mechanisms identified in this thesis
provide a framework for future study ofother types ofriffle-pool systems. These directions
for future work are based on the insights gained through the research ofthis thesis. It is
important to note that our resuits have clarified some ofthe controversy as to the
mechanisms involved in riffle-pool formation and maintenance. for instance, it has
detailed the interpiay between flow velocity reversai, turbulence generation, and bed
morphology. Such an insiglit would flot have been possible without the intense
observation, both in time and space, ofa single site. This limited the generality but
provided a fresli view of river dynarnics Ied to the development ofa model that
demonstrates the implications ofour observations and interpretation.
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